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The Public Health

ihe Basket Ball Situation

Report

THE

17.

CHURCHES

—

Work done by Belfast P. H. N. service
during mouth of January, 1921:
Number of cases under care first of
33
month,
Number of new cases,
10
Total number of cases during month, 44
N umber cases dismissed,
9
Number remaining at end of month,
34

There is arising a fear in the minds of
many, truly interested in the High school,
that the athletic aifairs of this season
will not be conducive to t he best result!
for the next few years.

Those who remember the successful
base ball team that the High school had
Analysis of dismissed cases:
in 1914, and the effect of the professional
team that was played next year, will un- Recovered,
Improved,
derstand the feeling. The professional
Unimproved,
element in the past ruined base ball, and Nurse not needed,
action must be taken if another popular Total,
to family or self,
sport is not to be made so common as to Discharged
Discharged to hospital,
destroy its backing in the community.
To other care,
Because of this the High school feels it
Record of visits made:
necessary to put its side of the argument Nursing
visits,
before the citizens of Belfast, and to ask Infant welfare visits,
their careful consideration and judgment. Prenatal visits,
Child welfare
Until this year the High school, and the Tuberculosis visits,
visits,
High school alone, has had control of Sanitary inspection visits,
basket ball activities in the city.
Friendly visits,
Other visits,
Many will recall the team of 1910 which

Analysis of new and readmitted
Reported by families,
Reported by physicians,
Reported by others,
Ages of patients treated:

ship.

training, always

can be, was not above
the average, until last year, when we
were able to put forward a team that few
in the State couli equal.

Nature of

As it was not recessary, as it
is this year, to pa*y for the Armory, thg
greater part of the door receipts were net

Every

the High School fund.
In supporting
the High School games the citizens mere-

ly contributed to the erection of
school building.

J.

W.

our new

This year we intended to do the same,
but through several untoward events,
there will be a sum to turn over to the

FLANDLRS

llazeltine Post, American Legion, plan to have a big event soon,
with the Leonard, Stevens & Bearce Shoe Co., who comes
Maine, will stage a play in the near future for the benefit of the

city government that will be very small
in comparison to the $700 that the schools

■reman

dr,

|

! contributed last year.
But it is not about this year that we
niseif, free of charge, as a matter of pastime and to help the boys.
are
so
much concerned, although we
■
s not believe in talking about himself, yet a
little mention of
were forced to take an action that was
lie
interest,
has been on the stage since childhood and his first
not altogether pleasing to school or citiThe Drummer Boy” at the age of ten. Since he has been in ;
zens.
■ire through the New England States and appearing in such
plays
This is our complaint
“Ihe Deep Purple,” “Tempest and Sunshine,” and others, and
The High School team last year popul he Kosary.” This was his last appearance at the Empire Thea'
■
t
It was then he decided to leave the show busines for shoe larized the game of Basket Ball in this
and now we find this same populareen very successful at the latter.
Mr. Flanders’ school of experi- city,
commercial purposes by a
ihes him as a director,
llazeltine Post is fortunate in having the ity put to
with the High
not connected
group
fted young man and it will also be a pleasure to the public to dc
and being done, in a measure,
alter—which is simply to attend and enjoy a bright, clean, ama- School,
for private gain.
with

a

cast of local talent.

Mr. Flanders will direct and play

a

■

,

t

ipsii amat'-e.
;

i

ihew and Arietta Lear,

i

w-ere

Thomas t.

Andrews, a man apparently
relatives, home or friends, died
at midnight
Tuesday, Feb. 8th, in the
Waldo County Hospital, where he had
been taken the Saturday
before, suffering
without

married Saturday

tli, by Rev

Charles

W.lj

Methodist parsonage, No.
The single ring service

It

j

with

groom is the youngest
J. Merrithew, Bridge

i.

was a

pneumonia and heart
Four weeks before he had been
brought to the county jail from Belmoul
with his feet frozen. He then
claimed

former North-

ughter of Mr. and Mrs.
1 hey were accompanied
Silas Harvey, the latter

|

bronchial

1

for years. Our attendance fell off and we
were left with the contract for the Arm-

trouble.

Mrs.

ride

It is impossible tor two teams, composed practically of different players, to
be alike in excellence, and this year the
High School found itself with a splendid
team, but of inexperienced and unseusational players, with for rivals, not but in
play but attendance, a private team
composed of men who had been playing

THOMaS E. ANDREWS

RkITHEW-LEAR.

the above name, said he
Calais and

that he

was

a

ory to pay

ing the

native oi

ed

about seventy
He was fond of talking about
Mr. and Mrs. Mer- years old.
iinde.
neir new home on High what he called his misspent life, but
later admitted that there was little trutl
I- 'o go to the oride’s homehut were completely sur- in what he had told. He failed rapidly
■eir friends there and to at the jail, where Sheriff and Mrs. Littlejwer

of rice.

was

gum,

EBB-HARRIMAN
W ebb of this

its, and

city, forMyra Bernice,

and Mrs. Manley Hardy, were married at the

!r

sonage, Court street, Satt eb. 12th,by Rev. Charles
used

1

bride

the
was

double ring

becomingly

own silvertone suit with
rh and carried white carw-Js

1

accompanied by Miss

who wore blue taffeta
■k carnations. The groom
homed by Shirley Swanner.

We are atraid of
commercialize

e

a

show

forced

to

a

precedent that will
game that is properly
a

scholastic, and in a few years, remove
Irom the High school its most general
sport and the one from which it makes
all pecuniary gains.
We crave your support, not for this
year

alone, but for the succeeding

Not

a

cause

that

years.

receive goes to a
that is not for the public welfare.
cent

we

As has been said before, all money above
student expenses goes to the new High
school.
If there is to be

more

than

one

team,

Camden the Y. M. C. A. has this power
As there is

not a Y'. M. C. A. in Belshall have to organize a Community Athletic Club, in which the High
school and citizens will be represented,
we

and this organization will have complete
caused by old age and he quietly fel I control, through a proper committee
of
asleep on his 89th birthday. He was bon ( the business management of the games.
‘LtW fcL.. YN
HANSON.
in Morrill, Feb. 14, 1832, the son of Johi
Must we form such a club this year?
M. and Catherine (Mears)
but fo 1 The High school puts this very serious
a Civil War veteran
Bailey,
Hanson,
tt,
the past fifty years had resided at thi ! I matter in the consideration of the
"J*“e in
citiSearsmont, Wednes„
zens of Belfast and asks advice and co; Head of the Tide, where he had man;
at the age of 78
years., 1 years conducted a
general store and en
operation. Shall we receive it?
ig residence in
in farming.
He was a good citizei
We seem to stand at the parting of the
the respect of old and ! gaged
and enjoyed the confidence of all witl
Shall Basket Ball remain a pure
"as born in
ways.
Hiram, Maine; whom
he had business dealings. In 189 ! High .school activity, or shall it be comihe son of Stephen and
he was appointed postmaster at Citypoin t mercialized, and if so in what
:(i Hanson, and had
manner?
and served several years.
His wife, for
The Hig'i school has presented its case
Appleton before settling;
merly Miss Marianna Brier of North Bel
and awaits yoi r action.
I bree daughters
survivij
died about fifteen years ago. Thei r
Respectfully,
Hanson of Belfast, who fast,
two sons, Frank M. Bailey of
Bartlett Whiting,
Citypoin
■og for him, Miss Fannie
and Harold E Bailey of Washington. E
1>res- Students
uinden and Mrs. Jennie
Council.
C., survive; also one sister. Miss Nanc
Pleton.
the funeral tooti ! Bailey of Portland. The funeral was hel 1
1
! Wednesday at 2 p. m. with Rev. Arthu
Rev. A. E. Wilson
! E- Wilson of the First Parish (Unitariai:
I church officiating.

Branch R. R.

was

j

|

Searsmonj

livei] J

II

j

PAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS

SIMmUmm

The Universalist Sunday school opened
last Sunday with a large attendance. The
officers chosen for the ensuing year were:
Supt., William Vaughan, Jr.; Asst. Supt.,
George Elemdorf; President S S. Association, Olive Morse; Secretary and Treasurer, Florence Donnell; chairman music
committee, Verna Jellison; floral com.,
Ruth Bradford; work com., Frances Bradford; entertainment com., Julia Chalmers;
teacher sewing class, Mrs. Van Rackliff.
Much interest and enthusiasm is being
shown and a drive will be made for new
members. The sewing class will meet
with Mrs. Bradbury next Saturday at 3

7
37
$20.25

1

work offsetting the good baskel
shooting of the local boys. The sum- i
mary:

Rice, If.rb, Matthews
Dow, If
Getcheli, rf 6.lb, Vaughan 1
Cahill, c 4.c, Getcheli 2
Elliott, lb.rf, Norton 8
Nason, rb 8.If, Smalley 4
Referee, Donahue.

Feb.

22nd, and the Rice team Saturday,
Feb. 26>h. Both games will be well worth
attending.
Two new basket ball
teams, real live
wires, known as the Inside and Outside
men of the Telephone and Central
Maine
Power ComDanies, made their first appearance at the Armory Saturday after
noon, several playing their maiden game.
The Outside won from the Inside
by a
score of 22 to 14.
William Robinson was
referee, while the former team consists of

<1*1 AA

Our Windows for Other

Getcheli, Waning, Robertson, Wilson,
Rogers and the latter of Darby, Horn,
McRae, McTaggart and Hammons. Both

showed good team work and later will be
evenly matched after practice.

Specials

Perrys Market

Sunday Morning

Dr. Foster Small gave

us a
very fine address last
Our pastor, Rev.
William Vaughan, will
Splendid serm°ns, without notes;
you sPlenQid singing, with
e
movies for rest and
rpprpatinn- wo6°P
even more.
Our sery°u
vipp is nnp nf

Sunday.

Zm

Zr JlS

to take home

en£r°miSeand

£ithSUre
th y°U’

afford to miss
miss.

Aurora Rebekah Lodge will give^ a
men’s supper at 5 o’clock next
Tuesday
evening at their regular meeting.

profit to a,1» something

°PPortunity

y°u cann<>t

p”
Executive
Committee.

never seen a
larger or more promising
body of young people of fifteen years old

and younger, than is now with us. The
registration of the school for the day was
123
Church activities for the week: Monday, Mr. and Mrs. Robbins, Miller street,
eutertained the younger boys of the Sunday school at their home. The Ladies’
Sewing Circle gave a public supper at
the church on Tuesday evening, under
I the direction of Mrs. William Stevens
and Mrs. William Holt. Later, the orchestra with friends, enjoyed an evening of music at the home of Miss Knowlton, Cedar street. Wednesday evening
at 7.30 the choir will hold its
regular
rehearsal. Thursday afternoon, 2 to 4.30,
in Memorial Hall the ladi'es of the church
will participate in a food sale in behalf of
the public health work in our city. At
7.30 the mid-week service in the vestry.
Mr. Sauer will be present to lead. Friday
is the day of prayer for the world-wide
missions. There will be a meeting of the

|

work

in the past five or six years.

Good Community Spirit. Bert L.
Davis, president of the Belfast Chamber

M. A. Cook will leave for Boston Saturday to attend the Eastman Photograph
School, returning March 3nd.

of

Commerce, returned from their visit
Tuesday night decidedly enthusiastic, and every mem her seemed to
to Islesboro

The regular meeting of Primrose Chapshare in that spirit.
A most delicious
ter, O. E. S, will be held next Friday
and bountiful supper was served in Maevening. Refreshments and a social hour ;
sonic hall by the ladies of the Eastern
will follow the business meeting.
Star, which was followed by community
Julia A. Barker of Augusta will speak 1
led by President Davis. Then
singing,
for the Belfast Spiritualist Society in
j all adjourned to the town hall, where the
Memorial Hall Sunday at 2 30 and 7.30
program was opened by more community
m.
P

singing.

Then came

a

cordial address of

welcome by President Williams of the
Lincoln’s birthday at their regular meet- Islesboro Board of Trade, who called
ing Tuesday afternoon and will observe James H. Howes of Belfast -as master of
Washington’s birthday at their next ceremonies. After a few remarks ennext meeting.
couraging and thoughtful as he always
The Universalist League will meet is, Mr. Howes presented W. R. Howard,
Thomas H.

Marshall Circle observed

who was grave, gay, logical and
witty in
presenting thoughts that concerned the
benefits of organizations all live towns
need. As usual, he capped his climaxes
the Easter sale.
with pat stories.
When introduced MayMrs. John R. Dunton has been made
or C. W. Wescott reac
a serious paper on
chairman of the committee for Waldo,
present day conditions when all should
in
the
drive
Knox and Lincoln counties
work and produce, not
leisurely, but with
to raise $2,750,000 for Wellesley College.
a rush.
It is absolutely necessary to lay
Mrs. Dunton, Mrs. James C. Durham and
aside the fad for short hours and
big pay
Miss Margaret N. Hazeltine are the only for
the business interests of the country
Wellesley graduates now in the city.
at large will not
stand for that spirit.
The public supper furnished by the la- President
Davis combined stories, redies of the Baptist church at their vestry marks and
songs in a very entertaining
last Tuesday at 6 p. m. was liberally patmanner, responding generously to euronized and was generally considered one cores. Morris L. Slugg then summed up
of the best ever presented by those fa- briefly what had
been said and also addmous* cooks. The food was excellent, ed thoughts of a
brighter future. Mcabundant and varied, while the waiters Keen s orchestra
furnished music for the
were not only willing but anxious to give dance which was
enjoyed until 12o’clock.
good service.
The weather was beautiful and the round
Mrs. Clarence A. Paul gave a very trip was made on the steamer Golden
pleasing valentine party at her home on Rod.

Thursday this week instead of Friday, at

2:30 p. m., with Mrs. Sherman G. Swift.
Everyone is urged to come and work for

Congress street Monday evening. Covers
were laid for six at the very appropriately decorated dining table when salad, hot
Miss Emeroy Ginn left
rolls, ice cream, cake and coffee, were
Wednesday for
served. Mrs. Harold S McKeen won the a visit in New York.
first prize at the game of hearts. Other
Miss Georgia Blake, R. N., of Morrill
guests were Mrs. Allen L. Curtis, Mrs. has been the guest of Miss Grace H.
Carl H. Stevens, Mrs. Lynwood B. and Hayes the past week.
Mrs. George C. Thompson.
Mrs. C. t. Jones and Mrs. Leighton
The story hour Saturday forenoon at Coombs of Castine were in Belfast for
the Peirce school, under the direction of the day last Thursday.
Miss Florence E. Dunton, the public liMrs. Lottie Colburn of Aurusta was in
brarian, has become so popular that it is Belfast the past
week,galled by the death
advisable to have two periods of one : of Mrs.
Mary M. Folsom.
4
6
at
10
hour each: Grade 1-3
o’clock,
! Mrs. Manter E. Decrow left Monday
; at 11 o’clock.
Miss Louise R. Clement
! for a visit with her sister, Mrs. Thomas
will be the story teller next Saturday for

PERSONAL

Kibble of

the first and Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson for

Mattapan,

Mass,

Mr. and Mrs, R. P. Chase were in 3ani gor last Friday, where Mrs. Chase is reFrank W. Johnson of the firm of BilI ceiving treatment for her eyes.
lings & Johnson, Boston, has been in
G. B. Marsano of this city, whc has
Belfast several days to arrange for the
been visiting his former home in Genoa,
opening soon of the clothing factory in
Italy, arrived in New York Monday.
the C. E. Knowlton
near the de-

j

the second.

pot.

building
Large shipments of their supplies

John S.

Mrs.

Fernald,

who has

aeen

seriousiy ill at the home of her daugnter,
are here.
Mr. Johnson arranged for the Mrs. Albert Parsons, is now improving,
board of about twenty, but the others
Hiram P. Farrow, C. E., was in Augusemployed will be Belfast men and wom- ta the past week to attend the annual
en.
meeting of the Maine Association of EnCharles and Alphonso Collins, who had gineers.
have been received and

a

number of

men

been conducting an ice skating rink at
Mrs. Carrie Leighton of Portland, who
the Muck on upper Miller street, gave it ! has been in Belfast the past year, was
called home Saturday by the illness of a
up several weeks ago, principally on acI count of the shell ice and water over it in relative.
the warm weather prevailing.
The
Edward Evans was in Augusta Thurs| Whiting Creamery Company, under the I day to attend a meeting of the State
direction of Lewis F. Marden, have drain- Water Power Commission, of which he

I

j

the surface water off and have found
beneath ice about Id inches thick and be-

ed

j

;

is

j

a

member.

Lillian Ryan went to Rockland
gan cutting Tuesday, hoping to secure in I
Monday to attend the funeral of Mrs,
good condition about GOO tons. They are Eugene Gross
Mrs. Gross was the
using gasoline power saws and have two youngest daughter of the late
apt.
on the place, one of which made a record
Lewis Ryan and lived at the .pper
recently in Foxcroft in cutting 1400
Miss

j

cakes, 22 by
I half

hours.

inches in two and oneThey also have an endless
44

chain that loads the ice on the
teams, arid Tuesday loaded 8 cakes in 47
seconds. The company will cut S900 tons
for use in their seven plants.
power

j

The First baptist church.
Rev
ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, IS
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. The services
of worship on Sunday are at 10.45 and
7.30. Bible school at 12 o’clock. Christian Endeavor at 0.30
Thursday at 7.3C
the mid-week service. The public is
heartily invited to attend.

These services will be made attractive by
a variety of excellent music and
singing
by orchestra, choruses, quartettes and
solos, and a hearty invitation is extended
to the public to participate in these services as they have opportunity.
Interesting exercises of graduation were
held in the Sunday school last Sunday of
a class of children from Miss Mathews’
department into the main school. The
address was made by Mr. Frost, and he
captivated the hearts of the older ones as
well as the children. He gave the officers
and teachers the greatest of encouragement when ne said that all his experience
in connection with our school he had

so

much encouragement to the Scouts and
certainly be appreciated by those who
have given much valuable time to the

Belfast.

j
!

Boy

Scouts of Troops One and Two of
this city will hold a special
meeting at
the Municipal Court room
even-

Friday

i ng to perfect

plans for their annual
Pastor Sauer’s sermon themes for Sunmembership
and tag day week.
campaign
|
Feb.
20th, morning, New Testamenl
day,
Evangelism; evening, "Samson, and the For some years the Scouts have had a
Loss of the Inner Light.” February is ! ta8 day each year on V\ ashington’s birththe month of evangelism with m ny day for the
purpose of raising funds with
Baptist churches throughout the United which
to help iu their camping trips and
States, when the duty of the Christian is
This year the
spec ally emphasized by inviting friends | miscellaneous expenses.
to the services of the church and for
tag day will be held Saturday, F'eb. 2Gih.
|
families
and
looking up
individuals who Belfast Boy Scouts have been
ever ready
should attend some church and to render I
in the past to do their part of
assistance to such as may be in need.
•public

The Belfast A. A. team will play the
Westbrook five in the Armory Tuesday,

all the campaign* which have

a public nature and
today. A little aid toward the
camping trip in the summer will goffer

are

—

team

Cflifi ID lis Mil CM
Next

tiraimlatod Sugar <pl«UU
Veh

2
1
1
3
1
2
1
1

—_____

of]

'

|

A class in Home Hygiene and Care of
the Sick,” made up of 15 High school
girls, was started Jan. 25th. Classes will
be held Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
of each week from 3 to 4.3b until the
course is completed.
Fifteen lessons are
included, and are on "Causes and Prevention of Sickness;” “Health and the
Home;” “Babies and Their Care;” “Indications ol Sickness;” “Equipment and
Care of the Sick Room;” “Beds and Bed- o’clock.
making;” “Baths and Bathing;” “Appliances and Methods for the Sick
North Congregational Church.
Room;”
“Feeding the Sick;” “Medicines and Rev. A. C Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
Other Remedies;” “Application of Heat, High street;
telephone, 157-4. Morning
Cold and Counter Irritants;” “Care of worship at 10.45, sermon
by the pastor.
Patients With Communicable Diseases;” Church school at noon. Men’s Forum at
Common Ailments and Emergencies; and 12.15. Stereopticon lecture at 7.30
p.
Special Points in the Care of Children, m. Strangers and visitors cordially welcomed at all the services.
Convalescents, Chronics and the Aged.
Several other young ladies, as well as
The wide variety of subjects introduced
adults, are interested in these lessons, in the Men’s Forum continue to
interest
and have made inquiry regarding another the men
who attend. Last Sunday the
class or other classes being organized. I
pastor spoke on the subject “The Church
feel we should make special effort to give and
Democracy.” The discussion which
as many of those interested as possible
followed was not confined to the hour of
an opportunity to take this course.
meeting, but was continued by some of
Scales suitable for weighing both babies the
members after the forum closed. It
and adults, presented by Miss Anne Crosis to be hoped more of our men will enby, have been received aud are ready for deavor to attend and receive the benefit
use, and to the public should like to say: of these frank and inte
estiug discussions.
All mothers interested in the weight of
Mr. Fred W. Brown will be the speaker
their babies or children are invited to
next Sunday.
visit the office on Fridays between 2.30
The picture talk last Sunday was inand 3.30 p. m. If a child should show
tensely interesting and should have been
any sign of communicahje disease, such heard
by all our people. It showed the
as rash, sore
throat, cold, inllamed eyes, price which has been paid from ancient
etc., or has recently been exposed to any times down to the present for the libercontagious disease do not bring him as ties we
enjoy, the incessant struggle
this might endanger the health of other
against tyranny and might for civic, rechildren.
ligious, political and economic freedom.
Respectfully,
Truly “others have labored and we have
Sadie M. Nickerson, P.H.N. entered into their
labors.” It is for us to
see that the priceless
heritage of freedom
is handed down from us to our children.
BASKET BALL
In these days when crowns are tumbling
in the dust and thrones are
to
Bangor’s Five Aces won from the Bel- their fall, it is well for us totottering
remember
fast Speed Artists in the safe score of 52 that our fathers established a form of
to 31 and led in all points of the game be- government that is likely to prevail
fore a large audience in the Armory through all the changes of this period of
transition, and is destftied to be the ultiThursday evening. The summary:
mate form of government for the nations
of
the world. Therefore, let every man
Bangor.
Belfast.
who glories in the republican form of
Kamokovisch If 6
rb Hoffses 1
Hilson rf 6
lb Matthews government, and who thinks it is worth
S. Schiro c 7
preserving, pledge anew allegiance to the
e Smalley 3 (11
A. Schiro lb 5
if Vaughan 8 Flag, and to the Republic for which it
P ul rb
rf Norton 8 stands, and be the sworn foe of lawlessness, anarchy, Bolshevism, and all forces
Colen rb 2
Referee, Getcheli. Four 10 -min. pe- [ that are at work for the overthrow of a
government which oilers liberty and jusriods.
tice for all. If you want to hear more
The Belfast A. A. team lost to the C. about this form of
government, then plan
H. Rice Co.’s team from Bangor in a to hear the eighth picture-taik in the
“Better America” series next Sunday
very interesting game at the Armory
evening at 7 30
Subject, "The Republic
Saturday evening with a score of 30 anc as a Golden Mean
Between Autocracy
36. The score was a large one, but was and
Democracy.” Orchestral music.
led
Mr.
bert L. Davis.
tied several times by the visitor’s good Singing
by

and the scheme is successful.

B. H. S. in

|

cases:

Number of paying patients,
Number of free patients,
Fees collected.

The News of

Di. Foster C. Small occupied the Universalist pulpit last Sunday morning to
assist the minister, Rev. Wm.
Vaughan,
in giving the address on the laymen’s
movement. There was a goo 1 sized audience and most favorable comment is
heard of Dr. Small's presentation of the
popular subject that means so much to
the vital life of this denomination. He was
logical, enthusiastic and loyal, a good example of Maine laymen. Jot n E. Cousensof Chestnut Hills, Mass., very well
known in Belfast, where he has always
visited, spoke in the Universalist church
of Waltham, Mass., on the
laymen
theme.

Financial:

feel that all should be under the control 01 one authority.
In the case of

fast

3
1
6

Well babies under supervision,
Chronic illness,
All others,

we

Henry Clay Bailey died at 1 p m. Mon
June, 1920,j
make their home in Unity* day at the home of C. J. Emmons, Nortl
" "in is
trackman on the Bel- Belfast, where he was boarding. Deatl

:il"“ <1

were

This team has drawn crowds that fill

HENRY c. bajley

talented pianist and grad-

money,

we

the Armory, and equal any of last year.
Thus it is not from a monetary standpoint that we complain.

Andrews and his age as 55
years.
Hi
expressed a wish to write a letter ti
Wallace W. Brown of Calais, but wai
not able to even dictate it.
His remain!
were taken to the
undertaking rooms o!
W luiam L. Cook and
shipped on the no
train February
^th to the Maine Medica
School at Brunswick. Dr. W. L. Wes'
of the Belfast Overseers of the
Pool
called the chairman of the
overseers oi
Calais, but they claimed he did not belong there. Mrs. Cecil Clay, in behalf ol
0 l^rs of the
Universalist church, callec
Mr. Brown of
Calais, offering to ship hii
remains there, if desired, but that
party
did not care to claim them and said
tha
if he was the man from Calais
he hai
been travelling under several
differem
names.
He had been in Belfast often ii
the past and always had a
story designee
to act on the
sympathy of the officers.

an ex-service man,
nths overseas, and is now
F. of the Third Maine

give the public

a
new line-up, composed of two
High School men and three townsmen,
two of whom, however, were Belfast
Alumni, and one of these a member of
last year's team.

attending to his food consisting of gruel,
eggs, toast, etc. When taken to the hosclerk in the Swan-' pital he gave his name as Thomas E

lie is

its

make

'asspent, when ice cream,
ry, cigars and nuts were
is a

order to

worth

field gave him the best of
care, the lattei

A pleasant

tactics.

our

In

and small prospects for raisit unless we chang-

money to pay

j

4
5
1

Pneumonia,
Tuberculosis,

done with this money?
cent of it was turned over to
was

First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching
service at 10.45 a. m.. Some Apostles of
Nature; III, John Burroughs. Church
school at noon
All cordially invited to
worship at this church.

work in

been conducted ia

will be present.

evening

Obstetrical cases,
Nurse present at delivery,
Post partem care only,

realized.

The regular services will be held at
the
Universalist church Sunday with sermon at 10.45 a. m. by Rev.
William
Vaughan. The choir will have a special
musical program.
The Sunday school
will meet at noon.

ladies of thia church at the home of Miss
Maude Mathews for this purpose at 7.30
in the evening. It is
hoped that many

cases:

Under 2 years,
2 to 6 years,
Over 20 years,

Great numbers of the citizens turned
out to the games and good proceeds w’ere

A special from Boston under date of
Feb. 11th, gives the official dates of the
Methodist Conferences including the
Maine Conference in Biddeford, April
13th, and the East Maine in Guilford.
April 20th.

43
39 |
6
Methodist Church. People’s Meth17 odist
Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
6
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; tele3
213.11. Sunday morning preach9 phone,
ing, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
5 service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
128 Thursday,
at 7.30.

Total,

well justified their claim to championAfter that, naturally, the material,
while good, as High school material, with

so

gain. What

3
3
2
1
9
6
2
1
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1921.

j

Tie Bank

and

!

bridge.

Vena, daughter

Miss

of Mr.

aim

Miller of Searsmont and a student at Coburn Classical Institute, Wa-

terville, was recently operated on tor appendicitis at the Waldo County Hospital.
Dr. M. C. Moulton of Searsmont performed the operation, and the patient is .'acidly recovering.
Dr. A O. Stoddard received a e'.trr
last Friday from his brother, Dr. Geo-ge
W. Stoddard, now of Pasadena, Ca:r

saying that the trouble with his
not

severe

eyes

as

school, plans to cothe

to

Belfast next

summer.

Business

Is

business. Some men can get by with
questionable
PERSONAL habits, but when it comes to BUSINESS matters, especially MONEY,
everyone demands the very STRICTEST INTEGRITY.
This Bank stands for the HIGHEST GRADE,
of financial ethics.

on

Checking Accounts

Waldo Trust
UNITY

is

reported. He is ah
'cr
get around and also to write, hut .s ot
allowed to use his eyes for reading
His
daughter, Miss Abbie O. Stoddard, re
science teacher in tile Pasadena h Ii
so

A Bank stands for ABSOLUTE MORALITY in

2% Paid

Mrs.

Fred E.

Company

BELFAST
MAINE

BROOKS

This week we putman a quite unusual
animal story told by our Swanville correThere is an orgy on at Monte Carlo. spondent. Here are two from that part
There always is, for that matter. There of the south where “Huqcun dat dat-awas one on even duri ng the war—some- way” is often heard.

Monte Carlo and

Journal

The Republican

Belfast. Thursday, Feb. 17, 1921
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republica^n

The

A.

Journal Pub. Co.

--j
1. BROWN. Editor.

relief for
rheumatic aches.

Warming

ADVERTISING T ERMS. For one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
Subscription (Terms.
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
;
■or three months.

one
one

_
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as I sat tit my window
While the West was all agleam
With that strange and wonderful splendor
That is fleeting as a dream,
1 thought that the hands of angels
Had flung heaven’s gateway wide,
And I caught some glimpse of the glory
From the hills on;the other side.,

“To-night

(140

and may account for it.”
And, Americans,as usual are leading the
dance. The English come next, but our
own countrymen and countrywomen are

comfort had brought a smile
of pleasure to his face.
Good for aches resulting
from weather exposure,
sprains, strains, lame back,
overworked muscles. PeneAll
/rates without rubbing.
druggists have it.

Sloarfs
Liniment^

In compliance with orders from the
Legislature the Sta e Auditor has reported that our State garage, up to Jan. 1,
the
1921, had cost (154,343.03, and that

RECENT HISTORY
The peace treaty provided that Gervnany might, during a period not extend-

beyond October 1, 1919, maintain
than one hundred seaplanes
to be used by them exclusively in destroying the submarine mines which
they had planted during the war. All
other aircraft, completed or uncompleted, with all equipment and armament

ing

not

at the Riviera resorts “is proportionate
to the world calamity which preceded it

by the Legislature. Congress has done
well to assert itself and we hope the Legislature of Maine will do the same.

i-

more

what subdued, to be sure, yet fundamen
tally the same old orgy.
But the present orgy is by way of being
Mr. Wythe William,
a record breaker.
the correspondent of the Philadelphia
Public Ledger, writes that the immensity
of the present Bacchanalian war reaction

just used Sloan’s
HE’S
Liniment and the quick

QUOTATION

3s it not a comforting fancy.
This sunset thought of mine.
That always the gates of heaven
Swing open at day’s decline—
That those whose w^rk is all ended
From our earthly woes and ills,
May pass to the peace and gladness
That crown the beautiful hills?”

I

far and away at the head of the revels.
But the Germans are there, too. Those
who have cashed in their war profiteering Bwag and those who have cashed in
the proceeds of their robberies of French
and Belgian homes—they are all represented. There is a wail all over Germany about paying the damage bill of
the war, but there is German gold for
the roulette tables, dumped thereon without a murmur.
The only nationality unrepresented at
“I have yet to
the spree is the French.
see a single French couple at Monte Car
lo,” writes Mr. Williams. Yet we turn
up our eyes and shake our heads mournfully over French “immorality!” Something is clearly awry here—awry in our
generalizations, or awry with the French.
But no matter. We are on deck in full
force. Beyond a doubt the noble army
1 of our own profiteers are conspicuously
in evidence. Money is nothing to them.
! Why should it be?

be turned over to “the Govern-

vestige of air power which she possessed.
Whether Germany has fully complied
with the above requirements we do not
know but it is known that of airplanes
she has been “tripped pretty nearly to
France and; Italy got some of
the skin.
,rer air craft and material but England
took the lion’s share while
;otted to the United States.
uuugiu

ui

ugnt

and

chines,

al-

Department, however,

Our Postoffice
id&

none was

ucimaii

i«coc

$10!),000

paid

uia-

them.

for

Three were bought by our War Department for $100,000 and three were bought
By our Navy Department for a like sum.
Duriug the war we spent more than a
on

the construction of air-

war

lossesjof these machines

Pillion dollars
Our

planes,
were
ever

small because a v'ery few of them
entered the war pone. It seems,

therefore, that we shouid have been able
ho rustle together 14 airplanes without
paying

an

agent of

our

Allies

$300,000

from the Treasury for these German maThree of the planes bought by
rines.
Mr. Burleson’s department were burned
while carrying mail and. the pilots lost
When the parcels post and
rural delivery were established it was
-done by act of Congress and means for

their lives.

paying the cost of each were provided.
Mr. Burleson had no authority for carrying mail in airplanes and no appropria-

rt.L

it

which decided
go,

4100

to reduce

men

and

sense

Congress, about a year
standing army to 175,appropriation was made

our

an

for the support of an army of that size
during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1&21.

There

was

not

even a

II IS

remote dan-

ger of invasion. There was no European
country that desired or dared to attack
Some people have ^.bought that
us.

U1UIUCUI,

\
;!

plans for disarmament. We shall
join them in convention, but if the
great nations in the Eastern Hemisphere
ulate

would reduce their armies to the proportion which ours bears to the population,
disarmament
be

as

considered,

far

as

laud forces are to

would be settled without

a

THE TAX

PAYERS

WILL

BE

THE

law makers.

The Weekly News Letter, which is the I
For the hrst time in history, the terriofficial publication of the U. S. Departwhich pays the bulk of Federal taxes
ment of Agricultnre, in its issue of Jan. tory
will have full working control of the
of
this
country
12th, tells the dairymen
House of Representatives after March
that a feeding specialist connected with
the Department has discovered that corn
properly fed is a good food for milch
cows.
How much did it cost to procure

4,

j

says

Representative Madden, Republi-

With the opening of the
can, of Illinois
new session, the section east of the Mis-

sissippi River and north of the Ohio River will
have a solid Republican voting
The House majority is
Ike big live packers control about yu j strength of 228.
218.
Mr. Madden’s figures indicate that
per cent of the hides in this countiy and

this information?

Japan had hostile intentioi s, but with a
population of 45 000,000, 1 ving on the
this section pays 84 1-2 per cent of all
other side of the world, wi h a navy in have them in storage. The leather busitaxes, with the South and West, now
in
no way comparable
strength with ours, ness is in control of tkiee or four corpor
able to control the House by joint action,
Japan will not cross the Pacific ocean to ations or dealers. The manufacturers of paying the balance. “This will give the
undertake war against 107,000,000 people. shoes, the wholesale and retail dealers in Republicans from the tax-paying belt a
clean majority hereafter over all other
She has neither the money, the men nor shoes and the wearers of shoes seem to
combinations,” Mr. Madden declared,
the navy to make a victory possible and be in the grip of the packers, the tanners “and I believe we will soon see a
change
in sectional, or class legislation.”
*he knows it. Instead of recognizing and the leather combine.
“Under
Democratic
administrations
these facts and complying with the eviThe Federal Reserve Bank of New the South has been in the saddle and the
dent purpose of Congress, the Secretary
South paid only 6 per cent of all taxes.
!
York
earned in 1920 a net profit of 210 |
of War actively continued recruiting till
I Most people have imagined that the
a net profit of 127
cent
and
in
per
1919,
landslide of November, 1920, put the
be had an army of 220,000 men and
onA few weKs ago we read West on top in the House, but that is
per cent.
J
.gress faced an army deficit of some thirty
because he wrong. It has never happened before
million dollars. A resolution was adopt- about a man who went to jail
that the territory paying the freight ran
on the
ed ordering that recruiting should cease had received an exorbitant profit
i the legislative engine. It ought to be a
sale
of
a few cases of eggs.
of
It means that the majority
reason
good omen
discharges, the army
until, by
stockholders of the country, for they
should consist of 175,000.
President
The average man can’t fool one wom- might be
regarded in that light will have
Wilson vetoed the resolution and the an and yet every once in a while you’ll the
last say in the matter of tax burdens.
with
find
an
idiot
House by a vote of 271 to 16 and the Sentrying to get away
By their votes in November the people
bigamy.—Knoxville Journal and Tribune. decreed that the tail no longer should
ate by a vote of 67 to 1 vetoed the veto
We have noticed that single men suc- wag the dog in Congress.”
In times of peace the expendilure of pubbetter than
lic. funds, without proper authority and. ceed in fooling the women
Since the winter opened many unique
married men do
without any authority whatever
should not be tolerated by Qongress or
often

A Tournament of Koses

combinations have been added to motorcycles, so that they can be used on snow
and ice with comfort and safety. This
week Herald J. Beckett, a young mer-

Mad
Physic

and Liver Tonic
How vigorous and good_^dEI ^1^
matured we feed and
■
R *
bright tlie world
■when the digestive organs are faithfully per- HR , &
\w
forming their vital du1;es.
Yet how easily

luiwHHgaff
§|

they become deranged,
throwing too much of
their burden on the liver
or bowels.
Then trouble
begins. All sorts of dis-

tressing symptoms
of

ap-

them
alarming in effect. There
is danger in delay. If
there
is
any distress
whatever in the stomach,
pear,

some

headache, backache, pal
pitation, dizziness, scant
urine, constipation, has-
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Is

ten to the store anil get RjfejS «
a SO cent bottle of that
HH M
«-*
good health remedy, “L.
P.
Atwood’s Medicine. ■&/*
Endorsed by Maine peo- RSi
pie everywhere, and Es»l
guaranteed by the “UP.” Medicine

Co., Portland, Maine.

Mr. Edward Sibley, who is visiting in
Pasadena, Calif., in a personal letter says chant of Eastport, has constructed one
of the tournament of roses, one of the that is a novelty, and'can make trips to
eastern Maine towns which would not be
leading festivals of the season:
possible with an ordinary wheel in win“I went out on to Colorado street at 7 ter, He can travel 50 miles an hour on
a. m. and the streets were then full of
the roads lightly covered with snow, or
automobiles and all other means of con- 75 miles an hour on ice, carrying four
veyances.
People came from a distance persons on the rear sled, or many packof 20 to 30 miles in their cars and there ages. By removing the front wheel from
was one steady stream of cars coming all
his motorcycle and securely fastening
night. Many who came the longest dis- the front forks to an ordinary “flexible
tance parked their cars and were taking flyer” wooden sled, which steers easily,
a nap to be able to go through the strenhe placed the principal weight on this
uous day before them.
Colorado street sled. Along the sides of his cycle he
is the longest in the city and the main built an iron frame and to the rear he
business street and was used for the pro- added a heavier wooden sled for freight,

cession for a distance of live miles. This
street was cleared at 10 a. m. of all vehicles and the sidewalks roped off so people could not crowd out into the street.
The Pacific Electric claim they brought
into Pasadena from Los Angeles over
40,000, and it is claimed that there were
at least 100,000 people here at this Festi
val, which is in addition to the usual
population of the city, and I should say
that figure was a very conservative estimate. The procession was made up on
SouthOrange Grove avenue with the rear
end resting on California street. The start
was made at 10.30 a m., came down Colorado street to GreeD street, thence to
Raymond avenue and thence to Colorado
street and then continued east to Wilson
avenue, and thence down this avenue to
Tournament Park, where it disbanded.
I had a very good chance to see the

four passengers, which makes it difficult for the machine to tip over. The
rear wheel rests on the snow or ice, a
chain is fastened to the rubber tier to
prevent slipping on the ice, and since introducing this novel combination many
residents have enjoyed a trip to the country this winter.
or

Sensible and Safe
William H. Newell will head the nonpartisan ticket in the municipal election
at Lewiston March 7th, selected by a
joint committee of the chamber of commerce and the city committees of the
two dominant parties. He served as
mayor in 1898, and is judge of probate
for Androscoggin county. Judge Newell
Four of the seven nomiis a Democrat.
nated for aldermen are Democrats.]

whole procession. By standing on a
Judge Newell ia an able and a dependchair I could see over the heads of those
in front of me. The floats were magni- able man, who is held in high estimation
ficent and exceeded my expectation.”
by all who know him. Both political
parties are to be commended for putting
Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair him at the head of Lewiston’s municipal
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis,’ ticket.

Every pound of William Tell is sifted
through this silk, not once, but thirteen

times.

After this sifting, the flour simply must be
clean—it must be fine—it must be pure.

Rich, wholesome, white bread, with a delicious “come back for more” flavor and a
loaf that cuts to a fine, clear slice—that’s
your reward when you use William Tell.

Signs of early spring have begun to
multiply. Close on the heels of reports
of grasshoppers found in an Oxford county field, two snakes taken from a nearby
spring and blossoms picked from a
fruit tree there, were other indications
that the mild winter would continue.
Many grass fires have been reported in
eastern Maine; where at this time last
year there were several feet of snow on
the level. Fishermen at Five Islands,
near
Bath, reported lobsters are being
caught iu large numbers, one fisherman
making $100 for a day’s work. This unusual condition, they explained, was due
to the warm weather and was a sure indication of early spring as lobsters go
into deep water to escape cold weather.

Try it—once, anyway—and see.
tell your grocer—William Tell.

Just

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

HEALTHY CHILDREN
No community is doing its duty to its
children until it makes itself sale for the
child to grow up into healthy, normal
adult life, both in mind, body, and morals, says the Maine Department of
Health.
To do this there must be playgrounds with supervision; amusement
places tit for boys and girls which will
then be tit for men and women; means of
overcoming physical defects which have
been discovered by school nurses or physicians; instruction in healthy living; and
a
segregation of tne menially detective
in order that they may secure special instruction. Last but not least there must
be supervision of the child of working
age to see that he is physically fitted for
his work and that surroundings are fit
for his mental and moral development.

:

—

FLOUR

SIGNS OF AN EARLY SPRING.

cut by the side of that other
kind of American over in Monte Carlo,
where the boast is of the swindling prices
Private Stocking
paid for hotel accommodations, for food,
and for the glittering junk of the Kivicitizen took Junior up
A
North
Shore
era shops!
Think of his “tapped” shoes
l
and his “colored” hat and coat in that on his knee and asked him: “Well, my
would you like Santa
befurred, bejeweled throng! What a fan- little son, what
tastic notion of true Americanism that Claus to bring you for Christmas?”
“Oh, 1 want him to bring me a humsingular old person has, to be sure!—

Harvey’s Weekly.

WILLIAM TELL

on the farm of Braxton Holcroft, in the
southern end of the county, was published in Greensboro, Ala.
Each day, so the story goes, a stately
gander, with his breast full of sympathy
and his head full of responsibility, leads
an aged and totally blind ox to a nearby
pond for water. The gander, walking just
in front, quacks now and then, in order
that the sightless ox may follow, and
when the pond is reached the gander
stands guard while his protege drinks his
fill.
When the ox has finished diinking
the gander leads him back to the field.

ay,

knows that fine silks

QUACK

A

A tale of the extraordinary friendship
existing between a gander and a blind ox

chap would

that representatives of
the great foreign nations are to have a
convention in the United States to form-

reported

BY

LED

woman

make fine waists, but did you know
makes fine flour?
that fine silk also
''O
We buy the very finest silks for use
in sifting

collapse.

compound fracture of one of its hind
legs, when a caterpillar tractor in Lubec
becomes paralyzed, or when a steam
roller in Kittery has an attack of acute
dren of Central Europe.
indigestion the doors of this institution
It is one kind of an American abroad
will open to receive the unfortunate suf- who is h aping up the gold piles on the
But there is another
ferer. The highway commission is in the gambling tables.
A
kind |of American who is at home
king row and now, Gentlemen of the
casual specimen of him happens to be
move.”
Legislature, “it’s your
He
heard from out in Warren, Ohio.
sent in his offering to help the starving
iuc
gicav
lne executive omcers oi
ones abroad, and with it he senttolthe
railroads stated to the Federal Railroad Committee this little note:
“We really cannot afford this, but we
Board that the carriers must adjust
have got toalTord it,one little coat
wages or face bankruptcy. The railrord simply
one little pair of shoes and stockings, and
labor men disputed this and asked Presi- one meal a
day for one child through the
dent Wilson to make an investigation winter. I am 78 years old, get a Union
and a decision.
Mr. Wilson declined to ! soldier’s pension of S50 per month, and
we rent some rooms in our little home.
do this.
We have an official Railroad
| Will I make this up? You bet I will; I
ComCommerce
Board and an Interstate
j have it all planned out now. I will put
mission whose business is to make de- more taps on our shoes, and color over
cisions regarding freight rates and wages. my hat and coat, and be happy in another
for displaying true AmeriWe thing the TresiJent did right in onportunity
canism.”
referring this matter to these tribunals.
Now what a sorry figure this poor old
It is

Every

to Mr. Gibson, after the field
trials in which he felt assured his porcine
phenomenon would make good in competition with the dogs entered; he intended
exhibiting the hog in vaudeville, and
with this end in view, secured a number
of birds to be employed in the act.
Mr. Gibson left home for several days,
leaving the birds in a cage. On his return he found the porker bad located the
birds and had been “pointing” them continuously for three days and nights. The
intense mental strain, together with the
fact that the hog had not eaten during
that time, he said, brought on a general

the day and night except for a few hours
from dawn until midafternoon, there are
enough “plaques” representing money on
the gambling tables at the Monte Carlo
Casino and Sporting Club and in gambling rooms at the other resorts, which, if
applied for the purpose, would eliminate
any further “drives” for the devastated
regions of France, or for the hungry chil-

as a

HUNTING HOG.

According

|

to be used

BIRD

suffered nervous prostration and is in a
serious condition, according to its owner
who recently brought it here from Louisiana, to train for the spring field trials.

j

convention.

made for that purpose,
was economy
and common

,on was

A

Natchez, Miss —The famous Birdhunting hog, owned by Tucker Gibson,
a widely known Louisiana huntsman, haB

money had been paid from the highway
fund. The Highway Commission reported that the estimated cost of the struc- ;
Meantime, millions of the wretched
war are dying for
ture when completed, would be $219,- human debris of the
want of food and are freezing for want of
are
we
if
rightly
640.12. This building,
cover their nakI clothing wherewith to
informed, is to be u-ed as a winter store i eduess against the fierce blasts of winter,
house for automobiles owned by the i In that connection, here is what Mr.
writes as to the doings
State and also for various other mem- Wythe Williams
at Monte Carlo:
It is also ]
bers of the automobile family.

hospital to which infirm,
of the family
xent of the Allied and Associated Pow- sick or crippled members
be sent for scientific treatment.
may
the
was
intention
of
It
evidently
ers.
When an auto truck in Carioou suffers a
the Allies to deprive Germany of every
to

was

Warren, Ohio.

dinger.”
"A humdinger, eh? And

may

I ask

you

to describe one?”
“I don’t know how they look, but
when you and Mr. Jones came up from
the basement the other evening you said
to him: ‘Wasn't that a humdinger?’ and
he said: ‘It sure was! 1 would like to
have one just like that for Chr stmas.’
So l thought if it was something luce for
Christmas 1 would like to have one, too.”
—Publisher’s Auxiliary.

Bheumatism
Left Him As If

By Magic!
Had Suffered
Over 50 Year#!

To Frienda

Regains
Strength
Back to

Business

Laughs at

I find

myself, at seventy-one, frequently
drifting back a quarter of a century, when
I see myself in the little drug store 1 owned
at Bolivar, Mo., making and selling a
vegetable compound to my friends and
customers—what was then known only as
Dr. Lewis* Medicine for Stomach, Liver
and Bowel Complaints.
For many years while I was perfecting my

My knowledge of medicine and the results of its use in my own family and
among my friends, before lever offered it
for sale, caused me to have great faith in
Nature’s Remedy from the very first.
And now as I find mv'elf nearing the age
when I must bow lo tire inevitable and g >
to another life, my greatest pleasure is to
sit each day and read the letters t.mt c- m
mail brings from pe< ole as old or cl :er
than I, who tell of having used Native’s
Remedy for ten. fir teen and twenty y»
and now they and f Ir cl.!' r\*n ant
grandchildren have been bench,Lu l.\
It is a consoling thought, rev fiends, f r
a man at my age to feel th
bis own success, one bus d
•;
f
his f 1 ow man. ?'v gn a
tion, my greatest happiness t
c
knowledge that tonight more t
million people will take a N^urr’s
iNTt Tablet) :»nd will bo better he
;1.
v, :i
happier peopl ; fur it. 1 L
bo one of them.

formula I studied and investigated the
laxatives and cathartics on the market and
became convinced that their main fault
was not that they did not act on the bowels,
but that their action was too violent and
drastic, and upset the system of the user;
which was due to
the^fact that they were
not thorough enough in their action, some
simply acting on the upper or small intestines, while others would act only on the
lower or large intestines, and that they
almost invariably produced a habit requiring augmented doses.
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recent interview in
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By Doctors and
Scientists For Centuries
“I am eighty-three years old and I doctored
for rheumatism ever since I came out of the

army, 6ver fifty years ago,” writes J. B. Ashelman.
“Like many others, I spent money freely for
so-called‘cures’ and I have read about‘Uric Acid’
until I could almost taste it. I could not sleep
nights or walk without $)ain; my nauds were so
sore and stiff I could not hold a pen.
But now,
as if by magic, I am again in active business and
can walk with ease or write all day with comfort.
Friends are surprised at the change.”
HOW IT HAPPENED.
Mr. Ashelman is only one of thousands who suffered for years, owing to the general belief in the

old, false theory that “Uric Acid” causeiT rheumatism.
This erroneous belief induced him and
legions of unfortunate men and women to take
wrong treatments. You might just as wel 1 attempt
to put out a fire with oil as try to get rid of
your
rheumatism, neuritis and like complaints by taking

treatments supposed to drive Uric Acid out of
your blood and body. Many physicians and scientists now know that Uric Acid never did, never can
and never will cause rheumatism; that it is a natural and necessary constituent of the blood; that it
is found in every new born babe; and that without
it

we could not live!
These statements may seem strange to some folks,
who all along have been led to believe in the old
“Uric Acid” humbug. It took Mr. Ashelman fifty
years to find out this truth, lie learned how to get rid
of the true cause of his rheumatism, other disorders,
and recover his strength from “The Inner
teries,” a remarkable book now being distributed
free by an authority who devoted over twenty years
to the scientific study of this particular trouble.

Alya!

NOTE: If any reader of this paper wishes the
book that reveals these facts regarding the true
cause and cure of rheumatism, facts that were overlooked by doctors and scientists for centuries past,
simply send a post card or letter to H. p. Clearwater, No. 631-C Street, Hallowell, Maine, and it
will be sent by return mail without any
charge
whatever. Cut out this notice b et yon forget! If
not a sufferer
hand this good news to some
afflicted friend.

...
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Before buying typew;
let me quote my prices

lm*

Occasion

Robertson

|

supplies.

money.
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As ‘Local Agent for
writer Company I am t
the public the Oliver !
No. 9, at a cost far
other machine in this
cellent OLIVER can !
cash or $64.00 on the
r
—one dollar a week
when desired.
I will
machine to anyone upe
I also olfer a line !
paper, ribbons and all

aerity.”

Miss

BELFAST, MA

/BEAL

A problem which must
be satisfactorily adjusted, if business is
to be restored to normal and prosperity is
to be experience, is revision of the tariff.
This revision should be worked out after
most careful consideration of the interests of business apd the public. Our laboring people must be p id a living wage.
Care must be taken in adjusting
our tariff to protect not only capital and
but
to safeguard the rights of the
labor,
consuming public. I repeat, the tariff
revision problem is one that can be solved not by sudden legislation, but only
after long deliberation and careful consideration of all the factors and elements,
which must be considered if we are to
neet the changed conditions and are to
ay a solid foundation for future pros-

prosper.

HALL & V\;

I /at,
I JLo^L)

Washington,

etts Ssiuor,
said, “Patriotism must be
put above politics if this country is to

rHK

yourself

j

Made right and
—in Belfast,
supply from

Jr

“Inner
Mysteries”

iaj

sound and chea
and see them.

>•

I believed that a preparation to produce
the best effect must lir. t toue the liver,
then
t on the stomach and entire alimer
tary system. If this was accomplished, the
medicine
would produce a mild, but
thorough elimination < f the waste without
the usual sickening sensations, and make
the user feel better at once.
After experimenting with
hundreds of
different compounds, I at last perfected the
formula tb.:t is now known as Nature’s
Remedy, which I truly believe goes further

just arrived. The.

FERTILIZERS

K

ACID”
How the

vy V CI

of

^

■■,

“URIC

17_a__

IT

is characteristic

and does more than any laxative on the
market touay. The thousands of letters
from users have convinced me I was righ
and that the user of Nature’s Remedy as a
family medicine, even though he may have
used it for twenty-live years, never has
to increase the dose.

folks after they pass the allotted
“three score years and ten,” to look
back over the days that are gone
and thoughtfully live them over.

JR
fw
mg'

Fishing

»

Canadian

Their Medicine Chest For 20 Years

^BU
ill

Goes Out

Reveals

A N ew Lot

CITY DRUG STORE—READ &

Now 83 Years,
Yet a Big

Surprise

Horsei

Respectful'
FRANK \
42 Un
1

elected to the

For Sale

sixty-seventh Congress, which may convene in March, is
an interesting figure
because
she will be the only f male
member of that body.
She can’t claim
to be the first woman elected to Con
gress—that belongs to Miss Jeannette
Rankin of Montana.
She has been inerviewed by newspapermen. She said
she was born in Indian Territory, of
which the State of Oklahoma was formed, l.er parents, Massachusetts people,
having been missionaries to the Indians.
She added an interesting item to her
family history whe she said that when
her great grandfather was ordained for
the ministry such a big crowd gathered
for the ceremony he was forced to open
three barrels of whiskey.

Coffee that delights
Maine folks and
folks who visit
Maine folks.
Your neighborhood dealer
sells this superior coffee.

Jlsk for

THURSTON and KINGSBURY CO..
,

L

Children Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S
CAST o R I

A

it!

Bangor, Maine.

I have 150 bushels of
will sell for $1.40 per bus1 ■'
the city limits. Also t 1;
bushel at Elm Tree Farm
E H. RN

*

BELMONT CO KM

Has Hay for Sale
Phone 21-42

Shaw Knit >l!k
1 leavy Wool Hose—Two Pair Genuine
I 1
$1 per pair at Pert
for $1.00 at BertL. Davis’

^
aV

\

Mother’s Terrible Experi-

A

mills

j

transfers

C
,>r

West Buxton, (Me.)—To read of
Mrs.
Arthur Campbell s experience
is harrowlng- Imagine her feeling—she writes:
“I
'I am a mother of five
children. My little

jdiildin. Stockton Springs, girl, two years old, was so sick with fever
Belfast; land and; she lay just as if she were dead for two
weeks. I started giving her
Dr. True’s
i
Belfast
i il,n1s
Elixir
she begain to gain at
fif: ",
once.
Stockton; Now I and
McLaughlin,
would
not
be
and
Maud
without
L.
it. I feel
Jeorge L.
to
very
grateful
you.”
in
and
buildings
land
j6
7 gel*8.
No doubt this child had some
stomach
trouble due to worms. Scores of
children
**
irdiner, to Mabel G. have worms and
their mothers don’t know
c
,,iid buildings in Sears* the trouble.

f

i

tirVv,

I

_

1

Pays Glowing Tribute

..

i1'-

1I>,

■'

Symptoms of

worms: Deranged stomswollen upper lip, sour
stomach, offensive breath, hard and full
belly, with
pain about the navel, pale face, eyes
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the nose and rectum, dry cough,
grinding of the teeth, little red points on
the tongue, starting during
sleep, slow

Bangor, to Edward
kfort; land and buildings

c

Bangor, to Arthur
i'rov.

t

ILxmont, to Arthur
laud and buildings

i

Reasonable Retrenchment and

Dr. True’s Elixir has been faithful in
its duties as a family Laxative and Worm
Expeller, since 1851.

THE
et a I., Belfast, to
Stockton Springs;

Parkhurst

fever.

Bangor, to Leroy J.
in Palermo.
Belfast, to Lillian
and buildings in Beli|

to Late Governor

ach,

G.j

me

I

STORY IN

ronowing

an

is

True

Advocates Retention of Maine's
Water Powers for Benefit
of Maine People

an

Belfast.
•address delivered by Vice President elect,
al
Belfast, to Ruin Atlanta, Jan. 27,
! and buildings in ’Calvin Coolidge,
1921.
—

nuiua

u.

During the dread years of the Great
iu Northport.'
War this country witnessed a period of
Lewiston, to Edwin
nd in Swanville.
•unprecedented prosperity. The sea was
Manchester, N. H rno longer the open avenue of internationiuty; land in Unity.
commerce.
The cargo carrier of peace
Freedom, to H. S.
"times
to the transport and batgave
way
in
Freedom,
i; trees
dermo, to Elden R. jtleship of war times. Nations that had
n;.i and buildings in jievoted their energies to tile production
goods, organized all their efforts for
Freedom, to Albert rhe destruction of men. Competitive imml and buildings in borts no longer challenged our industries,
the demand for our products kept
.:mtville, to Leslie G. our factories running night and day. All
i and buildings in that we could raise on our
or fabricate in our factories found a ready marat
home
or
abroad.
to
Pear
The
end
ket
of the
w,
Clinton,
,ami and buildings in War came abruptly, the demand for our
products declined, competition from
Middletown, Conn., abroad gradually returned, our producls
Appleton; land and piled up on our hands, prices declined I
rees

_

Mr

in this Hall of
Representatives a man in the prime
of life, tilled with courage and ambition. For him the victory was won.
His laudable ambition satisfied, he
looked into the future his heart filled
with a desire to serve his native State
Schooled in affairs of government he
had the will and character to earn for
himself a place among the best of
Maine's long list of chief executives.
On that memorable day it became
my pleasant duty to administer to
Governor Parkhurst the oath of office.
As I looked into his frank and friendly
eyes I knew he would be true to that
oath when he spoke these words: “I
will faithfully and impr.rtially perform
the duties incumbent upon me as Governor.” Those of us who sat upon this
platform always will remember the
smile of love and approval which his
brave wife gave him as. anxious for
him to do his best, she sat with her
little daughter in these seats before
ns, and kept her encouraging eyes fixed
Those of you who looked
upon him.
into his face will long remember the
reassuring smile returned by him to
her.
What faithful wife ever had
more reason to look into a future
bright with hope and promise? The
heart of Maine in these days of loneliness and grief goes out in sympathy
to her and to her children.
It is fitting that here 1 should pav
tribute to those who so untiringly and
efficiently planned and executed the
arrangements for the funeral ceremonies through which we have just
passed. To these men is owed a debt
of gratitude, and 1 unhesitatingly assume the responsibility of expressing
it.
From the moment that the tragic
Dews was first announced to a bereaved
State until the last sad moment of part
lug at the tomb, the Committee of the
Governor’s Council and the Legislature
attended with infinite care to each detail. The tribute of love and respect to
Maine's dead Governor was all that
human hearts could wish and human
hands could fashion. The memory of
those sad days long will remain with
us. and the grief through which we
all have passed will throughout the session tend to soften the harsh clash of
argument and debate.

1

confronts

today. Our agriculturists, our miners,
manufacturers find stocks accumu- |
testate, Belfast, to lating and prices declining. We have
do.; land and build- passed through a period of deflation
jwhich was as inevitable as the rising and
Jackson, to Arthur She setting of the sun. That deflation
,.ke; land and build- lias nearly run its course, is becoming
W
more apparent day by day.
The turn
vith, Belfast, to Ev- has come and we shall soon be upon the
\
iu
once
more.
land aud buildings
up-grade
How substantial
|
and permanent the revival of business
1
shall
Howard
become
will
!
to
depend upon our own
Belfast,
;:i Belfast.
■plans and policies and the progress of
Prospect, to Mary L. other countries toward stability and reThe threatening clouds of
Prospect.
^
Swanville, to Lulu E revolution which overhung Europe for a
land and buildings in i year and more after the armistice are ret ceding. Steady progress is being made
toward industrial revival, and soon the
3 °ld struggle of international competition
AGREEMENT WITH
\\\\.
! will again confront us.
\!
REACHED
| In fact it has already begun. Our imfor 11 months of the calendar year,
bad been in prog- ports
amounted to the astounding total of
tiis between Baron 1920,
$5,013,000,000. When we recall that the
se Ambassador to
for the corresponding period of
aud Mr. Morris, our imports
1919 amounted to $3,523,000,000, and that
.pan, are reported as
annua! imports for the five years precedduliv concluded. The
the war exceeded $1,819,000,000, we
covered the out- ing
\
can realize that the time
has come to |
between the two]
p
consider seriously if these enormously
of the California!
increasing imports can be absorbed by
if ion and the matter
the American people without distress to
The terms of I
ia’ion.
p:
American labor and disaster to American
IP
not, of course, been!
,ns

our

■

cuperation.

industries.

fding
dispatches
Washington correto

ip
1

\r

have concur4 an amendment of
vial treaty between
: States which will,
subjects lawfully ini
I rights equal to
,;e nationals of any
In addition, they
i file existing “genbetween the two
dibit the immigra- I
he United States or
while not exclud-,
Philippines. Ambashow in the hands
ie Co by, who uaturhe subject with the
future. The agreecourse, is still in a
pairing not only the
c itive
heads of the
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The past week the Carroll-Jefferson
Shoe Company at Norway have shipped
by parcel post 36 cases of ladies shoes to
San Francisco, Cal., the postage amounting to about $300. C. B. Cummings &
Sons Co., has also shipped by mail over
2,000 bundles of dowels.
Business at
the post office has increased from about
$8,000 to $13,000 per year in the past
seven

years.

CASTORIA

Providence does not make known to
its laws, but all are forced to bow
tr its decrees
Time drives us on; our
Governor has gone.
The daily tasks
that press on those he left behind must
cow' be done.
The burdens others bore,
row are
borne by those who sought
them not I stand before you as he
His work is done, mine but
stood.
State moves
The
begun.
onward,
and I, as its Chief Executive, made
6uch
by events no man foresaw
here pledge to its service whatever of
good and whatever of ability there Is
within me. If health and strength are
mine, with your help and in your confidence we. unselfishly and not seeking
favor or applause, will perform the
tasks before us.

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

itilication according
•)fd in each country.

Signature

of

Tuesday,

1 leave the Legislative branch of our
State of Maine and enter upon the
Executive with feelings of regret. My
work as presiding officer of the Senate
was most cougenal. an atmosphere of
friendliness and co-operation pervaded
that Chamber, ajnd I, looking forward
with pleasant anticipation to the next
few weeks of work, saw at their cloee
an
end to legislative responsibilities.
That is the past and now the future
beckons.

Feb. 8,1921.

loot lea&itup.
and
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to town until
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HOODS.

financial condition of a govis
its
while
ernment
cornerstone,
character is its foundation
During
the stress of war when the operation
of the usual system of checks and
balances might cause fatal dpl.iys, all
governments to some extent let down
the bars and, regardless of cost, bent
The State
all their energies to war
of Maine, under the broad aid wise
guidance of our then Governor, gave
freely of its men, its women, and its
Governor Milliken’s record
(wealth.
jin those trying years assures him of
an
enduring position in the hearts
and in the history of our Slate.
It is our duty now to enter upon a
period of reasonable retrenchment
The ra*e of State
and true econr;i(j.
taxation has climbgd steadily from
2% mills in 19'" when *e State’?
The

1
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Ho‘ T) rubber PRODUCTS COMPANY. INC.

expenditures

ki.ew how good rubbers
White Rock wearers tell
1 he your
experience, too,
"t a
single pair leaves the
^
*^000’
piant without full inspection.
ir^n

Did you ever
pair of -HOOP*'

Red

Swampers? They
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ipaHprv

a

are

|

great for snow-shoeing,
hunting, for any outdoor
work or play. AU rubber
uppers, lace snugly over
heavy socks. Allow
freedom in action
and they feel hne^^^^fl
They are dur-

soles joined to heavy
black uppers by the
Hood Process. Made j
in all sizes for all
kinds of hard |
service. They !
arp

see

i
I

|
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RED

SWAMPER

$13,*

earnest
effort should be made to effect a reduction. Upon you members of the Legislature who control the purse strings
rest these responsibilities. The expenditure of the money raised and appropriated by you devolves largely upon
the heads of departments and their
assistants, and from them you may
properly demand that for each dollar
spent there shall be an adequate rean

Their responsibility equals yours
and the people of our State will scan
with critical eye the disbursement ol
the next two years.

turn.

Coming

revolution. In some districts the vote
will stand, in others there will be a new
election
and this will take place under a
According to Major General Crowder,
Cuba is now in a fair way to work out ot supervision that will ensure the will of
'ts difficulties, economic and political. the voters being ascertained.
Cuba’s chief trouble was economic.
These difficulties are considerably inter-

BETTER DAYS IN CUBA

twined and a solution for one will go far
toward affording the solution for the latter. General Crowder has gone far in his
work of bringing order from chaos and
the first real step is seen in the suspension'
of the moratorium which was established
in October. To make the passage easier
from suspension payments to the resumption of business the Cuban congress has
effected legislation on a sliding scale or
partial payment system. It is believed
business will soon be moving at a high
rate of speed.
With the movement to lighten the
economic difficulties and finally to eliminate them, the political tension in Cuba
has become materially relieved. It has
been determined that the election held in
November shall be declared no election
because of irregularities in many districts
and the lack of a free and fair ballot.
And this decision is reached without a

Contingent Fund
so
abruptly from the Leg-

The

;

weie

{ .'.1-3,502.1)2,

to

7V?

Better climb a tree next time, is doubtless the opinion of Earle C. Anderson of
Ellsworth, who several days ago smoked
old bruin out of his winter home under
the roots of a fallen tree near ChesunStanding in front of the
cook village
opening Anderson fired on the enraged
came
as
he
animal
rushing from his lair
But as was to be exinto the sunlight.
pected Anderson’s aim became wobbly
and old bruin seeing the cause of his ill
treatment took steps to embrace the offender, when another shot stopped him,
but did not stop the mighty swing of his
great paws, which tore the shirt and
scratched the arm of his tormentor, but
inflicting no further injury beyond set-

ting Anderson’s

nerves

i iafying his lust for besr

on

edge and sat-

hunting.

The old reliable
in thousands of homes fpr

coughs, colds,

and many other
INTERNAL and EXTERNAL
aches and ills,—grippe and

December foreign trade was a surprise,
on the export and the import side.

influenza.

both

Exports, in short, were greater while imports were smaller than expected. Especially was the export total of $720,000,000
a surprise, because trade reports, the advance in exchange, the decreased cotton
shipments and other similar indications led
to the belief that exports were

shrinking.

Feeling Tribute

of

a

Woman le

"Pe-ni-nahas been a Godsend to me. I feel safe In savin?
that It saved my life. 1 was all run down and
miserable when
1 commenced taking
Pe-ru-na, but am ou the road to recovery
now. I cannot thank you too much.”

fliliii,

!

Notary

Mas. ('ll A KLTE9 AXPPArr.IT,
R. F. D. No. 7,1-agrauge,
Indiana,
letter like this brings hope and the promise of health
to every sick aud suffering woman.
Perhaps you know
what it means to have your daily duties a
misery, every
movement an effort, stomach deranged, pains in the
head,
back and loins most of the time, nerves raw and
quivering not a moment day or night free from suffering.
Do as Mrs. Anspaugh did. Take Pe-ru-na. Don’t wait
but start right away.

State Auditor informs me that
January 1, 1921, this fund amounted to $786,150.24 against which there
are now chargeable certain items estimated to amount to $140,000. This
leaves a net Contingent Fund of $646.000.00, which is less than 3% of the
total cash payments for the years 1919
This fund was established
and 1920.
by lawr in 1915. The Contingent Fund
consists: First, of lapses from appropriations not used; and Second, of the
amount by which the actual income exceeds the current expenses for the
The fund created from these
year.
tw'o sources, is then withdrawn by the
r 11 sl,

uovernor ana v ouucu.

iur

w

TABLETS OR LIQUID
SOLD EVERYWHERE

a

Admitted assets.

Total

B. 6.

Send in your

we

will give
in

answer

a

Formerly there was a tendency on
the part of heads of departments to
expend whatever appropriations were
made for them, with the result that
appropriations often were exhausted,
and unpaid balances were carried to
the next administration. Today the
department head realizes that if the
funds of his department become exhausted he may then apply to the
Governor and Council and state the
reasons
why he needs relief. There
also was a tendency in former times
for heads of departments to make
sure of having an appropriation
large
enough for all contingencies. A prop
erly administered contingent fund
checks the demands for excessive departmental appropriations.

This is open to anyone that visits

our

j:

WITH A

not over

\

just received
imported Jrom China

a

%-mill

for general purposes. a total of 6 mills. It should be
understood that in these budget figure*5
no provision has been made for
certain
important measures now before you.
Should you approve these measures
you will need to revise the figures of
the budget either by increasing the 6mill tax rate or by making some reduction in the appropriations suggested in the budget.
It is for you tc
study these figures, to test their ac
curacy and to arrive at a wise solution of the difficult problem.
I urge
prompt action in order that the legis
lative session may not be unduly pro

longed.
on

a

Cluny Lace,

per

A tenement of five rooms and Lath,
for particulars apply to
MRS. SARAH E. S IE WART,
129 Main Street.

Dr. M. C. Stephenson

few prices

DENTIST

as

Telephone 223-3

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if
you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with
you
E. A. STROUT Farm Agencj,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
!

For SpasmodicCroup rub
Vicks over the throat and
chest until the difficult
breathing is relieved—
then cover with a warm
flannel cloth.

cC variety of sizes and patterns at 50c.
Also a large line of embroidered silks and
Call and see them at the Journal office.

GET INTO BUSINESS
KINS 137 products sell to every farmer.
own HUto or team can
yive bord. write
^<>r information where
I
y« u can get territory for selling products of largest instiruf,on °f kind in the
world. Twenty mill
U9*TSJ. R. WATKiNS CO
4wlP
Dept. 111. Winona. Minn.
WAT

AMY L. WILSON.

y°u

SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

HAND PAINTED

PLACE CARDS Dr.

VapoRub

A. M.

DIRECT FROM CHINA
and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

FOR SALE
Low

[nrice

stcvna t end

\J.

parloi

AUSTIN McKEEN.

SINCE 1882

Undertaker

ply at

etc. All

TELEPHONE 336-3

27t.f

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High

Tel. 320

street.

Tenement of five

Enquire

rooms

below'stairs.

at the

JOURNAL OfflCE.

FOR Sale

at $1.00
per bushel, delivered in the city; also
Danish! cabbages at $2.00 per hunpound for
dred pound's.
A. B. STANTIAL.

colors.

Ap-

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Pert L. Davis'
The

Ridgely Protective Association

18 Franklin St., V\ orces ter, Mass.
Assets Dec. 31, 1920
Stocks and Bonds.$447 >^5
Cash in Uffice and |3ank. 172 08 ; Pr
Interest and Rents
8.181 _4
Gross

Assets.$628,130

Deduct items

first quality Baldwin apples

FOR SALE
per

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Builoing

TO RENT

: Charles R. Coombs

YARN at $1.50

Lothrop

Dr. Hester Brown

and kit chin stoves,

Sweaters,
Over 17 Million Jan Used Yearly

Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me
tf \1

I Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Hert L. Davis’.

$1.50.

linens.

ROOM l

yard,

Lace mats in

to

_j,

TO LET

$ .20
“
“
“
“
35
Thread
“
.25
Irish Crochet Lace, per yard,
“
“
“
“
.10
,
Beading
“
“
Rose Design Silk Cluny,
1.00
“
“
“
Linen “
.75
“
“
“
“
“
Star
.50
“
“
and
Lace
Torchon
.40
Insertion,
Filet Laces per yard,
$2.00 and 3.00
Narrow

>

tf2

_____

MNSONIC IEMPIE,
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roup

u

Proprietor

quote

MAINE.

Mail orders solicited.

follows:

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.
(Continued

375 Main Street,

fine lot of hand-made laces

and

QUALITY REPUTATION j

ROCKLAND,

£

REAL LACES
We have

:

Tyler’s Photo Studio

£

store.

TIMM’S SHOE STORE
B. L. TUTTLE,

Stockton Spring?.

PRINTING
ENLARGING

>.

It should
be recognized that the
past four years, with rising costs of
labor, material and supplies, have been
difficult ones, but in these respects the
outlook for the future is somewhat
more encouraging.
During the years
1919 and 1920 $1,517,927.82 was spent
by the Governor and Council from the
State contingent fund and $360,859.11
was spent by them from “monies in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,”
the total being $1,878,786.93. This was
made possible because the actual income received by
the State during
those years was greater than the estimated income, and the appropriations
for these years were based on the lower
figures of estimated income. Had this
not been so, the special sessions that
were held would have been called
upon
to provide additional income to meet
the State’s expenditures.
The books
of the State Auditor are at all times
open to you. There is no mystery about
them and each and every transaction
for the years that have passed is subject to your inspection. The future
of this fund lies in your hands.

and

3w6

\

$1 each

letter of

Sanborn, Agent,

| DEVELOPING

seventy-Uve words.

Fund.

17

liabilities and surpl.us. $9,734,872 1 7

|

$10-O0;second $5-00
The next five

$9,734,872

iabilities December 31, 1920.
Net unpaid
losses.$1,233,558 32
Unearned premiums.
4,210,427 OS
All other
liabilities. 279,. 64 37
Cash capital..
.l,0C0[00O 00
surplus over liabilities.
3,011,322 iL

to the above
will pay

we

37 637 42
978,389 51

l

answer

before Feb. 24,

73

42,537 34

Gross assets ,.
$9,740.882 01
Deduct items not admitted.
0,009 84

Is Our Store the Best Place in
Tovsn to Trade?

Contingent

The work of the Budget Committee
has proven of value to the legislature.
The Budget states that the recommended appropriations can be provided
for by a 1-mill tax for war
purposes.
3-mill tax for schools, l^-mill tax for

balances.’ 1.271^5

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents...
Ail other assets.

emer-

It is readily seen that where a Legislature must estimate the State’s income and expenditures for a period of
twenty-four or thirty months in advance. exactness In those estimates
cannot be obtained. The Governor and
Council occupy the position of a board
of directors that have frequent meetings. while the Legislature corresponds
in a measure to a stockholder’s meeting, held not as oflen as once a year,
but once in two.
If the stockholders
have confidence in their directors there

having

Assets December 31, 1920.
estate.$ 100,000 00
i Mortgage loans.
0 0O
*
Collateral loans.
q qq
Stocks and bonds...
6,182,61419
I Cash in office and bank.. 1,127,767 82
Real

WHY
For the best

furnished.

Providence Washington Insurance
Company. Providence, R, I.

Agents’

work that arises after the close
of the legislative session: Second, for
the completion of work that has been
started and for the completion of which
the appropriations made were not sufficient; Third, for work authorized by
the Legislature but for which no definite appropriations were made.

in

blanks

|

gency

Public,

Assistance in Income
Tax keoorts

|

1

A

The

throats,

sprains,

strains,

READ HER LETTER—IT WILL DO YOU 600D
|
f

sore

chills,

cramps,

PE-RU-NA

on

roads,

cine,— still

—Bangor Commercial.

“IT SAVED MY LIFE”

States at large.

advantages

ago, Dr. Johnson originated
his famous household medi-

__

islative to the Executive Branch ol
State Government 1 have not forgot
ten the legislative point of yiew. The
Contingent Fund for two legislative
sessions has been under discussion
and has been confused by rumors and
uncertainties. Its origin, its purposes,
and its amount have all been somewhat misunderstood. 1 desire that the
facts be made known both to the members here and to the people of the

are

Over 100 years

Probably it will not make any difference
in the prosperity of the island which
faction is successful in electing a president and there has already been a great
improvement in yiat the Cuban people
seem disposed
to follow any course that
bids fair to bring them from their financial embarrassment and to accept without
turmoil or revolt whatever result the
elections, to be held March 1, may bring.

Budget
Finances

^

uppers on most rt d boots crack very quickly
when exposed to sunjand air. While no boot can
undue exposure, the Hood Pressure Process
«. s a boot
exceptionally free from thisobjectionere. When you fcjuy a red boot with a
yellow
.d the word
on it,
you are getting
test
an
development
upper that will stand
treatment combined with the newest tire-tread
which means long wear and good looks.
•HOOD- is your guarantee.
1 ';;

us

us

For Infants and Children

!

:

California

to

the

there stood before

farm^

| jind unemployment spread.
]f This is the situation which

of

Repre80th Legislature
and

How suddenly are Time s changes
wrought. It seems but yesterday that

jind

als.. Albion, to
nity; land in Free-

Senators

of the State of Maine:

jjf

et

Chairman,

sentatives

al

I

Economy Urged

heavily
stantly be before you, and

BRIEF.

extract from

were

This may properly be accounted for in many cases by a wholein the
some and necessary increase
State.
many activities o< the
of taxation
Beyond a certain point
The time has
we cannot safely go.
like the income when the State,
trial balance
dividual, should strike a
and determine whether or not it lives
within its income. The tax rate of a
burdened people should con-

of real estate

Registry
jn Waldo County
week ending February

1920 when they

in

344,936.25.

ence.

Tel.[269

tfl

not

admitted

45

74,914 _‘8

Admitted Assets .$553 jog ;
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net

Unpaid LoBBes.$116,476

~

8

Unearned Premiums. 109.536 82
All other Liabilities.
i>7
CaBh Capital
100 000 CO

surplus

over

all

Liabilities.

182 550 00

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$663 230 17
3w7

FREEDMAN’S,
Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair
tor $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.
Street, Belfast
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’,

16 Cross

their advertising, saying: “Do plenty of
The News of Belfast.
rural sections to reclaim the old
God, truth and righteousness.
advertising; don’t be afraid; it is money
Easter Sunday in 1921 comes March well spent and will come baCk to you as
We gratefully ascribe praise to Him who
has blessed our endeavors during two 27th and will not come again in that it did to P. T. Barnum.’’ Canada has
years in our hard battle for a reconstruc- month until 1929, when it will be March had such a day for tne past five years
and the U. S. Association hopes to make
tion program making for a greater ef- 31st.
it international by co-operating with that
ficiency, and thank our supporters for
Orrin J. Dickey, real estate, has sold
their helpful responsiveness when we
country. Eat more fish !
for Mrs. A. D. Mallock of Gloucester,
make application.—Emma E. Harrison, Mass her 125 acre farm in Searsmont to
Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore, assisted by
pastor, on behalf of the official board and Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Drummond of New Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, entertained the Aucsociety of the M. E. church.
Hampshire, who will occupy it in the tion Club last Saturday evening at a valentine party.
The attractive home was
spring.
everywhere brightened with red hearts
Colonial Theatre
Belfast relatives of Theodore Shorey of
and other emblems of the old saint, while
Gardiner, formerly of this city, were no- the
dining room wquld have met his
TO-DAY
tified Tuesday evening that he had fallen
All the club
most cordial approval.
Anne Cornwall in The Girl In The Rain from the roof of hia
home, while shovelmembers and guests, the latter being
Miss Cornwall, a new star to Belfast,
ling snow, and had fractured one of his Mrs.
C.
scored a decided hit in “The Path She
W. Wescott, Mrs. Allan M.
hips.
The
Girl
In
as
“The
she
has
in
Chose,”
Howes and Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins, apRain."
Wednesday evening, Feb. 23, there will peared in children’s costumes and suited
be a .Washington’s Birthday Social in the their
FRIDAY
actions to their attire, particularly
Dorothy Dalton’s latest picture, “Half Methodist vestry under the united aus- at the 7 o’clock dinner. After dinner
an Hour,” a Paramount production, based pices of the Efficient Class and the Tri- Mrs. Grace C.
Pillsbury impersonating
on Sir James M Barrie’s celebrated play.
Mu Class.
A mu deal program with St.
distribured
valentines
Valentine,
life
of
and
manners
is
a
It
English
story
tableaux has been arranged. Admission, many of them
designed as “innocent
in which an American, played by Charles
slams” on the “little ones.”
The evenRichman, is the central figure opposite 10c. Refreshments free.
The picture story is filled with
the star.
The funeral services of Mrs. H. L. ing was spent with auction, the prizes
heart interest and there are mauy draWoodcock were held at her late Church being awarded to Mrs. Sumner C. Patmatic moments.
street home Friday at 2:30 p. m., with tee, Mrs. William H. Hall and Mrs. Allan
Mrs. William M. Randall
her pastor. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, offi- M. Howes.
SATURDAY
All who admire that clever young ciating. The bearers were Messrs. Clem- will entertain the Club at dinner and
giant of the screen, George Walsh, will ent W. Wescott, Percy A. Sanborn, Au- cards next Saturday evening.
be glad to learn that he will appear at
gustine Colburn and Ralph H. Howes.
A Bozeman, Montana, paper of recent
this house next Saturday in “From Now
On,” which is without exception the
The Travellers Club will meet next date gave the following account of a miligreatest, thing he has done. This new
at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Amos tary bridge party given there under the
Fox film carries an absorbingly interest- Tuesday
ing story, crammed with thrill, and filled Clement. The program will include The direction of Mrs. Wm. F. Schoppe, forwith exciting incident.
Land of Little Rain by Miss Maud E. merly Miss Marjorie D. Pilsbury of Belour

ROOUy kMS, HERBS
Known to Possess Unequaled
In Spring Ailments

wastes for

Value

Are
prominent ingredients of
Hood's Sarsaparilla, in which they
are so combined as to be most effective.
This great blood-purifying and
strength-giving medicine is easily
I he leading proprietary medicine
for the blood, stomach, liver an 1
kidneys, which almost universally
need attention in the spring. Thousands take 'it year after year with
entire satisfaction for that tired
feeling, that loss of appetite, that
< ruption on the face or
body, and
that low or run-down condition of
the system so common now. And
they enthusiastically recommend it
iothers.
Begin taking it at once, three
times a day after meals.
It is
t easant to take and “makes food

If you need a laxative or cathartake Hood’s Pills. You will
tind them gentle and thorough.
t

c,

UNITY BRANCH

B. A.
2

Pays

Fogg,

Manager

Per Cent

Interest

checking

Mrs. Mary Bryant has returnee from
Belfast, where she was a guest in the
Borne of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bickford
for two weeks.
Mr. Fred Robbins, who was recovering
from a shocK of paralysis of a few
months ago, suffered a second shock Sunday, Jan. 6th, and is seriously ill.
E. S., of Liberty

will visit Rosewood Chapter at

a special
meeting this, Thursday, evening, when
there will be degree work, after which

■supper will be served.
U nder the management of the ladies of
the community the drama entitled “The

Village Post Office,” will be presented
sometime in the near future, in Dirigo
The date will be announced later.

Mrs. Raymond Packard has as guests
mother, Mrs. George Plaisted, and

iier

Roger, of Malden, Mass., also her
sister, Mrs. Catherine Plaisted, widow of
Lieut. George Plaisted, Jr., of Melrose,

Mass.
Miss Vena Miller, daughter of Mr. and
Miller, and a student in Co-

Mrs. Fred

burn Classical Institute, Waterville, was
operated upon recently in the Waldo
County Hospital by Dr. M. C. Moulton of
Miss Miller is

now

convales-

An all-lead cast, especially selected by
Tourneur, appears in this story. The
scenic backgrounds are exquisite in their

cing.
The people in this vicinity were saddened to hear of the death of Mr. Llew-

ellyn Hanson

on

handle.

sp

WINTF.RPORT
L. Clark of Hampden visited
Mrs. G. H. Clements Wednesday

officiating.

A. J. Clark of Bangor was a business
visitor in town several days recently.

Mrs. G

District Superintendent A. E. Luce
held the 4th Quarterly Conference of the
when

on

an

Monday evening, Feb.

7lh,

on

Elizabeth

York

of

Church street.

the
community
Mrs. E. H. Boyington and Mrs. E. B
pastor, Rev. E. E. Harrison to return for Neailev were matrons at the M. E. Circle
It was voted to increase
the third year.
Tuesday evening.
her salary for the coming year.
Samuel Spurden had the misfortune to
On Feb. 7, 1921 the Rev. Albert E. fall on the ice and break several ribs and
Luce, Supt. of Western District, E. Me. dislocate his shoulder, Tuesday.
Conference, held the Fourth Quarterly
Mrs. E. H. Clements entertained the
Conference, preceding the Annual Con- Auction Club of which she is a member
ference to be held at Guilford in April. ‘jst
Tuesday afternoon. Dainty refreshand

extended

The oflicers elected were:

to

-Trustees,

Eben

ments

Cobb, Moses Fowler, Harold Cobb Harry
C.

Stanley,

Charles

were

L.

Marriner, Ernest Wing,
panied by Mrs. Julia
Cushman; Stewards, Mrs. Eben
North Waldo Pomona

ether legal papers, Eben

Cobb;

me

for the 3rd year, Harry C. Stanley having voiced the desire of church and com-

collector of

Gaddin,

a

BIG VALUES, $12.95 to $19.50

before

the

advent
was

of

envelopes and

paid for when

re-

Maharajah;

ol

La Belle

Maharajah.

ol

tne

Wednesday

”

put it off is money thrown away
Yours

High Street, Next

Tii

Other students will

as-

churches and other organizations serve a
fish menu. Their principal slogan is a
good one, “Eat more fish for brain,
health and economy.”
It also suggests
to local dealers to feature fish day in al

of the production. An experienced professional director supplied by/John B.
Rogers Producing Co. will attend to the

committee

,

TEA
Your Choice of Three

Ceylon—Formosa—Mixed

j

M. Nickerson.

j

The funeral

profiteering in

Per Pound
and

our

j

specially fine

j

COFFEE

Maine,

viz:

BEST

OF

SAVING

is

Benefit

Prices.

THE

EVERYTHING

AT

the

Benefit

A

Churned from the Best, Sol J to the Best

Every Buy a Benefit
SPECIALS

j

|

24c

Pure Extracts

bottle

Roasted Peanuts, 2 qts. 20c

DIRECT IMPORTING CD.

Belfast.

BERT L. DAVIS’

For Sale
1 Coon Skin Fur Coat, as good as new.
1 Sleigh, newly painted and in first class
condition.
tf7

The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company

Akron, OHIO

Goodrich
Hi-Press

Rubber Footwear

Apply to J. H. CILLEY, City

For Sale

way.

A LARGE HORSE FOR SALE
For particulars apply to

County Registry

Dated

day

of
3w7

ij
;i

=

J

!

r

1
j

!

\

appointments
Court, within

havt
and
and State of Main*

31
67
41
23

Fstate of
tor

Augusta,
on

the

on

Claims will give

Feb, 23,

a

public

the State Hi use, in
1921, at 2 o'clock p. m.,
at

hearing

in its

on

Pensions will give

rooms at

the State

One 6-year-ol I Holstein, will freshen
the 19th. One 2-year Holstein wi 1 freshOne 4-year-old Durham
en the 18th.
freshened Feb. 1st. One 3 year-old Swiss
heifer, not bred. Prices low for quick
C. C. ROGERS.
sale.
lw7
Phone 149-24

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kipdness during the
illness of our father and for the beautiful
floral tributes sent to the funeral.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Clark

!

At a Probate Court held
for the County of VV
of February, A. I>. 192;

pubHouse, in
a

Augusta, on Tuesday, February 22, at 1 o’clock
the following:
Resolve in favor of Mary Edwards of Jack-

Charles Dana

on

Draper

Draper, executors of
Draper, late of the Cit y
New York, deceased, h

son.

<

tion praying a decre*
issue directing the p»
of Maine be transmit
said estate in New Y
petition that all ti« bts
State of Maine, ii
Stale of Maine have he

WANTED
A situation as housekeeper or Nurse,
for particulars apply at No. 3 Com*
menial Street. Belfast, Maiue.

Ordered, That the said
to all persons intereslthis order to be pub Incessively in The Repub
paper published at Belt,
pear at a Probate Court
within and for said
of March, A. D, 1921, hi
fore noon, and show c *
why the prayer of said
be granted.

For Sale

ELLERY

A true copy

:

Roscoe N. Porter, adm
tate of Mercy M. Lorrn
in said County of \V*»

presented a petition

—AT—

\ r>..'

Probate may determ ir
said estate and the resi
and order the same to h

BERT L. DAVIS'

ingly,
Ordered, That the shi :
to all persona interest*
this order to be publislu

WILL TRADE A GOOD

sively, inTh Republican
published in Belfast, thai

Electric Slue Rpr Sion

Probate Court, to be h«
and for said County, on th■
A. D. 1921, at ten of th«
nd show cause, if a> y 1
prayer of said petitioner

New machinery, worth about $2000,
for small farm, or might buy if cheap.
J. D. FORD,
Address
2912 Irving St., Denver, Colorado.

ELLERY

A true copy.

Attest.
(HAS l

Speaks from L MH

The combined snowfall in the storms
of last Friday and Monday is between
three and four inches and has made excellent sleighing. The weather continues

Wednesday was
slightly overcast with rising temperature

Attesi
CHAS. E

At a Probate Court, h*
and for ihe County
on the 10th day of 1 *

All Wool Pants for
$3.00 a Pair

warm

<
t

>

I have 150 bushels of potatoes which I
will sell for 11.00 per bushel, delivered in
the city limits. Also turnips at 75c per
bushel at Elm Tree Farm.
E. H. KNOWLTON

Tel. 211-13

FOR SALE

M
and

Estate of Rinaldo A.
Fred A. Fuller appoii
A. D. 1921.
ruary
Dated at Belfast,
of
day
February, A 1
CHAS E

following:

The Committee

Vienna S

Dayton F. Sup*
February 8, A. D

Estate of Lucy P
Curtis B. Mitchell

Communications from the State Auditor
accompanied by a list of unpaid bills and unadjusted claims presented to the State Auditor and referred to the Legislature.
C A, NEWCOMB, Secretary.
lic

1

f

appointed executors 1
Estate of Rufus E. 8t*.
Stone and Mabel E. L1 u
trices February 8, A. D.
Estate of David Pa*
Martha J. Pooler appou
ary 8, A. D. 1921.

Legislative Notice
rooms

!

fast.

_3w7_

its

WAl

Probate \i

Surplus.$476,214 62
Joshua Treat, Jr., Agent, Winterport

on

3

Vh

Notice is hereby \

Total Liabilities and

in

Bangor,
February. A
at

By C. P. CONNfcl.

*

CHEAP,

ELMER WHITEHEAD
,

f
\
]

Whereas the ci mi
have beu broke i.
IS ov
lheietcie. I
the conditions there, f,
don claims a fon
o-mgives this notice for ti
D*e same.

Company

Net Unpaid Losses....$ 16.121
Unearned Premiums. 303,319
All other Liabilities.
11 902
Surplus over all Liabilities. 144,871

—AT—

More and more fishermen are finding
out that Goodrich won't leak, peel or
come apart—it can’t, for it is made in
One Solid Piece—that’s the Goodrich

Look for the Red Line 'round the Top
when you buy. 60,000 dealers are now
selling Goodrich.

Maine

All Wool Pants for
$3.00 a Pair

for this tremendous increase in users is simple—Goodrich
wears longer than other boots, and
fishermen have found it out. Naturally,
when a man buys a pair of Goodrich
Hi-Press” and they last so much
longer and are so much more comfortable, and so materially cut down that
big footwear bill—h#’s going to tell
his friends.

i

;

claim thereby secured
and interest in the it;
to the undersigned. VS .i

“Benefit Store”

reason

I

217, sold, assigned, tr
said mortgage dee i-eiu J

Assets.??. $476,214 62
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

The Committee

3 lbs. 24c
Rice, fancy
Baking Powder, XX, lb. 30c

The

|

Deeds, Vol. 923, P

Gross Assets.$484 064 99
admitted.
7.850 c7

hearing

More fishermen are wearing Goodrich
Rubber Boots today than ever before.

|
j

\
|
f

Also another pmc< 1
roe, County of Waldo
description see deed ;rui
Lizzie A Porter dated
corded in Waldo Key.Page 333, the same b
A. Condon this day by
ter.
And whereas, the
:
his assignment dated 11
and recorded in sa d I

Assets December 31, 1920
Estate.
None
Mortgage Loans.$ 11,000 00
Collateral Loans.
None
Stoc sand bonds.
403,820 42
Casn in Office and Hank.
26,370 97
Agents’ balance.. 38,214 47
bills Receivable.
No' e
Interest and Rents.
4,659 13

SEE WINDOWS FOK OTHER

St., Belfast,

1

same premises corn
don this day b

Real

Admitted

10 Main

..

certain lot or pare*buildings thereon sih<
deed from Lorenz > i n
dated May 9. lbJ6, an
Registry of Deeds. \

GI1Y DkUb STORE

Margarine Supreme

oz.

m

m

—

Deduct ttems not

Store building.

Vanilla and Lemon, 2

following

‘J

A

Pittsfield, Mass

Oround to

Policy of

the

j

and

31c lb.

services of Elizabeth A.

Howe,-wife of Capt. Edwin A. Howe,
munity. The Rev E. E. Harrison de- were held at the St. Gabriel’s Catholic
sires to place on record appreciation of Church, Thursday morning at 10.30, Rev.
the increasing loyalty of the community Fr
O’Coughlin of Belfast officiating.
of Searsmont and surrounding towns gen- Tb_ bearers were Manley McAuliffe, Ererally, whose calls on her service she is ne
Damon, Wilson Colson and Byron
e ver ready to promptly respond to.
Mrs. McDer oott.
F. W. Haley was funeral
Harrison has indications of other open- dir; tor and the interment was in Oak
ings for advancement but fulfils her Hil < emetery. Besides her husband she
pledge gladly to continue in her efForts to eft six sisters and three brothers.
restore in so far as possible, by untiring
effort, something of the old glory of a
"A GOOD PROVIDER”
really fine old society which has sent
sons
and
to
forth her
daughters
energize
When it comes to being "a good proother societies and other spheres and calls vider,” no man would pride himself on
furnishing trash liberally for his family.
upon the town of Searsmont to help her
The family is entitled to good, wholesome
•11 possible in her great task: 1st, In sendfood that helps growth.
ing their children to the Sabbath School:
It is the same with reading. Good
2nd, Attending the services (even at in- reading pleases and creates its own hunconvenience and saciifice); 3rd, Givinf ger for more good reading. The Youth’s
Companion is the best of reading for all—
t bat support that is necessary to carry or
every member—every age.
is
That
asked
modest
and
ol
the work.
And it comes every week—crowded
necessity solicited, in confidence, of ade- with the best. I.et us prove it with a
sample.
quate response from a sympathetic com
The Youth’s Companion has long since
munity, appreciative of the services ren ceased to provide for "Youth” alone. It
tiered, in the seeking to cheer the faint- has become the favorite all-the-family
hearted, uplift those ready to fall, and ti weekly of America. Its name is a misnomer, but is retained for the sentiment
win to those high ideals needed for thi
it has generated in American homes
uplift of any people everywhere. New through its service to every age.
the
where
the
>
is
land
Ragland
Pilgrim:
Only $2 50 for a year of 52 issues. Serial
established that freedom of worship am I stories, short stories, facts, fun, games,
puzzles, humor, etc.
those principles that are the very bedrocl
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
of her prosperity—educationally, socially
Commonwealth Ave. & St. Paul St.,
philanthrophically and spiritually. It i
Boston, Mass,
th« rural church and town that suppl:
New subscriptions received at this Office.
ci ties with vim and itability. Help us ii

Deeds, Book 342,
El hng wood of New bur
Penobscot. State of M
Condon being describe ,j
Monroe, in the C am

do

Berkshire Mutual fire Insurance

See the Benefit Store windows and

profit by the

ret

scot Registry of D-emand recorded in Wain

Drug Company

READ & HILLS, Propr’s.,

(

u

moot, County of himla

A 40c value at the same price, 25c.
Sold in the bean with all the rich
flavor sealed (or the cup.
your order.

United

#

the

State of Maine
mortgage deed dated
said mortgage being

business methods.

I

“SWEET NUT”

With the
RED LINE
’round the top^l

W
WHEREAS,
Dizmont, in

and

Aspirin U. D. ( o. Tablets are put
up in packages of 12’s, 24's and 100’s.
1 he price is moderate, f®r there is no

was

The intermediate school. Miss Gladys
Erskine, teacher, observed Parents’ Day,
Tuesday. A fine program of songs, recitations, exercises and prepared lessons
by the three grades was presented. There
were twenty visitors, among whom was
the Superintendent of schools, Frederick

sttniioi

that we regularly handle largequantities of Aspirin U. D. Co. Tablets
that we know are Pure and Genuine.
They are rigidly tested by first-class
chemists and are put up by a firm of
the very highest standing, the United Drug Company of Boston.
We,
as Rexall Druggists, are their exclusive agents in Belfast.
The Aspirin patent expired in 1917,
and any one can now make Aspirin
and sell it under that name.

for this Week

24*1=3

Mice of iom in*
iiliarr

7HE FACTS ARE

FRIDAY, FEB. 18

correct staging of the play. Special scenery and costumes will be supplied.

Mc&enney, I. H. Davis,
Morgan, Frank T. Bussey, Jo-

Anirji

Phone

by Aspirin advertisements being run
by those who seek, to discredit all
Aspirin tablets except those made
by them.

a

the robes of Oriental

u

truly,

DON’T IiE DECEIVED

widow; Dolly,

Elysee,

day

by you.

Colonial Theatre.

to

Chattie-

French wife

Act at once, every

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

new

|

i

I

matter what the cost.

pricerno

some

after-

seph W. and Philo C. Blaisdell.

:

Mrs.

col-

ladies, priests,
etc. A
polo
slaves,
attendants,
dancers,
Fish
Day.
National
Wednesday,
patriotic and inspiring finale “Liberty
March 9th, has been named as the naAflame,” in which America, Joan of Arc,
tional fish day and the U. S. Fisheries
and other allied
bulletin
Association
suggests that all ban- England, France, Italy,
nations appear, will be one of the features
quets of lodges, fraternal associations,
sume

Grange at Monroe

1

|

a

Everyone of them to be sold. Mr. Davis says sell
them, and that means that they are to be sold at

Tj'lTlDO
^ IvO.

her daughter; Prudence, another daughterSolejah, widow of wizard; Urbanah, high-

chosen: Chas. A.
Seth H.

adventures;

rich American

Clements, accomWhite, attended

uuiuoiiu.ee

auvisuiy

memorial library met
noon.
The building

of Laymen's Association, Bliss Marriner,
Helen Cobb; Members of Camp Meeting

Association, Bliss Marriner, Helen Cobb

Horton,
antiques; Harry Bradstoue,

last Wednesday.

Member

The salary was advancedjand the present
pastor most cordially invited to return

lector of

Dick

us

Serge and Tricotene Dresses

More

served.

Mr. and Mrs. R.

Bliss

Cobb, Mrs. Etta Fowler, Mrs. E. J.
Wil ey, Mrs. Francella Moody, Mrs. E. K.
Stanley, Miss Angelia Millett, Miss J. E.
McFarland, Mrs. Mary Packard, Mrs. M.
j. Reynolds, Mrs. Mary Marriner, Mrs.
Harriet C. Worcester, Miss Helen Cobb;
Recording Steward, Moses Fowler; District Steward, Francella Moody; Res rve,
Harry C. Stanley; Communion Steward,
5virs. Eben Cobb; Custodian of deeds and

the

stamps, which
Monroe is
ceived.
spending several weeks with Mrs. Baker
Mrs.

unanimous call from the church
was

On the upper side of the handle
initials “B. H.,” standing for

Romeo;

East Indian

prices--Coats
Let

priestess of the temple; Boodypah, a slave.
Benj. Hartshorn, and the date, born Chin-Chin Foo, Chinese wife of MahaMarch 4, 1720. She also has a letter rajah; Brazillitate, Brazilian wife of Mawritten July 1, 1803. in Merrimac, Mass., harajah; Patsy Kildare, Irish wife of the
are

his late home Saturday noon, Rev. A. E.
Wilson of the Unitarian church, Belfast,

church

ual interest a solid silver dessert spoon,
hand-made, and of peculiar design, and

bearing the imprint of “I. E.” It is litrugged beauty
Increased prices will prevail for this tle worn although in constant use and has
day.
the old fashioned hook on the tip of the

Wednesday afternoon.
an old and highly re

Hanson was
eclcd resident of this town and will be
grea tly missed. The funeral was held at
Mr

that you will not duplicate at
th*
show you these wonderful values'
price for years to come.
Light coats, heavy coats, black coats, brown coats, short coats and
long coats, $15.98, $17.98, $19.98 and $21.50. Insure
yourself against colds for $15.98.
such unheard of

at

! Special

son

this town.

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

Mathews; The Grand Canon and Petri- fast, who sent for the forts and flags used
fied Forests by Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman; in the parties here several years ago:
You may not believe in the occult but
“The military bridge party given by
Across the Painted Desert by Mrs. Robif you like photoplay novelties y .u will
Mount Hyalite chapter of the Daughters
not miss seeing Mary Miles Minter in ert F. Dunton.
of the American Revolution Friday after“All Souls’ Eve” when it reaches town.
The home-made candy sale at the noon at the social room of the Evergreen
Miss Minter plays two quite dissimilar
Luce music store last Saturday after- apartment building was a decided success
roles in the play, and also appears as a
from a social standpoint, and probably
spirit in several scenes. Besides offering noon and evening under the auspices of from a fmancial standpoint, and part of
this little screen favorite one of the big- the North Church Guild netted that so- the funds will be used for the
scholarship
gest dramatic opportunities of her ca- ciety about $15. Mrs. tirace C. Pills- fund of the chapter in the State. T,:ere
reer, the picture contains some of the
were
about
125
women
and
Miss
M.
Anne
were
Kittredge
present, a large
bury
most remarkable trick photography ever
and their supply was not majority of these playing cards, while a
in
attendance
Chester
Franklin
attempted.
directed,
group had a social afternoon with fancy
and Faxon Dean manipulated th; cam- equal to the demand.
work. The room was attractively decoeras.
rated with flags and bunting in the natA Washington, D. C., exchange of reional colors, and there was a captain at
cent date says of one of Belfast’s summer each card table or
TUESDAY
fort, who sent out the
“The Isle of Conquest” is a fast moving residents:
other three to bring home flags for games
drama treating with a young girl’s marwon.
Mrs.
George Van Fleet’s fort had
Mrs. Powell Clayton, widow of Major
riage to a wealthy waster, through the Clayton, U. S. A., has decided to make the most flags and won a bouquet of red,
efforts of a designing mother
Later, the her permanent home in this city, and has white and blue sweet peas. The tally II
yacht upon which they are cruising is purchased an attractive residence at 1906 cards were also appropriate. After a few
wrecked, and she finds herself safe upon R. street. Mrs. Clayton, as Miss Nannine hours were spent with cards an interest
an uninhabited island with a stoker from
Langhorne, passed her girlhood in Wash- ing program was rendered, and refreshthe ship’s hold.
Months of isolation ington, and her many old friends are ments served.”
kindles within them a mutual love and
warmly welcoming her back to this city.
“KATCHA-Koo! The novel and brilliant
all hope of rescue having perished, they
are preparing to enact their marriage rite
At the regular February meeting of musical production, entitled “Katchawhen suddenly her husband appears to
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., held Koo,” under the auspices of the Senior
return her to his world of sham.
Here
the circumstances become tragic, con- with Mrs. Cora J. Bowker with Mrs. Class of B. H. S., will be given March
This Oricluding with an unexpected and sensa- Katherine K. Doak and Miss Millie 18th at the Colonial Theatre.
tional climax.
Mitchell assistant hostesses, the follow- ental-American Fantastique carries the
ing delegates were elected to attend the audience from one of the private temples
WEDNESDAY’
A. R. meeting to be held in of the Maharajah of Hunga in India,
“The Last of the Mohicans” is a story State D.
too well known to need repetition, but the Portland in March: Mrs. Emery Varney where the first act is laid, to New York
sweet love tale, with the humor and pa- of Freeport, Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney, re- at the home of Mrs. Chattie-Gaddin, a
thos thrills and exciting moments, is one
gent, Mrs. Cora J. Bowker, vice regent, rich American widow. The leading drathat will cause every beholder to gasp—
Ginn and Mrs. Hugh Gor- matic talent in Belfast High school is to
then laugh, then gulp—for it is intensely Miss Emeroy
appear in the various roles; also in the
human, intensely real, and replete with don.
historical events that thrill.
Mrs. John A
Hart-horn of Poor’s beautiful dances and choruses. Among
All the ability and knowledge oc the
the principal characters will be: Katchagreat Tourneur has gone into this produc- Mills called recently at The Journal office
a
fakir; Maharajah of Hunga, an
tion.
and exhibited among other relics of unus- Koo,

SEARSMONT.

hall.

A great many of you are not ready for it. The most natural
thing
in the world is to put off buying protection for yourself until
the
last minute, but now that the last minute has arrived, act at
once"
delays are dangerous, cold weather is with us, so protect yoursejf
with one of those nice warm all wool coats they are selling at

MONDAY

on

accounts.

Arbutus Chapter, O

JUST STARTED

_

good.”.
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Real Winter
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There is

nothing

a

highly than Ins ii
means an opportunity
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more

for the season.

energies
i

and to
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aided efforts.—Warren
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A. E. Clark Camp, aons or veterans,
hold a Public Card Party at Me-

will

I MEN WHO DOMINATE
MAKE

all

m

They must

be

cases

of

men

strong personality.
strong personality, but it DOES
help back it

a

correct

-

Mrs. Elizabeth Whittier wishes to ex
her thanks to the people of Belfast

generously and also
for their kindly sympathy and interest
shown her son, Charles Whittier, after

Good clothing does not
up and enforce it.

Dominating” Clothing

principles

entire stock is

»ur

t

priced

on

lo,

1

JHE STORE WHERE
YOUR LITTLE OLD DOLLAR
BUYS 100 CENTS WORTH

wedding of local interest took place -;---—Miss Annie L. Barr is sending the LegWestminster church, Los
Angeles, islative Record to the Belfast Library
Cal., Feb 3rd, when Armina E., eldest and it may be found
at the reading room.
daughter of Herbert S.
Haseltine, forWalter Perry of Grand Falls, North
merly of Searsmont, was married to
Dak., formerly of Belfast, left recently
Harry B. Lamport of Los Angeles.
to visit his
brother, Edward Perry of
Harold S. Webb, sub master and com- Medford, Oregon, and it is hoped he will
mercial teacher in the Belfast
High come to Belfast for the summer.
school,

returned

Saturday from a week’s
Springfield, Mass., and

business trip to
has agreed to recall his recent
resignation and remain here the rest of the
;
school year.
I

ALUMINUM and
AGATE WARE

world.

Hazeltine has

Ben.

While in

Yokahama, Japan, they
joined by Miss Louise Hazeltine of
Belfa>t, who went with them through
Korea, spent five days in Peking, and
visited Shanghai.
From there Miss liazwere

ay, Feb.
to 8 p.

m.

.1.

19th,
m.

id look around.

eltine returned to Yokahama and Mr. and
Mrs. Bacon went to Calcutta.
In April

truly,

.urs

rHBD D. JONES
Belfast
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DVERTISEMENTS
Store advertises

e

real
this

a

sale, beginning
special shoes for women
teir heels.
atre

week.

for

r,i _r-.;

I

publishes picture

large number including several
roin Searsport as special guests.
There
vas a valentine box for the pupils and
/alentine favors were distributed by a
:ommittee with Miss Martha Hartshorn,
lhairman. Mrs. Fred Racklilfe, Mrs. Z.

fur coat and sleigh

ers

Laundry advertises
u Main street,

its

advertises Friday and
of cocoa and sugar.
advertises
powers for Maine.

.tier

uinple Shop

■

advertises
etc. at special low

■'Mrs.

a

i. Hartshorn and Mrs. Ralph Ames
natrons and the following pupils

Power Co

>

POOR’S Mills.

The ladies’

were
were

the reception committee: Doris Colins, Isabel Coombs, Hildegard Rogers

in

j

i

ind Laura Beedy. The ushers were Wardvertises one cent sale !
den
Southworth, Clyde Heal, Richard
iluniinum ware.
stierman, Prescott and Alfred Ferguson,
ist
Church advertises
dernard Hammons, Tom Parker and

circle met last week with Mrs. Eunice
Higgins. This week it will meet with
Mrs. Lucy Blood....The cf lldren and some
of the older ones have been having the

Dan-j [

will make

Jtt

them, and j
Public Health
The public health
George Uurtis, who pro- ;
>oard, Mrs. E. P. Carle, chairman, will
nee for the occasion.
j ibserve
T hursday, Friday, Saturday and
tv

shown

-...!, Sunday

_y
and walk in the
'Ugnt and narrow
But whatever

take be

<

sure to

o

Dn

\
6

Mrs. Norman A. Read.

htill last Friday evening, when friends of
the members were invited guests.
A
i
most appetizing supper was served by
the Pythian Sisters, with C. Edward
White, chairman of the committee of arrangements. An unusually pleasing program followed the supper: Duet, violin
and piano, George Robbins and Erma

those who desired.
School

LincolnA very profitable poultry school
VILLE.
was held in Tranquility Grange hall in
Lincolnville three days the past) week,
under the direction of County Agent, N.
S. Donahue, assisted by O. M. Wilbur,
Extension Poultry Specialist. The averA Poultry

at

it

cumberor arch

^UDports.
!

eu a

maker has

u'd

shoe

so con-

to

remedy
trouble absolutely,
ter
still, you would
•'

1
,(i

1

as

know it from the
stylish, up-to-date
you ever saw.

have the agency

this shoe and would
very pleased to exto any
lady inter-

May

we?

^

breeding pen, on
tion, on feeding for egg production,
natural

and

artificial

The picnic dinners
the social hours

incubation,
with hot coffee,
also very

cessful school

he

The other county schools
Unity, Dairy school, Feb

j

Wilson and Mrs. Sumner
2. Pattee will direct the program.
Fri-

and

enjoyable.
From the standpoint of attendance and
interest manifest this was the most sucwere

Dhurch Woman’s Alliance and ladies of

Baptist church serve tea and home
looking will be for sale. Friday memiers of the Travellers’ Club, assisted by

on

etc.

ever

held in Waldo county.
are as

follows:

14, 15 and 16.

Swanville, Soil Fertility school, Feb 23,
24 and 25; the dates for the Dairy scnool

j;

plates

'ever

selecting a
poultry house construcon

iay will also be observed as children’s Mr. R. F. Talbot, State Dairy Specialist,
lay and in addition to the lecture there will assist the County Agent at the Dairy
will be a brief entertainment by a num- schools; Mr. H. S. Bridges, County
of Agent of Hancock county, will assist at
ber of children under the direction
Vlrs. Sumner C. Pattee, who will present the Soil school.
the following program: dance, Mignon,
A Chinatown Fair and Dance
jy Helen Foster; butterfly dance, Elena
The North Church Guild will g.ve a
5hute; song by Eugene Hammons with unique and unusual social function in
ihorus of the following: Elena Shute,
the Armory Tuesday afternoon and evenDoris Collins, Alice Bauks, Emily Rack
ing, March 15th, as a benefit to the ConSwedish Folk
liffe, Fern Linniken;
gregational church. It will consist of a
Dance by a number of children. SatChinese fair in the afternoon to be folChurch
North
of
the
urday members
lowed by a Chinatown ball in the evenGuild, assisted by the Ladies’ Aid of the ing with music by McKeen’s orchestra.
Methodist church, will serve tea and sell
At a special meeting of the Guild Monhome cooking. There will be no admisday evening at the home of Mrs. V. L.
sion and it is expected that speakers Hail the following committees
were
from the State Department at Augusta chosen: General, Mrs. H. L. Kilgore,
M.
Anne
Miss
Mrs.
A. C.’
Kittredge,
will be present to discuss matters of vital
Elliott and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn; food,
importance to the general public, partic- Mrs. C. W.
Jennys, Mrs. C A. Rackularly on child welfare. Sunday after- liff, Mrs. George E. Kittredge; Chinese
noon there will be a mass meeting in the
laundry, Mr. and Mrs. George C. TrusColonial Theatre with an address on sell; curiosity shop, Miss Grace H. Hall;
tea and chop suey garden, Mrs Hart’
Health by Miss Myra V. Parker, R. N
shorn, Mrs. V. L. Hall and Miss Kittof Augusta, and the appropriate picture, redge; oriental goods, Mrs. Elliott and
‘•The End of the Road,” will be shown. Miss Florence M. Dunton; apious, Mrs.
A silver colled ion will be taken. The W. L. West, Mrs Leslie C. Follett and
Miss Bertha A. Wiley; hot dogs, Mrs.
local nurse, Miss Nickerson, has won the
Grace C. Pillsbury and Mrs. Morris L.
know
her
who
professional- Slugg; fancy work, Mrs Oscar B. Wilesteem of all
Mrs. Raymond R Sherman; enly or socially, and many will be nleased kins and
tertainment, Miss Kittredge aud Miss
maintenance
of
a
the
to
contribute
to
Mabel A. Craig; costumes, Miss
work so essentially necessary. Apprecia- tickets, Mrs. Robert W. Rollins andCraig;
Miss
ting the loyal and generous assistance of Charlotte M. Tibbetts; posters, Mrs.
Holmes
and
B.
Miss
Universalist
Clyde
the
of
society,
the ladies
Craig; caudy
Mrs. Frank E. Bramhall, Miss Esther f!
which have already included a gift of
Evans and Dr. Hester Brown. Orrin j]
$87 for the fund and the first material Dickey has been engaged to decorate the
assistance, the committee did not deem hall with appropriate colors, emblems
etc.
it just to ask for more.

Heretofore

heavy,

;teel

members of the First Parish

Mr. Wilbur gave lectures

Mrs. Arthur E.

people run
badly towards

"side.

Thursday

Pathe Review and

Comedy

McKeen’s

at

South

Monlville have not been set.

_PRjOES—Matinee
John J. Perry, deputy collector,

was

was well served.
The guests were
Chief Stephen S. L. Shute, assistant
chiefs Francis X. Pend eton and Walter
J. Clifford, former chief I. Thurston

Water Power
:

going

you are

28o and 39c,

We Offer 5,000 Francs
PARIS-ORLEANS RAILROAD COMPANY

One of the

IFin the South

West,
it is all well enough to

Clough and former assistant Eugene L.

crease

McKeen,

who for

many years has always been on hand to
assist when an alarm was given, although
he is not a member of the department

toastmaster, and after

brief speeches were made by
several of the
gu^ts on matters pertaining to the good of the department. The
supper very

much enjoyed by the

men.

At the Women’s Alliance meeting last
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Chas. S.
Bickford, Cedar street,
rowding Memories” furnished Mrs. Edmund P. Brown
a

very

entertaining

which she did in an artistic mant
This book is a recent addition at

the Belfast Public Library and many will
wish to read these interesting memories
of Mrs. Thomas Bailey Aldrich. Mrs.
Brown first spoke of the author and of
how she tries to subordinate herself to a

L. Perry and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine.
Mrs.
James C. Durham, vice president, presided in the absence of Miss Maude E.
Barker.
Resolutions of respect were
voted in memory of Mrs. H. L. Woodcock, a member. Mrs. Arthur Ritchie
gave an interesting account of Unitarian
work at the Alliance mission in North
Carolina to which the local Alliance subscribed five dollars. The next meeting’
will be Feb. 24th at the home of Mrs. C.
W. Wescott and will be a musicale under
charge of Mrs. Wescott, Miss Charlotte
W. Colburn and Mrs, Sumner C.
Pattee,
with Reminiscences of Annie Louise
Cary by Prot. Frederick R. Sweetser.
lne Court Index ot Jan.

of Cincinnati,

20th,

Ohio,

a

busi-

has the

to Frank W. Twomformer Belfast boy, and the son of
Charles H. Twombly:

following in regard
a

F. W. Twombly is resident manager
and representative of the Buffalo Forge
Company, the Carrier Air Conditioning
Company, and the Buffalo Steam‘lump
Company. He is maintain,ng offices at
fi07 Mercantile Library Bldg.
The Company’s headquarters are located at Buffalo, New York, the officers of the Company being H. W. Wendt, president; E
F. Wendt, vice president and treasurer;
H. W. Wendt, vice president and secretary; C. A. Booth, vice president and
sales manager, and S. Whiting, director
and head of credits.
The Cincinnati branch was established
in May, 1920.
Mr. Twombly has been
connected with the Company for three
years, is a graduate engineer of the University of Maine, and a member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The Buffalo Forge Company and the
affiliated organizations, the Carrier Air
Conditioning company, and the Buffalo
Steam Pump Company, are pioneerB in
the fan system of heating, ventilating
and humidifying. The Buffalo Forge
Company have always taken the stand
that engineering data and developments
should not be hoarded as hidden treasures
but should be made available for the use
,nd edification of the engineering profession in general. In fact, the organization
has a national reputaliou of being scientific experts and specialists in this line.
Mr. Twombly is in position to give technical and professional services and advice, as well as to render specifications
and quotations on any work of this nature.
The advent of the Buffalo Forge
Company is a valuable asset to the building and business interests of Cincinnati.

their

prosperity.

But if you and your
children are going to live
in Maine, then will it not
be wiser to keep your investment money at home
to build Maine?

of

France

The price

on these bands is 555.50
per 1,000 francs.
Should the French
which is now ahoit 7.:, return to its norm!
exiling? value of .193
th-se 1,000 franc bonds would be worth S193.00 when
paid. The coupons,
which are at the rate of 6 per cent, miy be held for five
years after they are
payable, and the bond itself ni3y be held thirty years after it is called for
Payment, should the owner wish to do that, waning for the exchange value
of the franc to return to normal.

franc,

<

j

This Bank is interested in the
uiilerwriting of this issue, and while we
do not urge their purch ise, we believe the n
among the safest of French obligations, and possessing among the largest possibilities of increase in
over

or

send

Largest Railroad Systems

These bonds are secured
co-ordinately with all other bonds of the Railroad, and are further guaranteed principal and interest
by the French Government, miking them superior in obligation to that of the French
Government itself.

to live

Cook and J. Austin

bly,

Evening, 17c,

at

DEVELOPED
your investment
money there, to lower
their taxes and to in-

paper

Performance.

Every

17c and 28o.

;

Wednesday evening with the Daughters
of Pocohontas catering. The menu comprised an abundance of delicious food

ness

23

won

The annual supper of the fire department was held in Red Men’s hall last

ner

FEBRUARY

Orchestra at

with evidence.

chance to review

Turpin Comedy

THE STOkY OF A PRINCE
WITHOUT A KINGDOM.

elected to enforce laws and intends to do
will act on complaints furnished

book,

Ben

The American Drama
Eternal by James Fenimore Cooper

it and

a

Magazine

The Last of the Mohicans

Maine Needs

was

Conquest

SOCIETY IN ALL ITS GLAMOROUS GRANDEUR

WEDNESDAY,

Bert L. Davis; piano solo, Miss Edith M.
The prizes in the hat trim-

affair

Comedy

~

Davidson.

was

brand

a

series of stunts.

News.

The Isle of

ALL SOUL’S EVE
IN WHICH THE
MIRACLE OK LOVE MARS A HOME

included readings by Edward Brierly and
Miss Elizabeth Kiltredge; vocal solo by

Chief Shute

new

NORMA TALMAGE In

—IN-

followed,

were

Walsh, the irrepressible, in

TUESDAY

R. Dunton and the food was varied and
The program, which

and

Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias, gave a supper and dance in their

lj

straight.”
S'vis

Afterspecial health days
sessions, when the public is urged
attend, will be held in Memorial hall.
as

loon

Comedy

MARY MILES MINTER

ing were largely attended and most enjoyable. The former was under the direction of Mrs. C. O. Poor and Mrs. John

1

1

Magazine.

NOW ON

FROM

to

a

a

poster, a vocal solo, “I’m a Lonesome
e Raindrop,”
very minor part, and then the speaker
by Eugene Hammons
members of the
ind chorus of little girls, Elena Shute,
welded together several
of the most
Efficient Class” of the
dmily Racklilfe,
Alice Banks, Doris
striking episodes, such as how Edwin
a
straw
sleigh- |
enjoyed
dollins and Fern Linniken; a
Booth played a part in bringing the
Swedish
mg to the home of Mr.
attendance of the six sessions was author and Mr.
Herrick on Pitcher Pond j rolk dance by the class; a whistling solo age
Bailey together, of visits
about 88 people, all interested in the
ed by Mrs. Charles W.
of Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe and Mark
j >y Mrs. W. li. Goodell of Searsport. In
of the ‘‘Diligent Club”
practical thoughts presented. Mr. Don- Twain to their
( ■he statuette game the prizes wereHvon
home, with somewhat disDeBeck, teacher of the !
ahue gave demonstrations on culling the
Annie
>y
Madaline
Isabel
turbing consequences to Mrs Bailey from
Omar,
Walker,
as
chaperones. The I
hens for lice and each visit. Follow
ably spent with social , Joombs, Fern Linnikin, Clyde Heal, Ai- non-producers, treating
ng the paper, tea and
and a buffet lunch was
red and Prescott. Ferguson and Billie mites, computations of rations, killing wafers were served by the hostess, asbefore
ry party returned
and picking, breeding, marketing, etc. sisted
Joodell of Searsport.
by Mrs. James H. Howes, Mrs. f.
highest praises for the

]|
“Diligent'

s,reet-

Screen

The parish supper and social in the
North Church vestry last Thursday even

ming contest

—IN—

Burton Holmes.
Bride 13, No. 4

by Mr. Brierly the custom house, Belfast, Monday and
and Mr. John R. Dunton. The
evening Tuesday helping people with their inclosed with a white elephant souvenir come tax returns.
Wednesday he was
party.
in vVinterport and today,
Thursday, is it
Homer B. Carter was before Judge Stockton Springs.
Friday, Feb 18th, hf
gaiuing ...Mr. and Mrs. Fred Toothaker
Clyde B Chapman of the Municipal will be at the bank, Searsport; Feb. 19tt
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. T.
ourt Saturday forenoon on complaint to 21st at Belfast; Feb 22ni to 23rd al
Wentworth.Mr. Les.er Wilson went
of Sheriff Frank A. Littlefield, who had Brooks Hotel and Feb. 2lth to 28th al
to Bangor last week as a juryman,
found him leaving his home on Spring Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert H. Stevens gave street with
six quart bottles of Highland
a most pleasing valentine
party Monday whiskey.
Carter was sentenced to a
evening in observance of their tenth wed
fine of S100 and sixty days in jail, but
ding anniversary. Dinner was served at
appealed to the April term of the Susix o’clock in the dining room with decopreme Judicial Court with Andrew I,.
rations of hearts, with nut baskets and Knowlton and Walter F. Nash
as bondsplace cards of the same design. Red caps men. Sheriff Littlefield
he was
says

Scott; riding dance in costume, Mrs. S.
S. L. Shute; vocal solo, Miss Georgia
Hall; remarks on the older by Past Chanoilers cows for sale.
Jeorge Rogers. The entertainment com- cellor Allen L. Curtis; solo dance, buttermittee, Eugene Hammons, Helen Foster, flies in costume, Elena B.
Shute; vocal
»V
Martin has a busy
Siena Shute, Doris Collins, Emily Racksolo, Miss Charlotte Knowlton; character
m. Saturday when h4
iffe, Alice Banks, Fern Linniken; valen- songs, Bert L. Davis; remarks on the orspies at the parsonage.
ines, Martha Hartshorn, Vergie McDon- der, Rev. Alfred C.
Elliott; Mrs. 3. C.
1
-f Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
ild, Dorothy Whitcomb, Janet Sherman, Pattee, Mrs Shute and Miss
Margaret
dildred Darby, Clarissa Harriman.
Fagor has received news
M Mitchell were accompanists.
After
|
l their second son on Feb. j rors, Katrina Kelley, Eunice Ames, Arthe entertainment cards were played by
i1 lella Littl field and Jane Tarrabain. The
1 >aby class were special guests. The procterans’ Auxiliary will
j
•arty tomorrow, Friday, j 1 (ram was very pleasing, including a
Sraceful solo dance by little Miss Helen
me of Mrs
Edith

Bridgeport,

sewing delicious.

Mr. Richard Shaw will be transferred to
the international Banking House at,Hong
Kong, China. His wife, formerly Miss
Marian, daughter of Mr. and Miss Ben
Hazeltine of this city, and their infant
ty* the ladies and rose bud whistles for
ion, Frank Hazeltine Shaw, will accom- the gentlemen were also
appropriate.
pany Miss Hazeltine to Belfast.
Tney Mrs. Stevens was completely surprised
lave engaged passage on April 9th.
and equally pleased with the gif of a
A Delightful Valentine Dance. valentine box of tin articles. The origirhe Valentine dance, given by Mrs. S. nal verses accompanied the shower. The
3. Pattee for her classes in Odd Fellows evening was spent with cards when the
Hall last Saturday afternoon, was attend- prizes, pencils, were won by Mr. and
ed by

a girl who loved
please herself.

pleasant party.

received a i measles, but are ail on the gain....Mrs.
letter from Mrs. Daniel Bacon of New John Boynton has been quite sick, but is
York, formerly Miss Margaret Olive able to be up again. She was attended
White of Miami, Fla., and Belfast, who by Dr. Carl Stevens....!1. T. Wentworth
with Mr. Bacon is on a trip around the ! has been suffering from a bad cold, but is
Mrs.

•i.ount of Agate Ware
il you can have the
it in Aluminum Ware
of our stock pattern
that we are closing
Its a CASH sale and

The story of

pices of Canton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O.
and will be the first annual ball given
by this society since the war. The Canton has the reputation of some very
pleasant affaiis in the past and this will
be no exception
McKeen’s orchestra
and a good dancing program with attractive hall decorations

GEORGE WALSH

HALF AN HOUR

F.,

A

ON

Dorothy

EVENING
7-8.30

at

SATURDAY

Dalton

—IN—

The social event of the coming week
will be the concert and ball given at the
Armory Monday evening under the aus-

in

lc Sale

S.

Theatre

FRIDAY

ANNE CORNWALL

formerly of Searsmont, and Vera Evelyn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orrington Cross
of Camden. They will make their home
at 136 Rutledge avenue, Charleston, S. C.

truly,

IJT ILj. F)AVT<S
IJJrX V

| > I vIV 1

S.

Mechanic on the U.

TODAY’S MARKET

Yours
I

so

Cards have been received announcing
the marriage at Charleston, S. C., Jan.
20, of Raymond W. Hills, Chief Special

it takes account of
every item that goes to make up
, t
e m&n who
gaimen
.wears [these high grade suits has
nothing
mar trom a criticism of his personal appearance.
on

IVUAT

press

who contributed

! Oolonial

his recent accident.

We Sell
:nle

matinee
at 2.30

morial Hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 23.
Admission, 25c. Refreshments free.

| I

a

value

cost.

5,030 trims via l asst 5337.5) m 1 if thi bails should be paid
normal exchange rate, they would bring $985 03.
Further particulars

finally

at

apijication.

on

THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST

|V_---1—- J

What Maine needs most
is the development of its
great natural

resource-

water power.
It must depend

people

own

this

to

its
finance
on

development.

Adm ttedly you may
get a trifle larger yield
from your money by investing away from home.
But, through the long

haul,
bring

will your money
you most if invested in the West—or
in Maine water powers?
Of the Maine water power

investments

none

equals in popularity the
7% Preferred Stock of
Central Maine Power

SERIES 20 CARS perpetuate the StuJebaker
reputation which, for
sixty-eight years, has stood for high quality, honest
dealing and fair
prices.
They are the creation of the Studebaker organization of
competent engineering and
manufacturing experts, anl are proluced in large, modern plants unexce.ied
in the industry.
Fundamentally sound engineering
principles are incorporated in their design, and
resourceful, ripened experience
guides their manufacture.
THE MODERATE PRICES OFSTUDE3AK.GR
CARS are male possible
only because of, first, the reduction in overhead costs,
resulting from quantity
manufacture m factories equipped and laid out to eliminate
waste of miterial
and time, assuring maximum
efficiency; secondly, the elimination of middlemen s profits from parts made in
Studebaker factories, such as castings forgings, stampings, motors, axles, transm ssrnns, bodies,
tops, etc.; and, thirdly
the comparatively light weight obtained by
scientifically balanced design.

Company.

Call and

see

them at

The Banks’
It has

the

i

THE

advantage

out-of State securities because it is tax-exempt in Maine.

Garage

over

It Has Taken 5000 Years

The price is $107.50 a
share, the yield 6 1-2%
net.

Why

not send the
coupon and find out more

about it?

Central Maine
Power

Company

AUGUSTA,

MAINE

to Perfect Jlothes

Washing

Ancient Egyptian housewives washed their clothes
along the banks
of the Nile by stamping on them with their feet. The Greeks of Homer’s
time did their laundering by beating their clothes with sticks and stones.
Thin slabs of rock were used and finally rough ined
boards, from which
evolved the rugged-faced washboard of later
days.

j
fj

j

Our modernized laundry methods represents the result of thousands of
of laundry progress. It insures thorough cleansing and complete

years

sterilizing of

family wash, with all the harsh “scrub-board”
It saves your clothes, relieves you of wash-day
drudgery and detail; gives you more timj for other duties and pleasures;
is a big help toward greater home efficiency and economy.
rocesses

your

eliminated.

A pnone call will bring our driver promptly.

Belfast

City Laundry

Main Street.

Phone 329-3

*

The B. H. S. will have

a

public

supper

and dance in Odd Fellows hall Wednes-

day evening, March 2d.

The admission

of 75 cents includes both the supper and

| the dance.

Mayor C. W. Wescott and other members of the City Government were in Augusta Feb. 16th to confer with the State
Highway commissioners in regard to the
new bridge over Little river, near the
upper dam.

MICKIE SAYS

WEsT WINTEKP0R1

Banish Catarrh
Breathe Hyomei For Two Minutes and
Stuffed Up Mead Will Go.
If you want to get safe relief from catarrh, cold in the head or from an irritating cough in the shortest time, breathe

Hyomei.

It will clean out your bead in two minutes and allow you to breathe freely,
awake or asleep, or money refunded.
Hyomei should end a cold in one day
and relieve you of disgusting snuffles,
hawking, spitting and offensive breath in
a week.
Hyomei is made chiefly fromeucalptus,

Little Amos Hall was quite ill a few

f

owe oe tu'
MEN \N -tOWN EA\D \N UEBE
A

days recently.

OXUER-W>N,wCJOWOUer\W®

Mrs. Clarence Colby of Bangor is visiting Mrs. Fred A. Lowe.

on

<=(

> erzN^s \wuuoot ao\>erx\s\n<s (

ys uvce

ronnwig A cab. on
low—]
\f CAM E.E DONE, aof \!DWO
L WALKS-CO “CRANS^ ON
fl

Frank Bussey were in

Mr. and Mrs.

Bangor

-{U'(

A

]

business recently.

Mrs. Mattie Littlefield was tbe guest of

U.

Mrs. Sarah Marden recently.

Snow, who has been in very
health, is able to be out again.
Mrs. Sears Littlefield is in Hampden,
Millard

called there by the illness of her mother,
a soothing, healing, germ-killing antisepMrs. James Baker.
tic, that comes from the eucalptus forests
of inland A ustralia, where catarrh, asthThe friends of Mrs. Edith Libby, who
ma and other bronchial troubles are selhas been quite ill recently, are glad to
dom known.
know that she is gaining.
Hyomei is pleasant and easy to breathe.
Just pour a few drops into the Hard RubChauncy Curtis, who has employment
ber Inhaler, use as directed and relief is with
the Eastern Manufacturing Co., visalmost certain.
A complete Hyomei Outfit, including ited his mother last week.
inhaler and one bottle of Hyomei costs
Walter Marden, who had the misfor
but little at A. A. Howes & Co.’s and
tune to break two bones in his wrist by
druggists everywhere.
falling on tbe ice, is gaining quite rapidly.

A.
MI-ON
Ends
mdigestion

which

and conditions, General W. W. Atterbury, vice president of the Pennsylvania railroad, in a statement to the
hoard in session at Chicago said in
part:
Many railroads are not now earning,
and with present operating costs and
traffic have no prospect of earning,
even
their hare operating expenses,
leaving them without any net return
and unable to meet their fixed charges.
The emergency presented can he met
either by an advance in freight and
passenger rates, or by a reduction in

NORTHPORT

She cold us about
So. Montville Grange.
her husband, who is spending the Winter

Alfred Sawyer went to Bangor recently to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Saw-

in No. Carolina, and of her attendance
at the National Grange. On motion of
Mrs. Charles Woods, voted that Pomona

yer.

call to the dining hall. Nearly 200 patrons were cared for at the noon hour.
The afternoon meeting was made public. A fine address of welcome was given

by the young brother, James Woodbury,
master of Honesty Grange, and most
pleasantly responded to by Hon. Charles
Adams of South Moutville Grange, from
his opportunities at Augusta, lie spoke
very pleasantly of the good showing, the

good work, the agricultural element of
the Maine legislators were making. As
four of the officers elect, on account of
illness, had not been installed, proceeded
to install overseer, chaplain, Flora and
Ceres, the lecturer, Mrs. B L. Aborn,
very gracefully acting as installing office:.
Later 3 Vote of thanks was given
i
her.
The program was then taken up: Solo

Rogers is very ill with
Her friends hope for her re-

health.

Quite a number have been sick with
colds, sore throats and sore eyes. Most
of them are getting better.
Merle Huff

is

Oscar Littlefield went to

Somerville,

rapidly gaining

her illness at the Waldo County
Hospital and expects to be home shortly.

visited his parents, Mr.

mon

Walter

and Mrs.

Littlefield, recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Edmonds, Mrs. Walter Littlefield, Mrs. F. M. Johnston attended

grange Feb. 5th. Herbert York of White’s Corner deserves
much credit for the manner in which he

Sunrise

did the work.
mony

a

tween the lines and

can

be

At the close of the

cere-

short program of recitations and

readings was rendered, followed by interesting remarks by visiting patrons and
members.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

Rev. C.

are

A.

Purdy,

W. H. Lord

pleased

to congratulate Roy L.
Fernald, U. of M. ’23, on his recent ap
jointment to West Point Military Acad-

The next meetwere present.
ing will be with South Montville Grange,

SWANVILLE CENTER

at

the U. of M. before

en-

L. F

at the Ridge recently

ens, formerly of Northport. She leaves
one son, Harry I. Stevens of Chicago.
News has been received of the death
Helen Stevens Butler of Thomaston

of

Feb. 2d.

on

She

was

born in East North-

Dec. 28, 1835, the oldest of the
port,
six children of the late James M. Stevon

On

ens.

Bradford

March 2, 1860, she married
B. Butler of Rockland, who

died in 1891.

She was greatly loved and
She
respected by all who knew her.
was a member of the Baptist church in
a

consistent,

Christian

She is survived by one sister, Mrs.
Lucy A. Crockett ot Thomaston; also by
several nephews—Norman Whitcher of

Boston, llarry I. Stevens of Chicago,
111 Calvin S. Elweil of Sidney, Austraand

lia,

a

niece,

Northport.

KPSUX
Mrs. Abbie Penney lost
Bertha

Harding is

a

nice

over

was

at home from

Sunday recently.

Mrs. Mildred Bailev.
Miss Ida Bailey spent the week-end at
home from her work in Belfast.

Darling of Belfast was a professional caller at J. Gilchrist’s one day recently.
Dr.

sick with

sore

a

throat.

were

members of the School Improvement
The scholars in this school take

th

a very

active interest in their league and

doing good work.

SOUTH MONTV1LLE

guests of Mary Hall, Feb.

5th.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clement attended

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson have reFrankfort, where they have

esty Grange.
Coyt Ingraham, Porter Ingraham and

Robertson,

and report him as slowly gaining.
Mrs Sadie Bucklin, a widow with six
small children to make a living for, has 3

Linwood Stevenson have been yarding
pulp wood for Emery and Archer.

OAK

some

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stevens were at
and Mrs. Isaac McKeen’s Feb. 6th.
Mrs. McKeen, who had the end of her

Mr.

getting along nicely.

Mrs. Percy
vere cold.

Frankfort, this winter, has been confined
to her bed for three weeKs with sickness.
in Monroe had something hap-

in his barn recently which was both
He watered his
comical and serious.

and

Mrs.

Bernard

Newhall

of

Clarence M. Howes spent the week-end

Whittford is ill with

se-

ous
was

in Sears-

surgical operation.

stallation of officers at Frederick Ritchie

and Mrs. C. B. Dickey left recently on a trip to Washington, D. C.,
and other points of interest. Mrs. Sarah
Bryant is keeping house for them during

Grange, Waldo,

their absence.

C.

Webster attended the inFeb. 5th.

Mrs.

Tannie Small of Waterville and
Miss Effie Flye of Freedom are guests of
their sister, Mrs. F. P. Webb.

pen

stock in the tie-up. The watqr tub went
out of commission and in its place he put
Inside the top of
a large barrel churn.

Mr.

Guilford, Maine are in the place, called
here by the death of Mrs O W. Newhall.
in Bangor visiting .Mrs. Howes who is in
a hospital there, recovering from a seri-

Capt. H. E. Harrington
port on business Feb. 5tb.
Mr. O.

Mrs. James Knowlton, who is stopping
with her daughter, Mrs. Charles Grant of

W. E. Overlook, State Sunday School
Missionary, spoke in the church here
Sunday, Feb. 6th.

HILL, Swanville.
a

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured

Mr.

Mrs. O. W. Newhall died quite suddenly Sunday, Feb. 6th. Mrs. Newhall had
a severe attack of heart trouble several
months ago from which she recovered
and had been in her usual health until a

few days before the end. She was a
by local applications, as they cannot reach
woman
of fine character and will be
the diseased portion of the ear. There
greatly missed in the home and neighborinch
wide
one
an
to
cure
catarrhal
deafabout
is
a
rim
only
way
the churn was
hood.
which he did not remove. ; When the ness, and that is by a constitutional remCatarrhal Deafness is caused by an
water got low a cow thrust her head so dy.
WALDO STATION.
far into the churn that her horns caught inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
under the rim. The frightened cow steeris inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
Mrs. Cora Elwcll visited friends in
ed the churn toward a horse stall and imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
town recently.
“Old Sorrel” promptly put one of her closed, Deafness is the result. Unless the
Charles Levenseller has lately pur
can be reduced and this tube
hind feet through the bottom of it, and inflammation
restored to its normal condition, hearing chased a Victrola.
until
the
there was something doing
will be destroyed forever. Many cases of
Mr. Arthur Knights was in town rehorns of the cow were torn off and the dealness are caused by catarrh, which is
churn was a wreck. The gentleman an inflamed condition of the mucous sur- cently buying stock.
from Monroe

now

has

a

lame horse and

cow.

Cniiaren Ory
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORi A
jl

a

faces. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine acts thru
the blood on the mucous surfaces of the

system.

We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be cured by Hall’B Catarrh Medicine.
Circulars free. All Druggists, 75c.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

H.

Smith

ffejs

Mr. Ephraim Johnson was taken to the
Waldo County Hospital by Charles Ryder
Feb. 6tb.

Emery Hussey went to Jackson, Jan.
30th, 'and brought home bis wife and
y oung son Omar Fred, born Dec. 16th.

|
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has started his sawing

Capt. Parker Hall has lately been in
Boston for

few days.

a

Millard Grant and wife went to Pro*
pect for the week-end.
J.

H.

ness

Melvin of Bangor

was

a

busi-

visitor here recently.

There is

an epidemic of grip colds in
There are several victims in this

town.

These vegetables are selected 1
with the same care you exercise T
in marketing.
Like yourself—
We are not satisfied with fc
other than the choicest.
'•Ve can well say

district.

Mr. and Mrs. Evander Harrinian of
Prospect were recent guests of J. A.
Pierce and family.
Leonard Donahue arrived Feb.7th from
Boston and opened his home here. His

family

will come in

a

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL

few days.

SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE
hALLDALE.

Buy by the

case

singly,

or

of your dealer
R.

S.

MILLIKEN-TOMLINSON CO
Distributors
Portland, Me.

Thurston has been sawing the

—

wood piles here recently.
Harold Cole, who has been in East Machias several weeks, has returned home.

?m\tt

has moved there.

!

UliiHIH1'

i

Frank Whitcomb has bought the farm
back he sold the .first of the winter and

trust estate in
said petition.

NOTICES

certain

secure

i

Labor

Board

can

prevent

Uh
of Kenneth
Petition of Edith A Whitnk.
she may be licensed to s< li at
real estate belonging to -an!
Troy, in said County of W
in sail petition.

I'o all persons interested in either ol the
estates hereinalter named:

j!

tms

each carrier and its own employees ; and that as the basis for such
negotiations, the agreements, rules,
and working conditions in effect on

School at Knox Station closed Feb.
a
very fine program given by

are

the Waldo Pomona in Morrill with Hon-

G.

tween

young work horses of Ed. Hunt.

J>wnpkinS*l

csfco

machine.

catastrophe by declaring that the National agreements, rules and working
conditions coming over from the war
period are terminated at once; that
the question of reasonable and economical rules and working conditions
shall lie remanded to negotiations be-

Mrs. Littlefield, who has been with her
dau ghter, Mrs. Anna Bucklin, has re-

Mrs. Minnie Vose and Mrs. Susie In

graham

The

fiecip7aroldDcSAHlMeiT<MR |

StJ i

Estate

derly procedure become impossible except at the price of railroad bankruptcy. financial shock and still wider
unemployment.

Congratulations are extended Mr. and
Mrs. P. W. Berry on the birth of a
daughter, Feb. 2.

League.
very

U?'?

SANDYPOINT

The hoard cannot possibly write the.
rules and working conditions of every
railroad in this country and adjust
them equitably to varying geographical, operating and social conditions.
It rests entirely with the board to
determine whether this whole situation shall drift into chaos, and or-

^heifer

working for

Cheerfulness and Rest.Gontains
neither Opium, Korphtxic nor;
Mineral. Not Nakcotic

Sh l

today.
Miss

Thereby Promoting Digestion

authority.

When wages have been too low the
harm done has been offset by retroactive increases.
Losses of railway net
operating income are irreparable. You
cannot make retroactive tomorrow the
savings that should have been made

Alice 1. Sheldon of East

■

made to the courts and unconstitutional
illegal detention of prisoners prevented. In other words, the courts, through
appeal to this writ, can protect citizens
against the exercise of unwarranted

ly a reduction in rates. Ultimately a
readjustment of basic wages will be
required. Meantime it is to lhe interests of all concerned, including labor,
that the rules and working conditions
shall be made conducive to the highest
efficiency in output per man.
Losses in Income Irreparable

4th with

Marguerite Ingraham has been

turned from

is

was

Miss Iola Ingraham

Feb. 6th of Mr. and Mrs. David Moody.

linger removed,

Libby

Freedom

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson and Mr.
and Mrs. R. G. Robertson were guests

hives of bees. Cne night recently
one stole the honey out of one hive.

the widow of the late F. Harrison Stev-

The Penney brothers, Roscoe and Norman, have bought a nice team of large

buying stock.

and Mrs. David Moody.

been caring for Mr. James

111.,

The ice is of very nice quality.

She is up

Mrs. E. E. Clements and son Charles of
Searsport visited her parents Feb. 6th, Mr.

of

jnd Sciences

KNOX RIDGE.

have bad colds.

received of the death

was

Sarah Cobb Stevens of Chicago,
which occu, red Jan. 15th. She was

The farmers have been very busy the
recently getting their ice and sawdust.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barden have been in
Bangor on business.

The family of Walter Evans have all
been having whooping cough and now

News

turned to Belfast.

tering the academy

Mrs. Ellis is gaining nicely.
and around part of the time.

called

;my.

Mr. Fernald, it is understood, will
;omplete his course in the college of Arts

March 8th.

was

life.

CASTORIA

We are

those who

which

Augusta to do guard duty after the
death of Governor Parkhurst.

Rockland aod led

md Carroll L. Young.

read only by

Company,

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Littlefield of Her-

tee

and good will and also the chance, perhaps, for a “sleepless night” is all be-

with their

tingthcStotnadisandBowdsarj

or

Would Save $300,000,000
I estimate that the elimination of
this waste would reduce railway operating expenses at least $300,000,000.
It would be far better to save this sum
by restoring condiiions of efficient and
economical operation than to reduce
wages.
We believe that as the wages of railroad employees were the last to go up
they should also he the last to come
down, hut we do insist that for an ample wage an honest day’s work shall
he given. The public has the right to
insist that this must he obtained.
The public has also the right to expect that the railway executives, with
the co-operation
of the regulatory
bodies and the employees, will as rapidly as possible reduce the cost of railway operation so as to insure eventual-

Earl Brown and Ira Hodgdon of the 3d
Maine Inf. went to Augusta Feb. 2nd

Mass., recently to visit his sister, Mrs.
John Frederick.

j‘Is

bald-headed

further advance of rates.
The National Agreements, rules and
working conditions forced on the railroads as war measures cause gross
waste and inefficiency.

after

alcohol-3 per gent, j
AVegelablc Preparation forAs]
similating theFood byRegula-j

Congress.
Q. What does the Constitution say
about the writ of Habeas Corpus?
A.
It is provided in the Constitution,
under Section 9, that the privilege of the
writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended unless when, in case of rebellion
or
invasion, the public safety may require it
Q. What is the meaning of “the writ
of Habeas Corpus”?
A
This is a legal phrase through the
application of which an appeal can be

operating expenses.
With declining prices and wages In
Industry and agriculture, the country
demands that the solvency of the railroads must be assured by a reduction
in operating expenses, and not by a

to

by Mrs. Roy Paul, Zod|a Weymouth,
'“iinist. She responded to an encore;
WINIWORT
it practical
discussion of the topic,
for the consumer to buy ofjtiie producer,” j
John H. Young, who was called hom£
opened by James Woodbury and further by the death of his sister, Mrs. Ida S.
^discussed bv Janies Harding (our veteran Hawes of Prospect, Feb. 2nd, left Feb. 6th
orchard- \ to return to his position under the State
patron), M. 1 Stevens, a noted
Web- highway commission at Augusta.
:st. Delbert Paul, Donahue, Adams,
Dr. Moulton and j
W.
Master,
Wilson,
ster,
The Winterport shirt factory has reMrs. Hartshorn; dialogue,,“Cousin imo-j sumed operations. Harry Barnard of
gene;” reading, Florence Btrown; reading, j ducksport is proprietor and Ralph W.
Steila Berry; reading, Fannie Whitcomb, j l,ane, manager.
It is said that a higher
Our !
At the census 12 Granges reported.
:lass of work is being done then formerly.
visitors retired and some business matters
Much interest is manifested in the
in
were attended to and Grange closed
rewly organized Boy Scouts of which
form, and another long grange day was Principal H. P. Andrews of the High
ended and is reported, but the sparkle
■chool is Scout Mastef. Scout commitand wit, the bouquets thrown, the mirth

man

but is

a

Eleven candidates then received instructions in the fifth degree, followed by the

A

ill,

Howard Moore entered the Waldo
County Hospital Feb. 6th for an opera-

Mrs.

Miss Doris

pneumonia.
post card shower to our covery.
esteemed brother and former Pomona
Mrs. Stephen Perkins has been visiting
Master, Charles Hov/es, Tyron, N. C. Mrs. Lorenzo Hill. Mrs. Hill is in poor
Grange send

Donald Dodge has been quite
improving in health.

tion.

ELLINGWOOD’S CORNER

$300,000,000

to end “gross waste and inefficiency”
prevailing under present working rules

was

The "waiting time” was taken up very
pleasantly by Mrs. Charles Howes of

SAVE

the
emergency action by
States Railroad Labor Board

United

was

Aborn in the chair.

A.
Under the 11th
provision, power
is given to Congress to declare
war.
This means that the question of
entering
war
can only be decided by the
upon
vote of a majority of the representatives
of tl)e people in Congress assembled.
Q. What is the power of Congress
concerning the military and naval forces?
A. Congress has the
power to raise and
support armies, but no appropriation of
money to that use can be made for a
longer term than two years This pro
vision makes it impossible to impose a
permanent standing army upon the people of the United States. Congress is
also given power to provide and maintain a navy; to make rules for the government and regulation of the land and
naval forces an 1 to provide for calling
forth the militia to execute the laws of
the Union, suppress insurrections and
repel invasions. Congress miy also provide for oiganizing, arming
and disciplining the militia, and for governing
such parts of them as may be employed
in the service of the United States, although the States are given the right to
appoint officers, and to train the militia
according to the discipline prescribed by

Urging

crossing the meadow below the house.

Leonard Clarke was in Bangor reentertained by
Waldo Pomona
cently, taking further treatment for canHonesty Grange, Morrill, Tuesday Feb. cer. The doctor pronounced a decided
1st. It was a mild, spring-like day, good
improvement in his condition. His many
wheeling, so there was a large attend- friends hope it may ultimately prove sucance.
It was opened in form with B. L. cessful treatment.

Q. Can Congress declare war?

Atterbury Says.

men

recently,

red fox

a-

LESSON 5.

Board

Only by Cutting Expense,

Luther Ames, who is staying at Leonard Clarke’s, had the good fortune to

County Crange

Labor

United States.

(Published by arrangement with The
National Security League.)

Lower Cost of 8ervlee Can Be Secured

to move it at present.

shoot

Waldo

Railroad

WOULD

engaged in
getting out a large quantity of pulp wood.
Owing to scarcity of snow he is unable

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching and alt stomach disease
or money back.
Large box of tablets
at all druggists in all towns,

S.

the Constitu-

01

Contributed by The United American* of
the State of Maine, Casco Bank
Building
Portland, Maine.

Asked to Stop Payments for
Work Not Done.

poor

Adbar Shields has two

A Catechism
tion ot the

LABOR RULES
! BURDEN COSTS
OF R.
^SERVICE

each railroad as of December 31, 1917,
shall be re-established.
If the board will do this, the Labor
Committee of the Association of Railway Executives will urge upon every railroad company a party to Decision No. 2, that no proposal for
the reduction of basic wages shall he
made within the next succeeding ninety days. This will afford an opportunity to gauge the economies which
be accomplished through more
can
efficient rules and working conditions.
It also will afford additional time
in which to realize the benefits of a
further decline in the cost of living.
Relief Imperative and Equitable
The course which we are recommending Is not only imperative but

Life is a burden when the be;
is racked with pain.
Everythin,
worries and the V’ctim faecom;
despondent and downhearted, i'c
bring back the sunshine take

1

The national remedy of Holland for ovat
200 years; it is an enemy cf all pr .ns asuiting; from kidney, r.vir and or:, acid
troubles. Ail druls, three sizes.
Look for the

Medal on
*="tVi'Cniiop

tinie

roads, the extraordinary provisions nt
the war period is a distinct violation
The war has now
of all promises.
The
been over more than two years
time has come when, if the railways
are to be efficiently and economically
operated, in accordance with the provisions of the Transportation act, normal conditions of employment and of
working conditiors must be restored
and increased efficiency of labor be
secured.

«*-'•

Trucking
1 am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving •
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they*
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.

Betsy

M. Seldon

HAIR DRESSING
SHAMPOOING

SCALP TREATMENT
FACE MASSAGE

MANICURING
HAIR

NETS,

TWO S'ZES. ALL COLORS

93 Main St., Howts’ block, Belfast, Maine
ltn5*
Tel. 306-3

House for Sale
at Belfast— 5 rccm house and
factory, Apply to
A. P. LORD,

Box 154,

Camden, Me.

$300.00
A i MONTH easily made working spare
time in your home town or city. ExperiEither sex. Adence
not necessary.
dress:
tTHE FRATERNITIES,
4w4
Richmond, Maine.

NORTH SEARSPORT.
Granite Grange met in regular session
Saturday evening, Feb. 5th, and had a
Officers abvery interesting meeting.
sent were Asst. Steward, L. A. Steward
and Lecturer.
Those offices were filled
by Bro. f red E. Stevens, Jr., Sister Fannie Clements and Sister Sadie Patterson.
Sister Cbrissie Thayer and Sister Florence Howard were reported on the sick
list.

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Phone 316-3

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

j
<

'!

j

j

!

j

j

{
;

ELLERY
Judgt
A true copy of the ori^ma

I

ami
Tuesday of

ouian,

iuif

III

no

nnneipii,

Petition that Margaret A. NileB or
aome other suitable person be appointed ad
ministrator of said estate.
Application that
no bond be required from said administrator is
tor
contained in the petition
probate thereof,
Petition presented by said Margaret A. Niles,
heir-at-law of said estate.

ceased.

Estate of Everett E. Morton, late of JackFirst and tinai account presented for
son.
allowance by Harold S. Morton, executor.
Estate of Jacob L. Buzzell. late of Knox.
Fiist and final account presented for allowance

Estate of Darius P. Thompson, late of Free"
First ai d final account presented for
dom.
allowance by William A. Thompson, administrator.
Estate of Lyman Winu. late of Burnham.
First and final account presented for allowance
by Henry E. Winn and Kichaid T. Winn, administrators.
Estate of Delestin Whitaker, late of Troy.
First and final account presented for allowance by Edith A. W hitaker, administratrix.

Subscribed

I

j

1

and

sworn

t*

day ot February. A C
Signed ARM
[L. S.)
STATE Ob MAH

Waldo,

ss.

Supreme Judicial Court.
Belfast, February
Upon the annexed writ and
ed by me, the undersigned, a
1
Court, that notice be given
publishing an attested copy
abstract thereof, together
thereon, three weeks success"
a newspaper
fast, in the County of Wald*
tion to be sixty days at lea^
term of said Court, to be bo
within and for said Count'
Tuesday of April next, that
and there appear in said t
thereto, if he see fit.
CHARM
Justice Supreme

publican Journal,

Estate of Vena M. Ryder, late of Stockton

allowance

GREEN HARD WOOD fitted for stove
Estate of Caroline E. White, late of Belfast.
tf3
use.
Applv to
Petition of City National Bank of Belfast,
it
or
SCOTT GRAY,
trustee under the will of said deceased, that
the funds of said
ELIJAH RITCHIE
254-11
may be authorized to invest

;

fourth

Springs.

Estate of Ada E. Swan, late of Belfast.
Petition of Calvina Hervey, administratrix,
for determination of collateral inheritance

!

Signed ELMIRA

Estate of Mercy M. Lorrimer, late of Searsfor
port. First and final account presented
allowance by Roscoe N. Porter, administrator.
Jacob L Buzzel, late of Knox, deceased.
Petition of M. S. Stiles, administrator of said
estate, that it may be determined who are entitled to said estate and their respective shares
therein and that an order and decree may be
made to distribute said estate among those
who are entitled to receive the same.

said deceased.

j

I

and provide ior her .has
and cruelly negltcted to }
suitable support; that his
known to your libellant ami
tained by reasonable diligi
Wheiefore she prays tnat
decreed between her ami tl.
McKeen for the causes abov
February 4, 1921.

Charlts F. Ellii'gwood, late of
Winterpoit. First and final account presented
for allowance by Julia E, Ellingwood, administratrix.
Estate of John C, Knowlton, late of Swanvide,
hirst and final account presented for
allowance by Levi D. Hoimts, administrator.

estate of

j

D. 19

from him, or receive
d<
support; that said utter
tinued for three consecutive
this
libel
of
to the filing
said Joseph A. McKeen be,

of

First and final account presented for
by James F. Ryder, executor.
Estate of Perley W. Bradford, late of Knox,
Petition of E. Lenora Biadford, widow, that
the
an allowance may be made to her out of

A

heard

by M. S. Stiles, administrator,
Estate

April,

ELMIRA A McKEEN of M
wife of Joseph A, McKeet
resents that she was lawful.>
McKeen at
sai»i Joseph A
twenty-filth day ot January,
lived together as husband an
aforesaid from the time of tie
until the first day of January
said first day of January, 19lt\
A. McKeen utterly desert-•
without cause ami went to p
her; since which time she I,;

uc-

\

lor

within

bond be resaid estate.
Application
quired from said administrator is contained in
the petition for probate thereof. Petition presented by Ralph ti. Richards, son and heir-atlaw of said estate.
that

tax.

Children Cry

f

Poland, late of Montville, de- !
ChAS. E. JOI N
Petition that Hattie A, Gove or some !
leased.
suitable
other
person be appointed adminis- I
Petition presented by !
Lrator of said estate.
STATE OF MAINF
Hattie A. Gove, daughter and heir-at law of
estate.
3aid
WALDO, SS.
Orra E Richards, late of Belfast, deceased'
To the Honorable Justice
Petition that Ralph H. Richards or some other
Judicial Court, next to be
suitable person be appointed administrator of
said Count'

personal

FOR SALE

j

probate thereof.

Rebecca J.

AJOlon

W. W. BLAZ.O & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

|

Caroline Estelle Law rein
in the County of Middlesex a
sachusetts, deceased. Anti-:
will and certificate of pn
sented with the petition j t.
of said will may be allows,
in the Court of Waldo Cout
testamentary issue to Jaim
Richard Lawrence, the ex»*c
in. Application that no bon :
said executors is contained 11

lee cause.

Joshua E. Crockett, late of Winter port, deWill and petition fo probate thereof
md that letters testamentary issue to Etta J.
blomer, she being the executrix named therein
ind presents said petition.
Application that
ro bond be
required from said executrix is
;ontained in the petition for probate thereof.

5

Edwin S Curtis, late
Petition that (Jeneva M. < U'"
suitable person nis.y be ap,
lor of sa'fl estate
Application
quired from said adm:
in the petition lor probate c
presented by said Geneva M.
and heir-t- law of said est u

■eased.

equitable.
The War Labor Hoard declared that
the war period was an interregnum, to
be used neither by employer nor employee for the purpose of bettering
or Impairing the position of either.
To perpetuate as the normal rules
and working conditions on the rail-

At a Probate < curt held at Belfast, in ant.
for the County ot Waldo, on the e* e< nd Tues
lay of February in the year of our L »rd one
housand nine hundred and twenty one. The
allowing matters having been presented for
he aeti"n tl.r^upoe hereinafter indicated, it
s hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
o all person* interested by causing a copy of
his order to he published once a week for
.hree weeks successively before the second
['u°sday of March, A. 1>, 1921, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
jrinted at Belfast, in said County, that they
nay appear at a Probate Court to be held at
he Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
ruesday of March, A. D. 1921, at ten o'clock
n the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

|

A true copy of writ ami lib*'
thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. Ml
Date of publication Feb. 1

I notice

I Genuine
i

Shaw Knit

$1 per pair

at Bert I

!

(

Waterpower Am "
^" cor*K>ratlM
violation of the laws of
this State and
in disregard of the
will of the peonle
undertake to transmit
the
water
bey<md thC
Ot
the State the
Attorney General will be
d.rented to drf*“nd the
rights and sovereignty of the SUte and
against the offending

^aUormT6:

loyalty

and courage.
The officers of
the Guard are men of character and
ability devoted to their work, while
the men, well trained and
equipped,
are eager to perform whatever
duties
may be required of them.
I believe
the Guard should remain a
voluntary
organization Our yonng men should
be encouraged to enter it and in
doing
so should receive the
approval and
support of the civilian population. In
times of peace we need no draft or

t()"

corporation
1919, in order to clear the
wav
or constructive
action by the
present
Legislature, I framed, and the
Legislature submitted to our
Supreme Judicial
Court, certain water power
questions.
The Court, in its answers
to
In

iii the liabit of
1 medicine as I

:

New

praising
am

an

Thought’; butsomh

1 had such a bad attack of
I gave
u mnch Trouble that

-niliving was the result. It
my liver and stomach

to would be at variance with the
existing provisions of our State constitutions.
The State constitution was
adopted in the first Instance by the
people of the State, and consequently
is subject to amendment by them. In
view of the Court’s opinion, before actual development can be undertaken
by
the State, It is necessary for the ConBtitution to be amended. I believe in
the passage of such an amendment
and urge its serious consideration upon

leaned

in medicine”.
A. A. YOUNG.
for $2.50, trial size 25c.
from FKUIT-A-TIVES
i UKXSBURG, N. Y.

Thought’

\

ol

up my yellowish
d put new blood ini
‘Truii-a-tives’ is the highest

___________________

Governor’s

Message

j

can be appreIs realized that Maine
-•a as large as that of the
»
England states, with a
"68,014. where they have
that Maine has a Lotal
»of road, while the other
nd states have but 63,
it is seen that Maine
of New England’s popuit 29% of its roads. The
Hid roads must therefore
ii.
an
important and a
The fact that such a
.crest exists in the highis encouraging for discnrational and ultimately
problem will be found,
there is an undercurrent
that a disproportionate
money available is be-

j

■ntus

oi

cosuy

Tax

reduction

for

one,

The

i
»

means

Total

as

wages.—Kennebec

Third

infantry,

Maine

Jour-

Deduct items
Admitted

Agents'Balances

Bills

Rev. Parker Moon
Nearly everybody in Southwest Missouri either knows or has heard of the
Rev. Parker Moon, who for a full half
century has devoted his life and talents
to Sunday school and organization work
for the Society of Friends or Quakers.
“Uncle Parker,” as he is more familiarly known, came from line old rugged
Quaker stock, and there is not a better
known or more highly respected citizen in
I hat part of the State. In
referring to his
remarkable restoration to health by Tanlac. he said:
“About five years ago I suffered a general breakdown. My principle trouble
was

indigestion.

nervous

My appetite

very poor and my food seldom agreed
with me, and I had to live on a very restricted diet. I suffered a great deal from
headaches and dizzy spells; I had severe
pains across the small of my back and
was badly constipated most of the time.
In fact, I was so weak and rundown I was
not able to attend to my duties.
“This condition made me very nervous
and I could not sleep at night. Frequently I would lie awake most all night and
was in that condition more or less for five
pears. My physician said he could not do
inything for me and suggested a change
was

of climate. I then moved to Texas and
went back and forth three times but did
not get the relief 1 had hoped for. Finally, I got so bad off I was not able to get
around witfy any degree of comfort.
I
was also told I had heart trouble.
“I had read about Tanlac, and as it had
been very highly recommended to me, I
decided to try it.
I got a bottle and had
taken onlya tew doses until I couiii notice
a marked improvement in my condition.
I noticed especially that I was not troubled
any more with sour stomach after Bating,
which was a great relief.
“I kept on taking Tanlac until I fully
regained my health My appetite is splendid; I enjoy my meals and I do not find it
necessary now to take any laxative medicines of any kind. I can sleep much better and am not nearly so nervous.
“I take great pleasure in recommending
Tanlac to anyone who needs a good system builder, or who suffers with stomach
trouble. I have recommended Tanlac to
a great many of my friends and am pleased
to reach others by giving this statement
for publication.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. J. Glidden, B’reedom; S. M.
Grant, Sandypoint, and by the leading
druggists in every town.

!

Take

no

chances.

ha

OjVl

Neglected

jhas

iji

larger
getjwill

iVater Powers
advocated the re■ue’s water powers for
Maine people; opposed
urence with and control
powers; urged the apa ''immlssion to secure
them so that they might
:
the people; and was
n
attaching a restrictive
neii water power charfore the last two Eeg1 SO
advocated the developc"ntr°l by the State of storand basins, which conbasis of successful hydrobpment, and of the un*ater i>owers Incident therea

|
s-

ing
ki,4

r

l

|

National

non-transmission

controls

BAD BACK TODAY?
is usually kidney ache and
makes you dull, nervous and t red. Use
Doau’s Kidney Pills for weak kidneys—
the remedy recommended by your friends

Backache

of

"[><-

energy beyond the State
by an overwhelming
Jiuent. and, in-so-far as the

is able to do so, this
"■an
safeguarded by law
"
The Maine Watern, in my opinion, in
,l|<|rt. has justified its crea’iitinuance, as the onl>
annel through which the
"
properly and impartially
^ beosle.
y-houki the Feu-

Land

'luvernment

1

of

!

i

Colds

are

Keep this standard remedy handy for the

first

sneeze.

I

and neighbors. Ask your neighbors?
Mrs. J. E. Gray, 24 Cross fit., Belfast,
says: (“Just recently I used Doan’s Kidney Pills for an attack of kidney trouble
and they relieved me of the trouble, so I
feel justified in recommending them to
other sufferers.
My back was weak and
I was
it hurt me to stoop or straighten.
dizzy headed and nervous. Mv kidneys
weren’t acting regularly and in other
ways showed signs of disorder I went to
the City Drug Store and got two boxes of
After using them,
Doan’s Kidney Pills.
my troubles left me and I have felt ever
so much better since taking ibis wonder
ful kidney and backache remedy.”
Don’t simply
.Price 60c. at all dealers.
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same Mrs. Gray had. Fobter-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Tonic

Increase weight 10 to 25 pounds per
mouth. By simple guaranteed, 0M3,
A rgo-Fhosphate
reliabie treatment.
will increase your weight with good
solid stay-there flet-h and muscle.
Write today lor FREE sample.
Enclose stamp to American Drug
Sales Co., Malden 48, Mass.

Humphrey’s “Seventy-seven” for
Coughs, Colds, Grip, Influenza, Catarrh,

of

Pains

or

Soreness in the

Head,

Chest and

Back; or better still, share your bottle.
To get the best results take “Seventyseven” at the first sneeze or shiver.
Book on Diseases of “Every Living

Thing”—mailed free.
Humphrey’s Homeo, Medicine Co.,

j S. C. Pattee, M. D.,

156

Yilliam Street, New York.

Take your county paperhi i
I
preference to all others.
(
*

People

Masonic lemple. Room 6,
Residence at 45

High-Street.

Telephone 338-2

40

100000 00
Capital.
over all Liabilities.237,570 59

iurplus

lotai Liabilities and

Surplus.$670,279 63

3.v7_
Pennsylvania

Lumbermen’s

Mutual

lire

Lafayette Bldg., Philadelphia,

Pa.

31, 1920
240 700 00

Admitted Assets.
$1,531,358 37
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Jet Unpaid Losses .$
27.733 08
Inearned Premiums
416,264 10
til other Liabilities
13.471 00
lurplus over all Liabilities. 1,073,890 19

ASSURE BIG HATCHES
Strong, Healthy Chicks

Total Liabilities and Surplus_$1,531.358 37
3*7

Chicks That Live and Grow

American Suiety Company of New York,
New York, N. YAssets December 31, 1920
teal Estate .$ 6,136.296 70

improves
BUY FOR RESULTS BUY A QUEEN
Catalog and Booklets on request. Write today.

stocks and Bonds
^ash in Office and Bank.
..

lgents'Balances.
uerest and Rents.
111 other Assets.

5 561 541 35

1,197,599 81
1,631 196 14
41018 47

101.815 16

Gross Assets
.$14,672 467 63
deduct items not admitted
659,564 25

For Sale—The Nelson Farm
NORTHPORT,

with a large amount of standing wood and lumber and an
of young growth.
All persons are forbidden to trespass on this farm, to cut or carry away any
trees, shrubs or lumber in defiance of the law.
dmod
For information apply to
DICKEY-KNOWLTON REAL ESTATE COMPANY, Belfast, Main;
acres

Admitted Assets. .$14,012,903 38
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Jet Unpaid Lisses.$ 2.112,118 07
Jnearned Premiums
4,910.980 01
U1 other Liabilities.
681.499 72
3ash Capital
5.000,000 00
surplus over all Liabilities. 1 308.305 68
Total Liabilities and 8u-plus. .$14,012,903 38
3v7

The Lumber Mutual

|

!

PNEUMONIA |
colds

ara

cause

of

the usual
Pneumonia.

MINT0L
will be found the

most

*

j

Admitted Assets .$670,279 63
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
let Unpaid L«ses...$ 29,069 72
Jnearned Premiu as. 291,095 50
ill other Liabilities
12,552 82

Gross Assets-.$1,532 045 26
)educt items not adrai ted.
686 89

effective

T1

13 076 27

1,077,615 62
62, 28 53
Lgents' Balance.
36,732 04
nterest and Rents.
21.212 li
Lli other Assets.
93.756 96

Regulate

If you want to do a friend the greatest
favor in this world; recommend the use

..

lortgage Loans.$

ALGOLA PILLS

“Share Your Bottle."

..

Stocks and Bonds.
lash in Office and Bank

ddiiional six

See

All other Assets

Assets Dec.

AT

York.

Insurance Company

Assets Dec. 31, 1920
Collateral Loans.$ 34 790 00
itocks and Bonds
516.763 42
Cash in Offi :e and B.nk
68,733 35
tgents’ BaUnce. 63,212 68
Bills Receivable...
250 00

806

126-4._41tf

New

Fire

Insurance Company

MAINE.

1103, City Hall Station,
signature on each box.

Mutual

141 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

Cash
best

QUEEN Incubators all sizes built to
last for years. Doubly insulated. Loss of
heat impossible. Every improvement that

the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box

Macomber, Special Agent,
Augusta, Maine
Downing, Special Agent,
3w7
Augusta. Maine

Assets ..$696.735 72
Jeduct items not ad nitted
26,456 09

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

Tel. 61-3

BELFAST,

Jnited

Dangerous

is
Quinine in this form does not affect the head—Cascara
I .axative—No Opiate in Hill’s.

Expert Piano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,
Phone

E.

Charles S

Grippe

RENPALL&WHITNBfU) PonTUANoriE.^^

countries where there are so many hoiiLia,s that it is easier to remember what
the working days are.
In this State we have ten legal holidays. With Sundays, half ofSaturiays
and an average ot twelve days’ vacation, the tired business man and the
weary worker find themselves suspending Adam’s sentence an even 100 days a
Let us keep the remaining 265
year.
days for the ancient and honorable practice of work—New York Herald.

Total.$1,885,023 67

Gross

Breaks tip a cold in 24 hours—Relieves
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache

License 377.
Maine.

..

AND

FOR

Licensed Embalmer
Belfast,

Total .$1,885.023 67
Liabilities December 31, 1920
Unpaid Losses.$ 114,485 57
Reserved for Unearned Premiums. 1,067.198 93
All other Liabilities.
77,809 23
Japital Stock Paid Up
200.00 ) 00
Net Surplus
425,529 94

QUININE

CASCARA
Colds, Coughs

NO MORE HOLIDAYS

national combination holi-

3*7

—

Granite State Fire Insurance Company
Portsmouth, N. H.
Assets December 31, 192d>
United States Bonds.$ 144/250 00
State, County and Municipal Bands 966,919 00
Railroad BoDds
184,710 00
Railroad and Bank Stocks.
112,562 09
Pi st Mortgage on Real Estate....
51,600 00
Jash in Bank and Office.
230,037 51
Agents’ Balances.
171,860 03
Accrued Interest and Due lor Reinsuranc •.
23,095 19

..

Undertaker

a

94'll7y7

Total Liabilities and Surplus ...$2S 266 165 24

Kill That Cold With

Wl COOK

'Jov. 11th

07

161,967 93

Admitted Assets.$28,266,165.24
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses.$10,260,986 19
Unearned Premiums. 8,627.712 89
All other Liabilities.
2 110,727 05
Cash Capital.
3 500,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
3,766,739 11

George

Bridge Street, Belfast,

That is, it would amalgamate
lay.
thanksgiving day and Armistice day by
nakirig the older feast an immovable
me and setting it hack ’o the date on
which firing ceased in the great war.
If Armistice day must have official
recognition and become a day of rest
iet us by all means couple it with thanksgiving. There are holidays enough as
If we should go on makthings stand
ing new opportunities for soldiering, we
should eventually be in the class of those

25'675

Receivable.

Gross Assets.$26,836,060 27
Deduct items not admitted
569,895 03

---I

Notice

63

55 000 00

20,084,557 86
1,230,998 61
4.679.141 30

Interest and Kents.
All other Assets

A. S. HEAL,

[

Estate.$ 2,504,601

Mortgage Loaos
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.

SICK STOCK

resolution introduced in the Senate
it Albany calls on Congress to make

08

Assets Dec. 31, 1920
Real

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

A

Assets.$153,681

Maryland Casualty Company
Baltimore, Maryland

~

of ,about 441 already have been gur
vejfed. I doubt if the State ever has
made as wise an expenditure of the public jmoney as this was proven to be
Sinjce 1905 the total amount of $90,000
been spent upon this work and the
State already has received from it in
taxation, not including interest, the
sunji of $576,765.42. This shows a net
tax! income to the State of $485,765.42
It
readily seen that an appropriation
than that suggested in the bud
bring immediate returns without! causing injustice to the owners of
the'land, as such land should be valued on a basis proportionate with the
value of other lands within the State.

26

12,849 17

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$153,681 08

I

sacred trust.
It was
I to our late Governor
him during his term of
*<i. In my opinion, be a
an
appropriate act for
•aling the $32,500 Rea
resolve in its stead
die sum of not less than
for the years of 1921
•■cod in the hands of the
■ur late Executive, to
(
for the benefit of her-

admitted.

_3w7

j

[

not

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920
Net Unpaid Losses .$ 12,913 92
Unearned Premiums. 13,966 96
All other Liabilities.
6,636 51
Cash Capi al.
100,000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 20,163 69

manufeturing
always

1

q qq

Gross Assets.$166,530

national

Stjate

I

Surplus....$10,277,226 70

Mortgage Loans.
0 00
Collateral Loans.
q qq
Stocks and Bonds...7.’.’.™!
26
133,559
Lash in Orace sad Bank.
26,320 12
Agents' Balances.
5 406 42
Bills Receivable
q 00
Interest and Rents.
1 244 4C
All other Assets.,..,,771
000

I

■

;

Liabilities and

Real Estate ....*

HUMPHREYS'

j
|

Assets.$10,277,226 70

Boston, Mass.
Assets Dec. 31, 1920

three battaliop headquarters companies
will be organized at Waterville, Dexter
and probably Lewiston.
tation. The method of railroad tax
Company L at Bath will be transferred
ation now in vogue in our State, to the coast artillery corps and a coast
corps company will be organized
whereby a tax Is levied on gross re- artillery
in Portland as soon as authorization is
ceipts, is considered by many students obtained from
Washington, making two
of economy to he unsound. You have | companies in that branch of the militia.
scant time to devote to the solution of
this pressing problem, it is the
duty
of each member to attend the
hearings

on

44*864

Eastern Casualty Insurance Company

be known as the service company, and
the regimental headquarters company in
Portland will be enlarged. In addition

a

•'

781210 34
0 00
88 472 90
71

340,848 55

__3w7_

>

;

Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents...
All other Assets.

Net Unpaid Losses.$
699,736 53
Unearned Premiums. 4.823,479 33
All other Liabilities.
380 428 00
Cash Capital.
1.760!000 00
surplus over all Liabilities.
2,623,682 84

these bills
If Is each member’s
duty to ask questions even though
they be not carefully framed or sci(COMPOUND)
entifically worded.
Each
earnestly
For Piles or
should
Hemorrhoids,
to
learn the facta
attempt
Mt. Katahdin Park
j To the
External or Internal, Blind or
railroads 1 would say. bring
The forests of Maine constitute, with ;
all the facts at your command, offer
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
our waterpowers, the great natural reOrta application
them frankly and openly
brings relief.
encourage
sources of the State.
The waterpowers
those who seek information, avoid
at all druggists
in their nature are perpetual, while the
complicated and confused figures of
forests may be, and have been, wanSend Free Sample of Ointment to
intricate bookkeeping, and take the
tonly destroyed by wasteful manageEightieth legislature itno your conment and by fire. A century of statefidence in every detail. Let each party
hood has passed, during which
period to the discussion, those
seeking and
the millions of forest acres once pubthose imparting information, recognize
licly owned have passed to private Ihe other's
point of view and proceed
I .'amis. In the heart of the wilderness
calmly to -the work in hand, for all
of these woods stands Mt.
Humphreys' Homeo. F.Tedicino Company
Katahdin, must admit that modern conditions are
<56 William bin•< t, Nuw York.
;.the greatest monument of nature east
and that the burden of taxcomplex,
'of the Mississippi River. This mounation must be equally distributed lest
tain raises its head aloft unafraid of
an injustice done to one
group, or
the passing storm and is typical of
favor granted to another, destroy the
e Biaine
the rugged character of the people of
House
balance of good government.
BOOK on tree/
; Qf Horses,
the fixed policy of the
j Maine. The purchase of this mountain i The people of Maine, notwithstand- Sheep, Dogs me other animals,Cows,
sent
fished by act and re- j will constitute a fitting memorial to the
ing the now discredited methods of free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Vetmain the Blaine House
past century and an inspiration to
railroad lobbies and railroad domina- erinary Medicines. 103 William St., N V
the new.
e home, and a few days
tion of the years gone by, realize, as
Unlike most projects that call for the
ously provided for its
do the railroads themselves, that times
r the ensuing 30 months
expenditure of a considerable sum of have
changed and that the people need
resolve appropriating
money, this park will prove to be an
the railroads just as much as the rai'asset to the State from which will be
did this in a spirit of
roads need the people; and they also
derived both direct and indirect inmemory of the son of
j realize that the prosperity of the one
come. The establishment of some great
name the house was so
] is interwoven with that of the other,
i- in trust to the State,
institutions by the State creates for all
and that mutual confidence is the only
time
a burden on the public
resolve it is stated that
treasury, satisfactory basis for the future.
this park will prove a safe investment
Herein appropriated are
My work is no longer legislative, it
in lands and timber, an investment
any sums expended by
ts
executive, and it is my ambition
which will increase in value with the ! that
ident of public buildings
WISH TO NOTIFY the public
you be known as a Legislature
'he care and preservapassing years.
that passed jusc laws, and that I he
that I have sold my marble
I
this
to
be
bring
to
attention
perty
project
occupied by
your
known as a wise executive. The days
business on High Street to
as his official residence.’’
3 af one which our late Governor en- of reconstruction and retrenchment
dorsed without reservation. In his ind ■Committee in its reare
trying days. Emergencies may C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
augural he says:
you, under the title
arise. After you have left we shall 1
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
Rublic Buildings, also
;“By sound principles of public pol- carry on Maine occupies a situation
or gone out of business
*r an additional approicy, reinforced by party pledge, we are favored beyond that of most of her STREET,
ciinmitted to the establishment of a sister states. Conditions here
pertain expenses conas has been reported.
I am now
remain
Park and forest reserve, to the
Blaine House. In pronormal long after other states have devoting
whole
attention
to
my
conservation of our forests, to a pro$32300 appropriation
felt the stress of changed and un- the
and
quarrying
■f what destiny had in
gram of reforestation of cut-over and
settled conditions. Today we face the
You will
find
mning for the future, j burned land, and to the development coming months with hope and confi- of granite.
aging conditions have i of: waterpower resources within the dence. May true prosperity soon re- something doing here and a varieState.”
•ale to revise this item,
turn, and may it be the rule in Maine
of finished work to select from.
the 332,500 Resolve I
The establishment of this park will that all who work receive a fair re ty
id that the contemplat- ! lay the foundation of a policy whereward, for which they give an adequate
am
in the Budget be
by the present generation will deliver return.
a great inheritance to the generations
a
committee for careful
The affairs of this State shall ever
tc come.
n
order that whatever
be to you and to our other citizens an
nr updated
book and about them there
by the State
open
mince of this house shall
shall be no mystery or concealment.
Wild Land Values
Maine
Should you
by all.
In 1905 an appropriation of $2500 j Should you he unable to find such inuggestions you will, in
formation as you seek, the Chief Exwas made for the purpose of cruising
ace this question upon a ;
ecutive with the department heads
the wild lands of the State in order
gladly will render you assistance. A
to ascertain their value for the purpose
Pave decided that the
self-governing State like ours is one
of ; taxation, and since then an inwherein each does his part, and where
should be kept open to
creased appropriation has been made
uir State so that those
by succeeding Legislatures. This work in also each is entitled to full knowledge of the State’s affairs.
■ical and sentimental
has been conscientiously done unde1
'■> visit it, may
the supervision of the Board of State
freely do
House was accepted by
Assessors. 263 townships out of a total
and overhead charges
auger than they should
e interest of the smaller
sometimes unneces■condary to the developprojects. Reference is
riticisms in order that
roper committee you may
! f11• >
are
well founded,
endeavor to suggest the
it.should always be
I 'fiat criticism is not, a'lateiv may lead to, conat this difficult situaliandled without prejunshdp, and with the sole
that which needs Corel course first necessary
:
the facts upon which
idgment and conclusion.

8,750,706 51

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1920

guard, will be re-organized with a minimum strength of 1,500 men, an increase
of approximately 250 over the present
numbers in accordance with 'Militia
Bureau requirements effective March 1.
The nine rifle companies will be relettered, two additional machine gun
companies and a Howitzer company will
be organizad and the supply company to

large extent is
dependent upon adequate transportation facilities.
Throughout the conn,
try there is need of railroad rehabili-

becomes more pressing as years go by.
My deep interest in this issne contin
ues, bul it must of necessity be in an
executive, rather than in a legislative
capacity.

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bank.

Admitted

GANIZED

added burden for others. The industrial, economic and agricultural
life of the State to

well

as

268.800 09
6,307 69

Gross Assets.$10,280.909 71
Deduct items not admitted.
3,683 01

THIRD MAINE IS TO BE RE-OR-

an

proper safeguards after present restrictions are removed.
Maine needs the
benefit of its waterpowers and the need

iut

I,

aries
nal.

Estate.$

Agents’Balances.

seeking increased salary should
have a mighty good case, for the burden
of proof is on him and what he seeks is
contrary to the trend of the times. The
problem of the hour is how to reduce
running expenses, and that includes sal-

The transportation problem is be
fore you.
Maine’s railroads seek relief, and tax concessions are asked of
yon.

Grateful to Tanlac

anyone

Transportation

Maine should not tall back into its
former state of indifference to this
vital question. Maine must advance.
Private development should be enoonraged and property rights must be
respected. It need never be feared that
the State of Maine will take
property
or rights from lawful owners
without
returning to them lawful compensation therefor.
The c onstruction of
storage reservoirs and basins and the
development of the undeveloped waterpowers incident thereto by the
State,
should, in my opinion, be begun under

construe-

with

competition in armament. May thos<
be heard who cry for relief
from the
crushing burdens of war and its preparation, and may their cry be heeded
In the c&pitols of the world.

During the period that such an
amendment is before the people for
deliberation and dismission, the Waterpower Commission should continue its
work of investigation.

Highways
id problem

training

connection

Real

Jf”1**** ^oang.

increase of salaries and pensioning of ofWe do
ficials never before pensioned.
not attempt to say that there may not be
instances where an increase in salary or
But is this the
a pension is deserved.
time for a general raise of salaries or esof
class
new
pensions?
tablishing
The majority of our taxpayers are certainly as much in need of relief as the
salaried official. Prices are receding from
the peak; the cost of living is going
down, unemployment is on the increase.
It is certainly a time to go slow on inAt a time like this
creases of all kinds.

ands.
As 1 ;ug as fighting men are
utedvd VI'fne may
safely be relied up
on to furnish <
her share of them. Ma\
the day soon come when the nations
of the world will cease their
useless

yon.

niued from Page 3)

■

military,

pensations.
The citizens of Maine are watching to
see what the Maine Legislature will do
in that respect.
Much legislation has been introduced
in the Maine Legislature calling for the

in
the Na
tional draft organization, as chairman
of a
local
exemption board
showed me the spirit of Maine's men
of military
age. Their response to duty
was splendid.
Maine kept her quotas
of men so well filled
that when the
great war closed Maine did not owe a
single soldier to the National Governujent. while sister states
owed thous-

questions, gave its opinion that the
development by the State of storage
reservoirs and basins and of the undeveloped water powers Incident there

I did not have it and took
or Fruit Liver Tablets.

,,u

compulsory
Maine. My

these

New Hampshire .Fire Insurance
Company
Manchester, New Hampshire
Assets Dec. 31, 1920

Quaker Minister Is

A few days ago the Legislature of
Massachusetts demonstrated its purpose
to refuse increases of salaries and com-

citizen-soldier always has proved his

fhTstate

,,,

TIME TO GO SLOW.

the size of our National Guard, while
the State assumes the
responsibility
for its standard of
Our
efficiency.

"

umder the Federal

remedy for

breaking up the

eon-

in

Pneumonia,
festion
pas mod ic
Croup,

I

Reduce Your Weight
the rate of 10 to 35 pounds per
month. By simple guaranteed, safe
reliable treatment, taBSco will reduco
your weight without unnecessary exercise and dieting, and will not injuro
or weaken your system. W rite today
for FREE 50c box enclosing 15c in
coin or stamps with thisad to
Tasaco Co, •Malden 48, Boston, Motts.

at

Whooping Cough and
Influenza.

H. W.

CANARY BIRDS
FOR SALE.
Nice singers and females. Also bird
cages, and a few nice laying pullets. InL. A. BROWN,
quire of
Tel, 314-3.
AltoSt., Belfast.
3w5

ALLEN
Chiropractor

59 High Street,

•

Room I and 2

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose Three Pair Hiivy C)tt?i tf>s
for $1.00 at Bjrt L. iOrvii’.
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

Insurance

Co.

Mass.

Assets December 31, 1920
Bonds
.$1,606 615 62
180.643 07
Cash in Office and Banks.
33,617 92
Agents’ Balance...
13.815 82
Interest
All other Assets
44,124 21
—.

Gross Assets ..$1,878 816 *4
Deduct items not admitted.
188,087 39

Admitted Assets

$1,690.729

25

Dec. 31, 1920
1985953
Net Unpaid Losses..$
437.205 38
Unearned Premiums.
All “ther Liabilities
11,384 33
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1 222,280 01
Liabilities

Total

Liabilities and Surplus.$1,6:0,729 26
3 v7

Telephone 125

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

Fire

of Boston,

Mu:esi ask jonr wnunnus fit

k

Ch l-ches-ter ■

>

DiutoniBrud/flK

k Pills la Red sad Gold metalUc\\W
H boxes, sealed with Bios Ribbon.

Id Take bo other. Bar of roar
Draniat. AskforCin«IR&m|
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS,farflfl

V

fI

yesfSknownuBest»Ciftst,Al«Q]rsRc^dMi:

SOU) BY DRUGG'ilS EUFJeHHEtt

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Trundy are'reon the birth of a

Mrs. Harold Coombs returned to Bel-

son.

Mr. Clarence Gilkey of Bangor was in

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin G. McLain are re-

business Wednesday.

on

ceiving congratulations
Mrs. H. G. Curtis entertained the club
Mr.

Captain B. F. Colcord returned Thursday from a business trip to Augusta.
Miss Rose Roulstone, who has heen the
guest of Mrs. Flora Roulstone, returned
to Boston Monday.

a

H.

Morrison

sights

in the

ness

was

a

visitor in town Monday.

field

was

Mrs. Miles Benner is quite sick with
the prevailing cold.

Donald

When the S. S. Ripogenus arrived at
no less than 13

Stocktonians

ball

making

were

a

Capt. F. A. Curtis left town
day to join the Steamer Iowan.

S.

S.

Iowan sailed Saturday from New York
for west coast ports.

will call next Sunday

on

every

Mr. and Mrs M. D. Mendall and grandSidney Mendall, spent Sunday in

engaged in hauling out pulp wood.

Miss Marian McCobb of Lin-

school,

son

of
a

Mr.

Mr. Howard Moore is reported as getting along nicely after his recent operation at the Waldo County Hospital.

of Mary R. S. AnThe Perfect Trib-

The Ladies’ Aid was held at Mrs. C. O.
Dickey’s Friday. There was not a large

resume

drew’s little

51 to 13.

Friends

Hampden 13

ate,

Smart, rb, (1)
Preble, lb (1) 1
Cowan, c (1)
Nickerson, rf (1) 11
White, If 1

Whittum, rf (6)
JacKson, If (10) 3
Clcsson, c <4)
Shute, rb, (1)
Curtis, lb,
White

Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. W.
H. Goodell won the first prize, a package
of tally cards; Mrs. L. Blee, the consolation, a score pad. Others present were
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey, Mrs. Fred Burr, Mrs.
Melvin Thompson, Mrs. Cora Dow, Miss
Kate Dow, Mrs. J W. Black, Mrs. Henry
Curtis, Mrs. Frank Curtis, Mrs. C. N.
Meyers, Mrs. B. F. Colcord.

H.

Henry Dodge has returned from Orono,
where he has been employed for several
months at his trade, oar making.
the 80th birthday of Win.
who received many tokens

Granite Grange held an all day meeting Feb. 12th with a good attendance.
several of the older members

present, who are unable to attend the
evening sessions. A good program consisted of singing by the choir, instrumental music of cornet and piano by

PKOL1UCE

Apples,

The

meeting will be held Saturday, Feb. 26th,
with a picnic dinner served;iil the upper
hall.
An invitation is extended to all
members of Granite Grange
{to come and
help make the Grange a suciess.
H.'.RRISON G. CLARK
Harrison G. Clark died at his home in

Sarah

(Clark)

and

the son of Ira and
Clark. He was twice
was

married; first to Miss Hattie Clark of
Belfast and later to Miss Alice Morrill of
both of whom

Appleton,

are

cannot

be

taught in

survive. The funeral was held at his
late home Monday at 11 a. m., with Rev.
Martin of the Belfast Methodist

church officiating.

Dana S. Achorn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Orrin Achorn of Morrill and Hazel L.,

daughter of Mrs. George Wood of Searsmont, were married Saturday evening,
Feb, 12th, at the Methodist parsonage,
Rev. Charles W. Martin officiating
The
single ring service was used and the
young couple were unattended.

Legislature.

it is the sense of this legislature that a re-organization and consolidation of the several State departments, commissions, boards and bureaus,
is possible and desirable at this time; and
be it further
Ordered, that such committee shall
proceed with diligence to inquire into the
whole proposition and report from time
to time to the present legislature for further instructions, suggestions or actions;
and be it further

of Plymouth, Mass., also
one
sister, Mrs. Mary C. Collins, and one
brother, Wilbur Clark both of Belfast,

ACHORN-WOOD.

wraerea,

ui .1

isucii

lumuuucc

uuhsiu-

i

er

I

cient service consistent with the absolute
necessity of the most rigid and practical

carefully the urgent need of a fixed
policy insuring to all of the people of our
! State the largest possible measure of elfi-

I

economy.

i

Ordered, that the State Auditor report,

the House in one week, the amount of
i salaries for every head of a State department and employee paid by the State in
i the State of Maine for the year 1919, January 6, and the year 1921, January 6,
showing the increase or decrease in any
salary and giving the names of all em- !
Mrs. Belle Howes of Liberty, who has ployees on the payroll for each perioi ^
been at the Tapley Hospital the past and that 1000 copies be printed for the
bonus of heads of dethree weeks for surgical treatment, went use of the House,
omitted.
partments
Monday to the home of her daugnter,
A great many people believe that a
Mrs. George A. Matthews, Peach street. weekly pay roll of about $20,000 to State
employes is larger than is nei essary to
carry on the business of the State. They
believe that too many people are on that
payroll. The absent voters bill has been
endorsed
committee
from
reported
“Ought to pass.”
have
asked
State
The railroads of the
for a reduction of their State tax to the
This request has already
basis of 1917.
BROOKS BRANCH
,
been the cause of a lively hearing in
committee and will doubtless lead to a
very lively discussion in both House and
Christine A.
Senate. A complete revision of the autoThe
mobile laws has been proposed.
new bill, as proposed, is a long and comprehensive one and will doubtless be
2 Per Cent Interest
considerably changed in committee or in

Pays

checking

accounts.

Dodd

Hay,
Hides,

125 00
03
25
Lamb,
Lambskinsl 25a 35
20
Mutton,
60
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
16
■Straw, 15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
20
Veal,
Wool, unwashed, 30
Wood, hard, It 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

“

“

“

“

$11.00 and $12,00 Boots,
11.00
11.00
8.50

“

“

12.00

2 20
79

(ftjjaf)

Gray Boots,
Pumps,

on

One

One

Ten

Ten

Thirty

Thirty

Per

Per

Nine

Nine

Cent

Cent

M

€

STRAIGHT TEN PER CENT DISCOUNT
in our store. This means the ver
Pair” est any Rubber
Old Fashion “Comfort in
quality and includes everything from a Chi
Any “Comfy” Slipper in our store will!be sold for the !: Rubber to a Man’s Hip Rubber Boot. Rememt
next ten days at ONE THIRTY-NINE. Very besl -! quality rubber at 10 per cent discount during t
materials—all colors—regularly worth from $2 to $2.50, | Fashion Price Shoe Sale.

7

A

on

Every

>

Three

BORN

Ninety
Five

In Belfast, Feb. 12,
ACtHORN WOOD.
by Rev. Charles W. Martin, Dana S.
Acho~n of Morrill and Hazel L Wood of
Searsmont.
In Belfast, Feb.
MERR1THEW-I.EAR.
12, by Rev. Charles W. Martin, Carl A.
Merrithew and Arietta Lear, both of Belfast.
In Belfast, Feb.
WEBB-HARRIMAN.
12, by Rev. Charles W. Martin, John
Howard Webb and Myra Bernice Harri
man, both of Belfast.

nave

the House and Senate.

You

bought 100 pairs of Men’s High Grade Sarnpl 2 It’s a long time since you bought a Man’s gv
sample sizes which we shall sell at the Oh 1 for THREE NINETY-FIVE. We mean GOO!
Fashion price of FIVE NINETY-FIVE. The regula :■ Every pair Goodyear welt in all style toes,
price of these shoes are from $10 to $14. These an i Black and Mahogany. About one hundred
the very latest shapes, including lots of “Brogue’s.’ pairs—many odd pairs in the lot that former!
Remember: small sizes only.
I to $8.00 and $9,00

“Old

ANDREWS. In Belfast, Feb. 8, Thomas
E. Andrews, formerly of Calais.
Bailey. In North Belfast, Feb. 14,
Henry C. Bailey, aged 89 years
CLARK. In Lincolnville, Feb. 10, Harrison G. Clark, formerly of Northport,
aged 62 years.
HANSON.
In Searsmont, Feb. 12,
Llewellyn Henson, aged 78 years and 10
months.
Howe. In Winterport, Feb. 8, Elizabeth A., wife of Capt. Edwin A. Howe.
PATTERSON. In Swanville, Feb. 10,
Otis B. Patterson, aged 78 years and 19

Fashion”

ONE, TWO

Granules)

-Esb-IN DIGESTION
2D.27«k

Lots and

teli

us

haven’t made the “Dollar” give
Good Old

!
i

PAIR

Fashion Value.

Men’s Work Hose, regular 35c.

I

value, 6 pairs

COME EVERY

MORNING

FORTY-FIVE.

—————————

ONLY

ONLY
TEN DAYS

TEN DAV

(

is used in tens of thousands of homes every

or

These Odd

ji

scorn
EMULSION

(Tablets

LOOK OVER

Women’s Ground Grippers, FIVE NINETY
Don’t fail to look over these Bargain Tables every daj
Low Shoes, FOUR NINETY-FIVE
!
during this Old Fashion Shoe Sale. You will find everj
sort of shoe represented. Of course odd sizes, but ai Women’s Famous
Heywood [Boots. $11.00 vs.
these prices it will repay you to be on hand every morn
EIGHT FIFTY.
ing early. Remember, new lots added each day. Price:
ONE, TWO and THREE DOLLARS a pair.
Good Boys’ Shoes, size 1 to 6, all leather,

The plump, rosy cheek,
a well-nourished body,
are the best evidences
of strength and vigor.

KinoiDS

I

and THREE

DOLLARS A

EVIDENCES

Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

TABLES

SHOES AT

BEST

Scott &

|

I

BARGAIN

days.

-ALSO MAKERS OF-

Here’s An “Old Fashion

root.'

Just

DIED

the appetite, promotes growth and
sustains strength.

bmall

a

Shoes in

_

it improves

Holeproof Hose

1

RETAIL MARKET

aay.

’

We’ll venture to say there are more Holeproo.
every morning in Belfast than any other mas.
hose. Quality is the reason. Just look at these
$8.50 Fashion Prices:
4.95
Women’s Silk Holeproof, all colors,
$159
“
“
“
“
3.95
Cotton
.69
“
“
“
5.90
Men’s

Dorothy

“

women" and

On the Famous

Prices.
“

men

“OLD FASHION PRICFZS

Dodd

buy them at these Old Fashion
Remember nothing is old but the prices:

PRODUCER

I to

Jones, Manager

on

Dorothy

the time to

Right now is

95 Onions,
5
95 Oil, kerosene, 22h23
40
10
Cheese,
Pollock,
Cotton seed,
2 25 Pork,
22
20 Rye meal,
3
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
00 Shorts,
2 00
12 50a 15 00 Sugar,
9
Flour,
H. G. seed,
0 00 Salt, T. L,
0 00
19 Sweet potatoes,
10
Lard,

girls and

Knows

Shoes

Cracked corn.

Ordered, that

Willis

W.

Everybody

i Corn meal,

gating:

deceased.

Three sons, Walter of Lincolnville, with
whom he lived, Henry of New York,

C.

pea,
y. e.,

PAID

Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
Butter, salt, 18a32 Oats,
95 Oat Meal,
Corn,

Thr death of Governor Parkhurst put
an
end to legislative work for several
days. Since work was resumed business
has moved slowly although many matters
of great public importance have been
presented for consideration.
Several
protracted and interesting committee
hearings have been held and the testimony taken is under consideration. During the next .two weeks hearings in committee will, in the main, receive the attention of the legislature. The passage
of the following orders indicates that the
legislature intends to do a little investi-

___4—

years

bush,

per

was

ries^ etc.; also monologue by sister Car- ly some things
Spaulding. The next meeting will be school.
Saturday evening, Feb. 19th. An all day

He

MARKET

RETAIL PRICE

rie

8 months.

'for

PRICE- CURRENT.

75a 100
6
11
t utter,
50a55
13a 14
Beef, sides,
I2a 13
B-ef, f. q.,
36
Cheese,
40
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
06
35
Duck,
E gs,
38
35
Fowl,
32
Geese,

Beans,
Beans,

while she led her nag to the stable and
went off to school quite as if nothing out
of ordinary had happened. Unfortunate-

brother Charlie Clements and sister Hattie Nickerson, readings, recitations, sto-

Lincolnville Feb. 9th, aged 60

Doleproomosieru
children^

lew days

a

Corrected W'eekly for The Journal.

a

some

there have been but
man

clearly illustrated one morning last wetk when a High school girl
FLOOD. In Belfast, Feb. 16, to Mr. and
driving from her home to the village
Mrs. Stiliman D. Flood, Jr., a son, David
s uddenly found herself with a horse falGeorge
len in a heap and a broken shaft. Did
In Belfast, Feb 1, to Mr. and
GREEN.
she scream for help? She did not. Quick- Mrs. Leroy S. Green, a daughter, Eunice
ly leaping to the ground she had the Rosaline.
SMITH. In Bangor, Feb. 11, to Dr. and
horse cleared, the wagon pulled back and Mrs.
LeRoy H. Smith ol Winterport, a
the horse on its feet by the time assist- son.
ance reached her, when the carriage was
MARRIED.
taken to the blacksmith shop for repairs,

of love and good wishes from friends and'

were

at

The difference between

relatives.

There

or more

others

was

Matthews,

con-

a

BELFAST

day and night school lo
fit themselves for practice, in which undertaking .hey will have the best wishes
of a large circle.
year

Eli Colson.

J.

long experience, have become

as

James D. Clements.

with which he has been connected for many years.
Both Mr. Ger
rish and his wife, who is a trained nurse
vinced of the merit of the new science of
Chiropractic and plan to pass the next

recent snow is of great value to

Miss Louise R. Clement, accompanied
by Miss Katherine Kittredge, returned
Friday from an auto trip to Bangor,
where they were guests of Dr. and Mrs.

J he many friends of Mr. and Mrs. John
Gerrish, now settled at 222 C. street

of

severe

could not go in the woods to
chop as there has been little or no snow
on the trees.

railroad,

I

hop

when

Washington, D. C., will learn wilh
regret that Mr. Gerrish has placed his
resignation with the Bangor & Aroostook

Otis Colson and wife of N. E. Harbor
Mr. and Mrs.
are visiting his parents,

Feb. 9th

c

j S. E.,

NORTH SEAR,SPORT.
_

The

has been assistant editor for the past year
and recently succeeded to the present position.

home

the

the woodsmen who have been trying all
winter to get out their woo!, pulp and
lu mber. It has been a line winter to

tion of the department of labor of the
American Woolen Company.
Mr. Frye

D.

account of

-

served at the close of the afternoon.

Frye of Scituoccasional visitor with

an

on

;

storm, but the gathering was a very
pleasant one and a delightful time was
enjoyed with delicious refreshments

relatives in town, will be interested to
learn that he has been made editor of
The A. W. Booster, a monthly publica-

Sweetser entertained the
Elephant Auction Club at her

Mrs. J.

attendance

of Howard C.

Mass.,

have

F. Elwell’s house while he is

M.

student at the high
and Mrs. Frank A.

classic,
a
supper in the M. E.
ute, before a large audience at the mosixfrom
14
Feb.
Monday,
church vestry
tion picture show Saturday evening, as a
Supper price,
thirty to seven-thirty.
commemoration of Lincoln’s birthday.
thirty-five cents. Social following the
Grass fires along the line of the railsupper.
road were numerous last week. Timely
is
Who says Mack’s Point, Searsport,
discovery by Freema 1 Harriman saved
Since Saturday morn- the
not on the map?
group of cottages on Blanchard’s
ing Feb. 5, to Tuesday evening 10,000 Cove from a fire which had reached the
Foltons of coal have been discharged.
Trundy cottage, running under the piazza
S. S.
lowing is a list: Sailed; Wednesday,
and scorching the posts before extinRipogenus; sailed Sunday S. S. Ruth; guished.
Herndon,
finished discharging barges,
John McLaughlin, his son Archie, WilRamsey, Aransas and Allnine; docked, lard M.
Berry, Captain W. C. Haskell,
Phionis, Tuesday; awaiting dock, Cum- Leonard
Landry, A. D. Berry, Melvin
rie and Pennington.
Harriman, Angus Holmes, and Merrill
Searsport High School won from Peasley, were in Bucksport Monday afThe Sears- ternoon attending the big trot on the ice.
Hampden Rovers Saturday.
port team had the advantage of playing Berry and McLaughlin had horses in the
races but brought home no bacon.
on their home floor and piled up a score of
Searsport 51

McKenney and family

classmate,

Foster, gave

There will be

the guests of friends.

Willis

of the

leading but
and business men throughout the United States to get tU
views on future business conditions. Almost unanimously they sav 1
ness will BE BETTER AS SOON AS THE RETAILERS'TAKE THKIi:
LOSS and get back to good old fashion value giving. We have
finished stocktaking and have certainly “taken ours” and now intend
pass it along to you in one of our “Old Fashion” Shoe Sales. You
member them. Never a disappointment. Always did just as we agm,
and a little more. So look over the following and see the Old Fashiiprices we have made on New Fashion Shoes:
a canvass

ers

son,

Belfast,

at 8 O’clock

Morning

'T'HE Literary Digest has just completed

County Hospital.

hired

a

Starts This

improving

Bucksport Seminary Friday afternoon
for the week-end, accompanied by a

Charles Foster,

member.

slowly

returned home Sunday from the Waldo

colnville.

The every member drive for the Congregational church started Monday.
Letters have been sent out and solicitors

is

Mrs. Merle Huff and young daughter

trip home.

Miss Gladys Heath returned to her
home in Sandypoint Saturday after pass-

ing the week with her aunts in the vilI lage.
Wedues
Miss Louise Sliute came home from

A.

Dodge

after his recent attack of grip.

t he coal pocket last week

fans attended the game in Belfast Friday,
between Bangor Five Acesant* Belfast A.

New Fashion Shoes at Old Fashion Prices

NORTHPORT

taken into the order.

George H. Smith’s sawing outfit is in
the village and the family woodpiles are
going into short lengths with celerity.

The Ladies’ Guild cjf the Congregation,
al Church will meet lidth Mrs. B. F. Colcord, Tuesday, February 15th.

“Old Fashion” Shoe Sale

Re olves were also presented asking
that the salaries of the County Commissioners of Waldo Co. be fixed at $600 and
that the salary of the Clerk of Courts be
increased, from $1,200 to $1,800 a year.

busi-

At a regular meeting of Bethany Chapter, O. E. S., last week, Mrs. Roy Little-

Wednesday.*

THE DINSMORE STORE’S

Station.

Superintendent of Schools, Frederick

F. R. Sweetser, who is spending
the winter months in Belfast, was in
town Saturday and Sunday.

basket

William

Mrs.

W. Nickerson of Frankfort,

Mr.

Searsport

and

last week enjoying the
national capital.

Miss Harriet Roulstone, who has been
Tapley’s hospital, Belfast, return-

fifteen

the birth of

were

at Dr.

About

on

son.

Feb. 16th.

Wednesday,

ed borne

for that purpose; also a resolve for $1,500
in aid of repairing a bridge between No.
Searsmont and Liberty provided town
appropriate $500. Representative Buzzell introduced resolves in favor of the
Children’s Aid Society, the Waldo Co.
Hospital, the Home for Aged Women
and $5,000 for road from Belfast toSwan
ville.
Representative Chase introduced
a resolve appropriating $2,000 for repair
of road between Freedom and Thorndike

ceiving congratulations

fast-Friday.
town

During last week Senator Clement
presented a resolve appropriating $1,500
for repair of road from Montville to Freedom Village provided the town raise $500

STOCKTON SPRINGS

SEARSPORT

_

|

Mrs. M. S. Hatch has been confined to
her home with a cold for the past two

JACKSON^

H. McKinley called on friends in
Thorndike Feb. 7th.
j
Miss Merle Wright spent last week in
Brooks visiting fiiends.
J.

Daniel Mason of Monroe spent., last
; week with friends in town.

i
!

j

Miss Inez Kelsey of Knox is
her aunt, Mrs. Marshall Ellis.

Mr. H. K. Chase spent the week-end
with his daughter, Mrs. Willis Kelsey of
Knox.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Roberts have moved
into their new home, recently purchased
of Mrs. Meda Chase of Brooks.

visiting

Olive J. Hatch has completed her
sc hool at Albion and returned home.
Miss

weeks.

Miss Mollie N.

Parker,

R.

N.,

an

assis-

tant director of the State Health Department, will speak at the Grange hall, Feb.
o,

th.

Her subject will be Health and

Purity in the Home, Schools and ComThis meeting will be under the
munity.
auspices of the local W. C. T. U., when
they will have for sale a quilt and other
other fancy articles, also ice cream and
candy. All are cordially invited to attend.

ALL WOOL PANTS
for SS3.UU a Pair
—AT—

BERT L. DAVIS’

GET bUSY, Ki l l
Is your job uusafeV
You want a life-lout! beget into such a businthan 137 Watkins pro<lu>
era if you own auto or
one, if you can give bi
We nack yoo
sureties.
helps; 52 years in bu
users of our products
mation where you can
R. WATKINS CO., Depi
Minnesota.
The Red Men anu im *
hontas will give a pubb
hall March 11th. Suppet
Tickets 50 cents.
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